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Abstract
Engineering design work relies on the ability to predict system performance. A great deal of
effort is spent producing models that incorporate knowledge of the underlying physics and chemistry
in order to understand the relationship between system inputs and responses. Although models can
provide great insight into the behavior of the system, actual design decisions cannot be made based
on predictions alone. In order to make properly informed decisions, it is critical to understand
uncertainty. Otherwise, there cannot be a quantitative assessment of which predictions are reliable
and which inputs are most significant. To address this issue, a new design method is required
that can quantify the complex sources of uncertainty that influence model predictions and the
corresponding engineering decisions.
Design of experiments is traditionally defined as a structured procedure to gather information.
This thesis reframes design of experiments as a problem of quantifying and managing uncertainties.
The process of designing experimental studies is treated as a statistical decision problem using
Bayesian methods. This perspective follows from the realization that the primary role of engineering
experiments is not only to gain knowledge but to gather the necessary information to make future
design decisions. To do this, experiments must be designed to reduce the uncertainties relevant
to the future decision. The necessary components are: a model of the system, a model of the
observations taken from the system, and an understanding of the sources of uncertainty that impact
the system.
While the Bayesian approach has previously been attempted in various fields including Chem-
ical Engineering the true benefit has been obscured by the use of linear system models, simplified
descriptions of uncertainty, and the lack of emphasis on the decision theory framework. With the
recent development of techniques for Bayesian statistics and uncertainty quantification, including
Markov Chain Monte Carlo, Polynomial Chaos Expansions, and a prior sampling formulation for
computing utility functions, such simplifications are no longer necessary. In this work, these meth-
ods have been integrated into the decision theory framework to allow the application of Bayesian
Designs to more complex systems.
The benefits of the Bayesian approach to design of experiments are demonstrated on three sys-
tems: an air mill classifier, a network of chemical reactions, and a process simulation based on unit
operations. These case studies quantify the impact of rigorous modeling of uncertainty in terms
of reduced number of experiments as compared to the currently used Classical Design methods.
Fewer experiments translate to less time and resources spent, while reducing the important uncer-
tainties relevant to decision makers. In an industrial setting, this represents real world benefits for
large research projects in reducing development costs and time-to-market. Besides identifying the
best experiments, the Bayesian approach also allows a prediction of the value of experimental data
which is crucial in the decision making process. Finally, this work demonstrates the flexibility of the
decision theory framework and the feasibility of Bayesian Design of Experiments for the complex
process models commonly found in the field of Chemical Engineering.
Thesis Supervisor: Gregory McRae
Title: Hoyt C. Hottel Professor of Chemical Engineering
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Chapter 1
The Future of Experimental Design
We learn about systems by building, testing, and observing. This is true whether the system is
a machine, social group, or computer simulation. Experiments are one way we can control the way
information is gathered from a system. Examples include measurements or observations, surveys
of experts, or the evaluation of the computer model. The common connection is that information
is revealed by running the experiment.
Design of experiments is the exercise of selecting specific experiments in order to gather relevant
information. If infinite resources and time were available then we would not be concerned with
experimental design. We could simply run experiments until we obtain useful results. In reality,
experiments must be selected intelligently in order to collect information in an efficient and effective
manner. Unfortunately, it is difficult to know exactly what experiments should be used and how
many are required - each study has unique goals and therefore requires different information.
In engineering fields we have a wealth of knowledge about the systems we use. We understand
many of the underlying principles that dictate system performance or at least have empirical obser-
vations that can describe the system. It is commonplace and even required to use this knowledge
for process design and optimization but it is rarely seen in the design of experimental studies. This
represents a great opportunity because incorporating this knowledge into the design of experiments
process can greatly reduce the required number of experiments - saving time, resources, and money.
The goal of this thesis is to change the way information is gathered by focusing on the treatment
of uncertainty. Much attention has been paid to improving process modeling, numerical methods,
and optimization. The treatment of uncertainty during the design process often overlooked. The
vast majority of experiments being done today either use Classical Design of Experiments or skip the
explicit design of experiments step altogether. These experiments are still guided by the expertise
of the researcher, but prior knowledge, models, and uncertainty do not explicitly influence the
design. This results in the inefficient use of resources and time.
1.1 The Experimental Process and Experimental Design
To better understand how to design experiments, we first examine how an experimental study
is carried out. In a study, design, experiments, and analysis are iterated to gather evidence until
the goals are reached or resources are exhausted. This is illustrated in Figure 1-1.
Prior Design of Col lect 1 Analyze Assess
TKnowlede Experiments 
Data Data 
Goals
Goals Not Met
Goals Met
Figure 1-1: Flowchart of the experimental study process showing the role of design of experiments
Ideally, we could somehow determine how useful every possible experiment will be and run
only the most useful. Unfortunately, this information only after the experiments are run and
data is analyzed. Therefore, more practical design of experiment approaches have been developed.
Design of experiments approaches are used to determine the best experiments to run, however, it
is important to understand that the root of this problem is estimating the usefulness of a future
experiment. Each design of experiments approach accomplishes this in a different way; this thesis
focuses on the Bayesian approach.
1.2 The Bayesian Approach to Design of Experiments
In order to incorporate all the prior knowledge and treat uncertainties, we take a general ap-
proach that models the entire experimental process. The design step is posed as a decision problem,
where the engineer must select the best experiment out of all possible experiments. The framework
from decision theory organizes and connects various ideas: how to describe the process knowledge
and uncertainty, value information, and use optimization methods. This is called the Bayesian
approach or simply Bayesian Designs because many of the methods rely on Bayes' Theorem (See
Chapter 6 in particular). These connections are illustrated in Figure 1-2.
Prior Design of Collect Analyze Assess
Knowledge H Experiments H Data! Data I GoalsI
Probability Optimization Uncertainty Statistics Information
Theory Quantification Theory
Figure 1-2: The steps in the experimental process can be matched to components of decision theory
Applications in the pharmaceutical and energy industries will serve as initial case studies, how-
ever, the techniques illustrated here can be applied to any field and any system. Examples include
the design of experiments to characterize equipment, improve system performance, compare models
of a system, or even compare two technologies. The ideas are also applicable to other design work
such as process design and optimization.
1.3 Motivating Study
The pharmaceutical industry aptly demonstrates the impact of experimental design. Pharma-
ceutical companies face two critical challenges: lengthy product development times and process
variation. The first is driven by economic concerns - the first product in the market captures and
retains a disproportionate amount of the market share, even if a superior product is introduced
later. The second is due to government regulation of drug quality. The root cause of both product
development times and variability in product quality is the difficulty of gathering useful informa-
tion. Before a drug can be sold, a reliable and consistent manufacturing process must be designed,
built, and validated. Each step takes experiments and each experiment costs resources and time.
The case study which motivated this work was an experimental project carried out by an
industrial partner. They had used Classical Design of Experiments to run four studies for the scale
up of a mechanical separation process. Using classical statistical methods and scale up procedures,
they developed a model for the production scale equipment that did not accurately predict the true
performance. As a result, an additional study was required which increased the time and money
spent.
We will examine why this scale up failed and how the experiments could be improved using
Bayesian approach to Design of Experiments in Chapter 8.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The building blocks required for decision theory are introduced in Chapters 2, including proba-
bility theory, uncertainty, information theory, statistic/ estimation theory, and optimization. More
detailed discussion and related topics are also included in the Appendices.
After the background chapters, the various approaches to design of experiments are described
in Chapters 4 and 5. The relationships between experimental studies and decision theory shown in
Figure 1-2 are emphasized, focusing on the treatment of uncertainty and current process knowledge.
The methodologies used in this work are then detailed in Chapter 3: Methods for Uncertainty
Quantification, and Chapter 6: Bayesian Methods for Estimation and Design. Finally several
examples and case studies are used to showcase the methods and design of experiments framework
in Chapters 7 through 10, followed by the conclusions and discussion.
1.5 Thesis Contributions
This thesis provides a substantially different perspective on design work than traditional Chem-
ical Engineering Process Systems Engineering methods. The focuses is on uncertainty and decision
theory rather than optimization and modeling. This perspective follows from the realization that
experiments are not always carried out for gaining knowledge. The true goal is to gather the neces-
sary information to make an informed decision. The framework provided in this work gives a clearer
picture of the important factors that affect the system and the impact on the future decisions.
The first contribution is the synthesis of the ideas and methodology for properly treating uncer-
tainty for design of experiments on chemical engineering systems. While the Bayesian approach has
been previously attempted in various fields including chemical engineering [29, 28, 62, 63], the true
benefit has been obscured by the use of linear system models, simplified descriptions of uncertainty,
and de-emphasis of the decision theory framework. In this work, no simplifying assumptions are
taken and the decision theory framework is followed strictly. This allows a quantitative assessment
of the decision making benefits gained by properly treating uncertainty. The methods required in-
clude: Bayesian probabilistic modeling of uncertainty, use of prior knowledge, use of non-Gaussian
distributions and corresponding Information Theory metrics, Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods,
and Polynomial Chaos Expansions. Many of these techniques have not previously been applied to
the design of experiments.
The second contribution of this thesis is the application to common chemical engineering systems
including chemical kinetics models, a mechanical separations unit, and a process flowsheet. By
applying these methods to practical chemical engineering systems the benefits of the Bayesian
Design of Experiments approach over the commonly used Classical Designs approach are clearly
established.
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Chapter 2
Background Theory
This chapter presents the required background theory at the level necessary to understand the
remainder of the thesis. Section 2.1 gives a definition for uncertainty and introduces the necessary
supporting concepts. Then Sections 2.2 and 2.3 provide the background on probability, statistics,
and information theory that provide the basis for Bayesian methods. Finally, Section 2.4 ties all
the concepts together to describe the framework used for design of experiments and Section 2.5
discusses the optimization tools that are used in this thesis. Chapters 3 and 6 contain additional
details of the most important topics.
2.1 Uncertainty and Modeling
Uncertainty describes the state of imperfect knowledge. For example, the state of a physical
system at any instant is well defined and certain but our knowledge about the system is quite
uncertain. It is impossible to exactly know the system states because we know only what our
instruments and observations tell us. Decisions are often made with incomplete knowledge - we
never have enough information about the system to know for sure which decision is best. Therefore
it is critical to understand how much knowledge we have and how to improve that knowledge
through experiments. In this section, we will discuss the significance, modeling, and quantification
of uncertainty and information.
2.1.1 Modeling Uncertainty
A system model relates the system inputs, outputs, states, and parameters to one another. The
model is a mathematical representation of the knowledge we have of the system. Using these models
helps engineers understand which inputs, states, or parameters have an impact on the outputs.
Since our knowledge is often incomplete, all these quantities have some degree of uncertainty;
there can be uncertainty in the physical basis of the model, the mathematical representation, the
model parameters, etc. The uncertainty impacts the validity of the model and the ability to make
decisions based on the model. Before relying on model predictions for design work, engineers must
first have a sense of the quality or the uncertainty of those predictions. We need to be able to relate
uncertainty the inputs, states, parameters, etc. to the uncertainty in the outputs and measurable
variables.
Still, uncertainty is a vague and subjective concept. Given different levels of understanding
and knowledge, two observers of the same event may have different amounts of uncertainty. This
presents enormous problems for modeling. To address this issue, uncertainty must be represented
in a way that is consistent between observers but still have physical meaning.
2.1.2 Uncertainty and Probability Theory
There are several tools that have been used to characterize uncertainty [65, 18, 19], but here we
will use probability theory. Probability theory is mathematically rigorous and provides the neces-
sary consistency. For example, although two people can disagree over what probability of a future
event, they must agree on the meaning of that probability. In addition, probability is a natural
concept to apply to physical systems. While other methods also share these properties, probability
theory is an appropriate and widely accepted tool for treating uncertainty in engineering systems.
This is sometimes called a Bayesian perspective of uncertainty, in which uncertain quantities are
represented by Random Variables. See the books Understanding Uncertainty by David Lindley [51]
and Probability Theory by Jaynes [43] for more discussion.
When applying probability theory to engineering systems, we narrow our scope to parametric
uncertainties. In these situations we are most interested in true values or optimal values of param-
eters. Unfortunately, we are uncertain what these values are. Rather than describing a fixed value
and assuming it is the true value, we use probability theory to describe the the uncertain knowledge
of the true value. The key point is that this is modeling our understanding of the parameter, not
the parameter - which has a fixed true value.
Statistics and Probability in Engineering
Statistics are used to describe past observations and probability theory to predict future events.
Observations of a system always have some variability which is described by a statistical model.
These models are then used to estimate parameters and finally to predict future observations. In
terms of uncertainty, observations allow us to make inferences about the uncertain state of the
system. Using our imperfect knowledge of the system, we can imperfectly estimate the unknown
parameters. Using the parameters and the model, we can determine the uncertainty in the model
outputs.
Although there is a great deal in common between the classical model development strategy
and our current uncertainty framework, there is one major distinction. The classical approach
always assumes that uncertainties can be described by Gaussian probability distributions. The
Gaussian distribution is useful because it is remarkably simple to define and manipulate, yet it
describes naturally varying processes well. Unfortunately, there are many instances where the
Gaussian distribution is inappropriate. To be treated accurately, uncertainty must be described
with more fidelity so we will use the entire probability density function. Many commonly used
statistical techniques cannot treat non-Gaussian distributions, so we will need to develop more
flexible methods. These issues will be discussed further in Section 2.2.
2.1.3 Sources of Uncertainty
There are countless sources of uncertainty when modeling a complex system. To attempt to un-
derstand them, they are placed in two categories as modified from a report by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change [59] and an article by Draper [19].
Data Observations
Data can never be treated as a true measurement of the system because the measurement tools
are imperfect. There is some uncertain discrepancy between the observations and the true system
state. What engineers and scientists strive for is to keep the uncertainty low enough so that the
observation conveys useful information about the system. To model this, we must understand
the sources of uncertainty, including but not limited to: random fluctuations in the measurement
equipment, influences from factors outside the system, incorrect interpretation of the observation,
and observation of the wrong signal. The great difficult with modeling these sources is that they
are often unknown and undetectable. As discussed below, these are typically all lumped together
along with terms which do not belong.
Modeling
It is an unfortunate fact that models are never completely correct. The physical world has so
many factors which influence system performance that a model cannot capture them all. We must
accept this fact and simply try to understand how this affects our confidence in the model. This is
called the model output uncertainty.
First of all, the model structure is incorrect. Even models built on physical principles will
either be missing terms or have the wrong mathematical representation. This is notoriously difficult
to detect, much less model, because it is convoluted with other sources of uncertainty. For this
reason, model inadequacy is often lumped into the observation uncertainty because the unexplained
variations in the model output are mistaken for observation errors. There are other approaches
treating model inadequacy [47] which are not explored here.
Secondly, there is uncertainty associated with the numerical computation of model outputs.
This is assumed to be negligible throughout this work. This is a safe assumption, as models should
always be validated and verified.
Lastly, there is parametric uncertainty. The parameters have physical meaning and are therefore
assumed to have a true value, which remains unknown to us. By representing our knowledge of
these parameters with Random Variables, we introduce uncertainty into the system model. This is
the only source of model uncertainty which is treated rigorously here.
The Quantification of Uncertainty
After lumping many sources of uncertainty together we are left with two main sources: ob-
servations and model parameters. Uncertainty quantification is the analysis of the impact these
uncertainties have on the model outputs. Uncertainty refers to the probability density function of
the model outputs, while sensitivity is the contribution or relative contribution of a single param-
eter to the overall model output uncertainty. Methods for uncertainty quantification are discussed
in Chapter 3.
2.1.4 Recap
Now that the ideas are in place to define, model, and quantify uncertainty we return to give an
engineering perspective. When we attempt to quantify the uncertainty in a model, the purpose is
typically to gain insight into a design problem. In a more general sense, uncertainty analysis helps
to make decisions. To show how this is done, some background is required on the various tools that
come together to solve decision problems.
2.2 Probability Theory
In the previous section, probability theory was introduced as a tool to describe uncertainty
in physical systems. This section gives a basic introduction to probability at the level required
to understand the remainder of the thesis. Further material is in Appendix A. In particular,
Appendix Sections A.2.1 and A.2.2 discuss two crucial concepts which will allow a more thorough
understanding of the methods in Chapter 3.
2.2.1 Probability for Quantifying Uncertainty
Probability theory can be used to characterize a wide variety of quantities: future events,
uncertain or stochastic quantities, populations, etc. This work deals with parameters in engineering
models which are predominantly uncertain quantities that must be a real number (as opposed to
abstract concepts).
The purpose of probability theory is illustrated for two applications: a future event and an un-
known quantity. When analyzing a future event, it is clear that there are many potential outcomes.
Probability theory is used to describe the chances that each particular outcome will actually occur.
An example is a coin flip where the two outcomes are heads or tails. Uncertain quantities are
less intuitive. A quantity x is called uncertain when it has a fixed true or optimal value, which is
unknown. Probability theory can describe how much we know about this optimal value, denoted
x*. There is no physical event with a concrete outcome. Instead, probability theory describes the
uncertainty about the true value. In a simple sense, probability theory describes the chances that
a particular value will turn out to be the true value.
We will represent an uncertain quantity, x, with the Random Variable X (wx). For every
possible value x, X (wx) describes the probability that {x = x*}. This is still called an outcome,
even though there is no intuitive event that has occurred.
The Probability Density Function
One way to define a Random Variable X (wx) is the probability density function:
fx (x) = Relative probability that x is the true value
A (real-valued, continuous) Random Variable is a function which maps outcomes and values to
a corresponding probability density. There are three pieces here: the value x, the outcome wx,
and probability density fx. These three pieces make up the Random Variable X (wx). This is
illustrated in Example 1.
The set of all possible values is the outcome space Qx. For a continuous Random Variable, there
are infinitely many valid outcomes in Qx so it does not make sense to assign absolute probabilities
to each of them. Instead, densities are used to compare the relative probabilities between outcomes.
A probability density can range from 0 to oo.
In the case where there are discrete, specified outcomes, a probability mass function is used
instead. This assigns an absolute probability to each outcome.
px (wx) = Absolute probability of outcome wx
In the coin flip example mentioned above, this could be describe by:
} heads
Pc(wc=2
I'tails
Example 1: Modeling an Uncertain Quantity
Say we plan to use a ball bearing from a certain manufacturer and need to predict its performance.
We build a model which depends on its radius. The manufacturer guarantees that every bearing
has radius r between 4.99mm and 5.01 mm and that 40% of their bearings are between 4.999mm
and 5.001 mm.
We need to represent the uncertainty in the radius of a particular bearing, for use in the model.
In this physical example, the radius could be any distance and so a continuous Random Variable
is appropriate. Because we lack additional information about the probability densities, we choose
to describe the radius with Random Variable R (wR). The probability density function is:
A 1~ 4.999 < r < 5.001
fR (r 161 4.99 <r <4.999
1161 5.001 < r < 5.01
fR (r) is shown in Figure 2-1. The outcome space is OR = [4.99,5.01] and each value r within the
inner bounds is 9 times as probable as the other values.
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Figure 2-1: The probability density function of the uncertain bearing radius in Example 1
Section A deals with more advanced concepts in probability theory and reconciles general prob-
ability theory with the narrow definition that we use.
2.2.2 Statistics
Statistics as a field is concerned with interpreting data. In this work, we use statistics in two
ways: estimating model parameters given a new dataset, and estimating properties of a hypothetical
population represented by a probability distribution. The estimation techniques are discussed later
in Section 6.2. Here we define some basic statistics of probability distributions.
Mean/ Expected Value
As with most statistics, the expected value of a Random Variable is computed using the prob-
ability density function. For continuous Random Variables:
p = Ex [X (w)] = (x) fx (x) dx
This is simply the weighted average of all the values the Random Variable can take. The subscript
in Ex [X (w)] indicates that the values of the argument X (w) will be weighted by the probability
density function of X. This is more clear below:
Ex [g (X (w))] = g (x) fx (x) dx
Here, the Expected Value are the values of the argument, which is a function of the values x, are
weighted by probability density function fx (x).
Mode
The mode is the value (or values) with highest probability density.
arg max fx (x)
X
Median
The median is the value which has half the probability mass below and half the mass above.
xmedian 0ZJ fx (x) dx = fx (x) = 0.5
-o0 xmedian
Variance
The variance of a Random Variable X (w) measures the spread of the values x around the mean
Yt.
a.2 = var [X (w)] =EX [X 2 ] - (EX [X]) 2  (2.1)
0.2 = (x - Ex [X])2fx (x) dx
£2x
Skewness
The skewness of a Random Variable is a measure of how the values are balanced around the
mean p. For example, a small density of values far greater than p can be balanced by a large
density of values slightly less than p. This would cause a positive skew. For some densities this is
analogous to symmetry but a density can be asymmetric and unskewed.
-y = Ex 
3
Descriptive Worth
Each statistic provides a different description of a Random Variable. No single statistic can
completely characterize all Random Variables - some statistics are very informative for particular
Random Variables but do not capture interesting behavior of other densities. For example, mean
and variance completely define the Gaussian and continuous Uniform distributions, but can be con-
fusing on bimodal distributions. Therefore it is important when describing uncertainty to consider
which metrics are most appropriate and can give valuable descriptions of a wide range of Random
Variables. This will come up again in Section 2.3.
Example 2: Visual Descriptions of Uncertainty Using Probability Theory
Figure 2-2 shows the standard Gaussian distribution and the standard lognormal (the log of this
Random Variable is the standard Gaussian). The credible intervals are a Bayesian equivalent of
confidence intervals. They show the mean (squares), median (diamonds), 68.2% credible interval
(inner end points of lines), and 95.4% credible interval (outer end points). The x-credible interval
is centered on the median, and covers 1% of the values above and below the median.
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Figure 2-2: Example 2 - Random Variables representing uncertainty are shown as histograms,
functions, and credible intervals.
2.2.3 The Gaussian Distribution
The Gaussian distribution is the most commonly used Random Variable for describing uncer-
tainty. One reason is that natural populations often have attributes that are well approximated by
the Gaussian distribution. In addition, it is a convenient modeling tool because it has very nice
statistical properties. For example, summing Gaussian Random Variables results in another Gaus-
sian Random Variable. Also, the entire distribution can be completely defined by two statistics:
mean and variance.
To explain why the Gaussian distribution is not always appropriate, we describe the central
limit theorem and contrast it with the phenomena associated with physical systems. An in depth
discussion can be found in the Ph.D. Thesis of de Mann [17].
The Central Limit Theorem
Let Ym (wy) for m = 1... M be a series of Random Variables, all of which have the identical,
M
non-Gaussian distribution with mean y and finite variance a2 . Then let SM (wy) E Ym (WY).
i=1
The central limit theorem states that as M -+ oo, the distribution of SM (wy) will approach a nor-
M
mal distribution So (wy) ~ N (p, o-). By rescaling, ZM (Wy) =1will approach
the standard Gaussian Z. ~ N (0, 1).
Example 3: The Central Limit Theorem
The Central Limit Theorem is illustrated by plotting the probability density function of SM (Wy)
for increasing values of M for two distributions: the uniform distribution Ym (Wy) ~ U (0, 1) in
Figure 2-3 and the exponential distribution Ym (wy) ~ Exp (1) in Figure 2-4.
The closer that the original distribution of Ym (wy) is to Gaussian, the smaller M needs to be
for ZM (Wy) to approach the normal distribution.
The Central Limit Theorem and Physical Systems
There are two problems with using the central limit theorem to justify modeling physical phe-
nomena with Gaussian distributions. This assumes that all the underlying variations that cause
the uncertainty are identically distributed and present in infinite number. The first assumption
can be relaxed under certain conditions but the second is the larger concern. There may be a very
large number of sources of uncertainty but only a handful will be significant. In that case, we are
not looking at an infinite sum of Random Variables but a finite and rather small sum. This new
scenario is examined in Example 4.
Example 4: When the Central Limit Theorem Does Not Apply
Here we look at the sum of eight different distributions (Gaussian, x 2, lognormal, exponential,
uniform, beta, Poisson, and gamma). This is a more realistic scenario that might be observed
in practice in that there are only a small number of significant uncertainties. Figure 2-5a shows
an example where many sources of uncertainty combine to produce a Gaussian uncertainty. This
occurs when each of the Random Variables has (approximately) equal variance. Figure 2-5b shows
20.
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Figure 2-4: Example 3 - The scaled sum of M exponential Random Variables (bars & top credible
interval) approaches the standard Gaussian (- & bottom credible interval) as M -+ oo
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an example where many different distributions are summed together, however, one of them has
a larger variance than the rest. Note that these sums are not scaled, so the target is not the
standard Gaussian. The Gaussian density function shown is fitted to the mean and variance of of
the summation density.
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Figure 2-5: Example 4 - The unscaled sum of eight Random Variables (bars & top credible interval)
versus a Gaussian distribution (-) neither is a perfect Gaussian distribution
Intuitively, if one source of uncertainty is larger than the others, it will dominate the sum. This
example shows that while the Gaussian distribution is a good approximation for some systems, it
is not universal.
Functions of Gaussian Random Variables
In addition to the fact that not all sources of uncertainty can be represented with Gaussian
Random Variables, a non-linear model will very rarely have Gaussian model prediction uncertainty.
This is illustrated in Example 5 with the simplest possible model.
Example 5: Gaussian Parametric Uncertainties in a Linear Model
Our model is ax = b. Both a and b are uncertain parameters with Gaussian probability density
functions, and we want to know the density of x.
This is modeled as X (wx) = . The results are shown in Figure 2-6 for several choices of
A (WA) and B (WB)-
(a) A (WA) ~ N (1,0.12) and B (oB) ~ N (4, 0.12)
lg0.
W,
'0
~0
(c) A (WA) - N (1,0.12) and B (WE) ~ N (0.4, 0.12)
(b) A (WA) ~ N (1,0.12 ) and B (WB) ~ N (1,0.12)
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Not only is the output non-Gaussian, the probability density function can vary widely depending
on the parametric uncertainties. A Gaussian approximation of the output would be a very poor
choice.
2.2.4 Rigorous Modeling of Uncertainty
Probability Theory allows for a rigorous description of uncertainty. However, in the past the
Gaussian distribution has been used to describe almost all uncertainties. This greatly simplifies
the analysis but as shown in the above examples, this is not always a valid assumption. Accurate
analysis must begin with an accurate description of uncertainty, meaning that full probability
density functions must be used. Variance is a useful statistic that can describe the spread of an
uncertain parameter, but as was discussed in Section 2.2.2 it is not the only metric. Other statistics
have been created that are better suited for describing the property we are most interested in:
information.
2.3 Information Theory
Information theory was developed in the 1940's to answer questions of how fast and how reliable
communication methods could be. Along the way, the theory also established metrics for the
information content of a random event. While this rather abstract idea has its uses for data
compression, it has had a wide ranging impact on practical devices like music players and cell
phones. The problem of interest is how to compare two random events and measure them on some
common basis. According to information theory, Random Variables can be ranked in terms of the
information content they convey [52].
In the Bayesian approach to modeling, probability theory and Random Variables represent
the uncertainty of a parameter and the knowledge we have about that parameter. Information
theory statistics are then used to describe the information content of these Random Variable. For
decision theory and design of experiments, these statistics are necessary to quantitatively measure
the usefulness of each experiment. This is the basis of determining the best experiments during the
design process.
By far the most common statistic for describing uncertainty is variance. When dealing with
Gaussian Random Variables, variance is the only necessary statistic for describing uncertainty,
however as stated in Section 2.2 not all uncertainties should be represented with Gaussian Random
Variables. This section discusses the properties of the variance statistic and its limitations. Then
the ideas of Shannon Information and the entropy statistic are introduced. Appendix B has more
details about both as well as some supporting material.
2.3.1 The Variance Statistic
The variance of any Random Variable was given by Equation 2.1. Figure 2-7 shows two sets of
probability density functions to illustrate this statistic.
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Figure 2-7: Two sets of probability density functions illustrating the two uncertainty statistics - all
have mean 0
Variance is related to the spread of values around the mean. The three probability density
functions in Figure 2-7a have variance of 1. The Gaussian Random Variables have most of their
mass concentrated around the mean, but the tails of the distributions greatly increase the variance.
The uniform Random Variable has no tails but this is balanced by having more density at an
intermediate distance from the mean. The third is a mixture (combination) of a lognormal and
Gaussian distributions. It has less density at the mean and has two modes, which greatly increases
the variance.
If these densities in Figure 2-7a were representing an uncertain parameter, what would they
tell us? The Gaussian and mixture densities indicate that the true value is much more likely to be
near the the modes, respectively 0 and -1 and 0.9. The uniform density does not indicates a most
likely true value but does limit the possibilities to between ±1.7. Intuitively, these three densities
convey a different amount of information about the parameter. Although variance does describe
one facet of how much information a variable contains, it does not convey this interpretation of
information. Figure 2-7b shows the same distributions, but with new parameters. The mixture
and Uniform Random Variables now have higher variances; they are set to have equal information
content, averaged over the whole density. This statistic is explained below.
2.3.2 Shannon and Differential Entropy
Shannon Entropy is an information metric defined for discrete random variables. Higher entropy
corresponds to lower information content. The analogous statistic for continuous random variables
is the differential entropy. The formula of differential entropy of the random variable 0 is:
h (X (w)) = - J fx (x)log fx (x) dx
Qx
For uncertain parameters, high entropy indicates that a lot of data is required to learn the true
value. Lower entropy indicates that a lot is already known about the uncertain parameter and less
data would be required to learn the true value.
2.3.3 Kullback-Leibler Divergence
Like probability density functions, the differential entropy is a relative quantity because its
absolute value is not meaningful. It must be stated along with a reference point. One way to do
this is to simple compare the differential entropy of two Random Variables. This gives a measure
of information gain. Another statistic is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence:
DKL (X (oJ) Y()) = -fx () log 0 d( (2.2)
The Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL is conceptually similar to a 'distance' between two probability
density functions that share a underlying probability space, in this case denoted by the shared
value (. This occurs, for example, when the two Random Variables being compared represent
two characterizations of the same uncertain parameter. The Kullback-Leibler divergence will be
used as an information metric for design of experiments. Instead of information gain from one
density to another, this is a measure of how different the densities are. It can be interpreted as the
information penalty that arises from using Y (w=) to represent an uncertain parameter when X (w=)
is the correct representation. For this reason, maximizing the decrease in differential entropies:
-Ah - (h [X (w=)] - h [Y (w=)])
= fx (W) log fx () - fy () log fy ( ) d (2-3)
is analogous (but not equal) to maximizing the Kullback-Leibler Divergence in Equation 2.2.
2.3.4 Use in Design of Experiments
Optimization is based on comparison and to compare two abstract objects like probability den-
sity functions, they must be reduced to a real number. Bayesian designs rely on the two information
metrics: differential entropy and Kullback-Leibler Divergence to compare two probability density
functions. This will be discussed in Chapter 5.
2.4 Decision Theory
Decision theory establishes a quantitative and objective framework for making decisions under
uncertain conditions. In this section, only the Bayesian perspective on statistical decision theory
is presented. The alternative, frequentist perspective is similar but does describe the concepts of
uncertainty and risk in the same way. A more complete reference is Statistical Decision Theory and
Bayesian Analysis by Berger [7].
2.4.1 How Decisions are Made
Similar to uncertainty quantification, decision making is a ubiquitous process yet it is neglected
in most engineering applications. The simplest explanation of statistical decision theory is that the
positive and negative results from all possible decisions are compared and the best decision is the
one where the positives outweigh the negatives. The key point is that every action can be assigned
value on many different scales (profit, convenience, etc.). In order to compare all outcomes, all
values must be put on a common basis.
The framework is remarkably simple, which may explain why it is not used explicitly in most
decision making scenarios. Most companies will have a decision making procedure that involves
combinations of experiments, consultants, economic analyses, etc. The problem, as mentioned in
Chapter 1, is that these procedures often lack a rigorous treatment of uncertainties. Instead, the
common approach is to evaluate each action by running a small set of scenarios: best case, baseline,
and worst case. This simplistic modeling of uncertainty gives the decision maker a very incomplete
picture of the consequences of his or her actions. Because the Bayesian perspective enables the
characterization of complex sources of uncertainty using probability theory (see Chapter 3) an
equally rigorous framework is required to analyze the uncertainty and make an informed decision.
The framework is illustrated in Example 6 with simple, discrete uncertainties and actions. This
is easily extended to the case with an infinite number of possible actions and complex uncertainties.
Example 6: Commuting in the Rain
As an example, on a given morning you must decide between two actions: bike or drive to work.
Each has advantages and disadvantages including: cost of gasoline and parking, time of commute,
or safety. It is difficult to weigh all these factors objectively. To complicate matters, you know the
weatherman has predicted that all day there is a 21% chance of rain but you observe the skies are
clear right now. All these aspects play a part in making decisions - the uncertainty, the potential
benefits, and the downsides. The role of decision theory is to formalize the process by providing a
framework to address each aspect in an objective manner.
2.4.2 Components of a Decision Problem
In the above example we have a single decision with two possible actions: take the bike or take
the car. In addition there is one uncertain parameter: whether or not it is raining. Given these
factors, there are four possible consequences: bike, bike in the rain, drive, or drive in the rain. This
can be visualized using a decision tree, as shown in Figure 2-8. Decisions take place on squares,
the uncertain parameters resolve at circles, and the consequences are represented by triangles. In
addition, some initial information may be available before the decision, represented by diamonds.
The decision tree lays out all the possible consequences of the decision. The rest of the problem
is in the details of what the consequences mean and how to deal with the uncertainty. In order to
compare consequences, a utility function must be constructed, which translates all the advantages
Figure 2-8: Example 6 - The decision tree for the decision of whether to bike or drive, given
uncertain weather conditions
and disadvantages of the consequence into a real number. It is common to think of this in terms
of money - gas and parking cost money, time and exercise and comfort have a monetary value,
getting rained on has monetary costs. Finally, probability theory is used to describe the impact of
uncertain parameters. This takes into account the prior knowledge - the weather forecast, as well
as any new data - clear skies in the morning.
A decision can only be made after the calculation of the consequences, their utilities, and their
probabilities. The simplest method is to select the action that leads to the highest expected utility.
This is shown in the following example.
Example 6a: Formal Statement and Solution
To restate (and expand) the above problem: Decision -
* Set of Actions A = {ai: takethecar,a 2 : bike}
On1 rain all day
012 rain in the mo
o Uncertain parameter 0 =
021 rain in the afte
022 no rain all day
how to commute to work?
rning
rnoon
ci = {a1, 011}
c2  = { , 012}
c3  = {al, 9 2 1}
* Set of Consequences C C4 = a1, 022}
c5  = {a 2 , 011}
c6  = {a 2 , 012}
C = {a 2 , 921}
C8  = {a 2 , 9 22}
This is often arrayed in a table, as in Table 2.1
o Utility function U (c) for all c E C
See Table 2.1. Driving without rain is the usual experience so it is given a baseline of 0. The
utility or enjoyment of each consequence is then determined relative to this baseline.
o Prior information about the parameters pe (9). This is the information from the weatherman.
Oi 0.01
012 0.1
A probability mass function must be assigned: pe =4
021 0.1
022 0.79
o Initial observations D(') made before the decision: clear skies in the morning.
o Model that relates the initial observations and parameters D() = M [E]. A simple mathe-
matical model for this example is that observing clear skies in the morning makes it highly
(90%) unlikely that it will rain in the morning, but does not affect the likelihood of rain in
the afternoon. This inference shows that your own prediction for rain is then:
Oil
012
pe|X
021
022
0.001
0.011
0.111
0.877
See Section 6.2 for more details on Bayesian parameter estimation.
Table 2.1: Table of Consequences and Associated Utilities
Take the car a1 Take the bike a2
rain all day 011 U (ci) = -20 U (c) -100
rain in the morning 012 U (c2) = -10 U (c) = -80
rain in the afternoon 021 U (c3) = -10 U (c7) -20
no rain all day 022 U (c4) = 0 U (cs) =20
Result
Now we have all the information and several ways to represent it. A high level visual repre-
sentation is the decision tree, and a mathematical representation is the utility of each consequence
and probability of each parameter outcome. These are combined in Figure 2-9
Probability
C1 0.001
C2 0.011
C3 0.111
C4 0.877
Utility
-20
-10
-10
0
Probability Utility
C5 0.001 -100
C6 0.011
C7 0.111
Cs 0.877
Figure 2-9: Example 6 - Detailed decision tree
their utilities
showing all consequences, their probabilities, and
Finally we can determine the expected utility for each decision, averaged over the uncertain
parameter. The expected utility of driving is ~ -1 and the expected utility of biking is 14. So
biking is the best action.
Note about Initial Observations
In this work, there is never an initial observation before the decision is made, this detail is only
included to match the existing literature. Note that prior to the decision, an initial observation
can be assimilated into the existing prior information as shown in Example 6 and described in
Section 6.2. This will simplify the terminology - prior information will be taken to mean any
knowledge about the system, including previously observed data.
2.4.3 Risk Informed Decision Making
The basic framework for Bayesian decision theory can be condensed into four steps:
1. Define all the potential actions
2. Propagate parametric uncertainty through the model to identify all possible consequences
and their probabilities of occurring
3. Define a utility function to rank all possible consequences
4. Choose an action by comparing distributions of utility
While the framework is simple, the steps can be quite difficult - requiring both numerical methods
and engineering and economic judgments. Many choices of utility functions seem arbitrary so it
helps to explain the concepts behind them, namely: utility and risk.
Utility is a quantitative measure of satisfaction, usefulness, attractiveness, quality, etc. for
an option or consequence. It is an objective way to compare two choices - but the selection of
a utility function is quite subjective. We define risk to be the combined influence of utility and
probability. It is described for every outcome by the distribution of utilities. For Example 6, the
utility distributions for both actions are shown in Figure 2-10.
The final decision is based on an assessment of the utility distribution according to a risk metric.
In the above example, and by far the most common risk metric in use, is the Expected Value. This
is an objective metric but its selection is an imperfect process. As mentioned within the discussion
of statistics in Section 2.2.2 there is no single perfect metric.
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(a) Utility of Driving (b) Utility of Biking
Figure 2-10: Example 6 - Probabilistic description of risk: probability mass functions of utility for
both potential actions
Risk Metrics
Using Expected Value as the risk metric should be a choice, not a default. It corresponds with
the goal of achiving the best average outcome, when the decision maker is neither conservative (risk
averse) - unwilling to take large negative risks even with the possibility of gains, or aggressive (risk
seeking) - willing to tolerate the possibility of large losses, if they are balanced by the possibility
of large gains.
In reality, most decision makers are not risk neutral. The choice of risk metrics should reflect the
attitude of the decision maker. Various other risk metrics exist to match these attitudes, including
robust metrics (minmax), chance constrained metrics, mean variance, and others. There are not
many references that discuss these, as the theory is still being developed. The best source is Robust
Optimization by Ben-Tal et al [6].
These risk metrics correspond to the objective functions used in the optimization algorithms,
discussed in the next section.
2.5 Optimization
Design work relies on optimization to select the best option. Process design is the attempt to
determine the best configuration of equipment for a specific task. This requires an optimization
No rain-
Morning and
Afternoon Rain
Afternoon Rain
Morn Rain
'7
over all possible configurations. In the same way, model based design of experiments attempts to
determine the most useful experiments - the best designs. The difficultly with optimization within
the decision theory framework is that we deal with uncertain model outputs and data predictions.
When dealing with uncertainty the traditional, deterministic optimization methods often fail. This
requires a new approach which falls under the umbrella term "optimization under uncertainty".
2.5.1 Deterministic Optimization
Deterministic optimization is a mature field, with a wide range of methods suitable for design
problems. These are applicable for problems where the objective function can be evaluated ac-
curately and its derivative can be computed analytically or numerically. A relevant example is
sequential quadratic programming which can solve nonlinear, convex problems with constraints on
the design variables. Good references are Convex Optimization by Boyd and Vandenberghe [121
and Convex Analysis and Optimization by Bertsekas et al. [8]. Sequential quadratic programming
is useful for convex problems - those with convex objective functions and convex design spaces.
If the problem is non-convex then a global optimization method is required. These problems
must be broken down into a sequence of convex problems whose solutions converge to the solution
of the non-convex problem. For more details see Global optimization : deterministic approaches by
Horst and Hoang [38}.
2.5.2 Optimization Under Uncertainty
Optimization under uncertainty deals with problems with objective functions that are functions
of uncertain quantities. These uncertainties are represented with Random Variables, as discussed in
Section 2.1. In Decision Theory, this is the distribution of utilities corresponding to the uncertain
consequences of a particular action. To be optimized, this distribution must be reduced to a real
number, i.e., a summary statistic, by applying a risk metric.
There are three important features of the decision problems of interest here. First, the actions
are the values of continuous design variables. On a physical system, these are the 'knobs' that the
experimenter can adjust to change the system properties. The design space is therefore restricted by
the physical limitations on the system. It is possible that the design space is non-convex if the design
variables cannot be varied independently. Secondly, the summary statistics should be continuous
because even if the model output has discontinuities, small perturbations of the design variables
should not radically change the distribution of uncertain model outputs. However, the statistics
are computed numerically, with computational cost increasing with desired accuracy. Lastly, the
summary statistic used as an objective function is not guaranteed to be convex. Proving convexity
would require an analytical solution to the summary statistic, which rarely exists.
The features of this optimization problem presents difficulties for the deterministic optimization
methods. The non-convexity can be dealt with with global optimization concepts, but the inaccu-
racy of the objective function poses a fundamental problem: the derivative or ranking of objective
function values cannot be trusted. The challenges here have lead to the development of methods
for noisy optimization. The issue at hand is the signal-to-noise ratio where the signal is the change
in objective function over the design space. If the uncertainty in computing the objective function
(the noise) is too high the optimization algorithm will not be able to distinguish between different
designs. Reference include Iterative Methods for Optimization by Kelley [46] and Introduction to
Stochastic Search and Optimization by Spall [741.
2.5.3 Genetic Algorithms
The term Genetic Algorithm covers a wide array of methods that perform optimization by
tracking a population as it evolves [85]. The population grows by adding new members and declines
when the unfit members die. There are many variations on how members are added and subtracted
from the population, but the overall concept is very simple. In the decision theory context, each
member of a species is an action and the fitness is measured by the objective function. This class
of methods is attractive because it does not require any knowledge about the models and it is
very robust to noisy evaluation of the objective function. The drawback is that there is no way to
guarantee global or local optimality so the solutions are always approximate.
2.5.4 Nelder-Mead and Implicit Filter Algorithms
Similar to genetic algorithms, the Nelder-Mead and Implicit Filter algorithms [11] do not need
any information besides objective function evaluations. No derivative or convexity information is
used. Instead, these algorithms search the design space with a stencil - basically an N-dimensional
structure within the N dimensional design space. The stencil moves around the design space
according to some heuristic until a local optimum is found. Because there is some structure to
the search, the algorithms can determine when an optimum is reached and terminate, however
there is still no guarantee of global optimality. These methods are less robust to noise than genetic
algorithms.
2.5.5 Global and Greedy Strategies
Designing an experimental study is not just a question of which experiments to run, but also
how many. When the design is formulated as an optimization problem in the decision theory
framework, the number of experiments must be specified. If designs of different size are required,
there are two strategies: global and greedy.
The global strategy is to formulate and solve each optimization problem independently. If there
are V design variables and P design points are required, then the optimization problem will be a
search over V x P dimensions. This is repeated for all the desired values of P. Despite the name,
this does not guarantee a global optimum. The term global indicates that the search is over all
possible designs, instead of a restricted set of designs.
A greedy strategy is to compute the designs in series, with each successive design building on
the last. For example, if we first compute a design with P design points, it is a search over V x P
dimensions. We will call the solution of this problem design x(P). The next design we wish to
compute has P + 2 design points. Instead of searching V x (P + 2) dimensions, we assume that this
design includes x(P) plus two new points. This optimization problem is only a search over V x 2
dimensions and is much easier to solve. However, this is not guaranteed to be the global optimum
because most of the design space is not searched.
2.5.6 Optimization for Design of Experiments
For the Design of Experiments applications in this thesis, both a genetic algorithm and implicit
filter algorithm were applied using both global and greedy strategies. Global optimization is not
used because the algorithms are not effective and we are not concerned with locating an absolute
global minimum. Instead, the focus of this work is on formulating the objective function so that it
truly represents the value of interest. This requires the most accurate modeling, characterization
of uncertainty, utility, and risk. Although a global optimum is desirable, it is a secondary issue
- an approximate solution to the correct optimization problem is better than a guaranteed global
optimum of a simplified optimization problem.
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Chapter 3
Methods for Uncertainty
Quantification
A major component of decision making is analyzing uncertainty and understanding its impact.
This chapter discusses the mathematical methods use for uncertainty analysis or quantification.
These methods play a major role in the design of experiments introduced in Chapter 5. The first
step is to state some examples which will be used throughout the thesis to imustrate tne concepts
and algorithms. Then we introduce the uncertainty quantification problem and frame it such that
the methods can be applied to any model. Finally two classes of methods are discussed: Monte
Carlo and Polynomial Chaos Expansions. The last few sections focus on the Polynomial Chaos
Expansions, since these will be used extensively throughout the remainder of the thesis.
The terminology used here is consistent with the Bayesian methods chapters. It may be helpful
to read the first two sections of Chapter 6 before continuing.
3.1 Examples
Throughout this chapter, examples are used to illustrate the concepts and methods. After the
methods are explained, the techniques are also demonstrated on more complex models.
Example 7: Target Practice
We start with a simple target practice problem. There is a target 100 m away, and we want to hit
it with a cannonball. Unfortunately, the cannon we have is rather imprecise and the exit speed and
angle of the cannonball are uncertain. We want to know the probability of striking within 1 m of
the target given our uncertain aim.
The model is an Ordinary Differential Equation:
h" (t) = -g
d'(t) = scosO (3.1)
h' (t = 0) = s sinG
h(t = 0) = 0
d(t = 0)= 0
Where d (t) and h (t) are the horizontal distance and vertical height that the cannonball has traveled
since being fired, and s and 0 are the speed and angle at which the cannonball leaves the cannon.
The problem is illustrated in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-1: Example 7 - Firing a cannon with uncertain initial angle and speed
Initial conditions on the cannon (initial speed and angle) are uncertain; we will represent them
using Random Variables distributed as S (w) - N (32, 1) m/s and e (W) - U (E, E). The initial
speed has an obvious effect on the impact distance - faster initial speed means the cannonball will
fall farther away. The initial angle is less obvious. The cannon's maximum range is reached with an
initial angle of E. At lower angles the cannonball falls to the ground too quickly even though it is
traveling faster horizontally. At higher angles there is not enough forward speed to take advantage
of the longer airtime. The effect of these initial conditions affects the impact distance in a nonlinear
fashion.
Example 8: Sequential Chemical Reactions
Here we have a (physically inaccurate) instance of sequential reactions. Pentane converts to isopen-
tane, and then to neopentane, as shown in Figure 3-2.
C' C C C C
C' 'C C 3 1 30 'C C C
Figure 3-2: Example 8 - Two sequential isomerizations of Pentene, which is abstracted to A -+
B - C
We will abstract this to the hypothetical reaction A -> B -+ C, where A, B, C are the dimen-
sionless concentration of each species: A [Pentee] B = and C = e"pe.tene] A[Pentene]=0 ' I [Pentene]t=0  -[Pentenelt(
very common chemical engineering problem is how to maximize the yield of species B. First we
build a model by assuming that each reaction is elementary.
dA
dB
= k1A - k2B (3.2)
dCkX-= k2Bdt
A (t = 0) = 1,B (t = 0) = C (t = 0) = 0
Next we assume that the kinetic parameters are constant with time (but unknown), and we derive
the equations:
A (t) = exp (-kit)
B (t) = k [exp (-kit) - exp (-k 2 t)] (3.3)
k2 - k1
C(t) = k [exp (-k 2t) - 1] - [exp (-kit) - 1]k2- k1 k2- k1
The concentration profiles for certain values of the kinetic parameters is shown in Figure 3-3.
With a bit of calculus, we find that the maximum of B occurs at time
max k log i - log k2  (3.4)k1 - k2
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Figure 3-3: Example 8 - Concentration profiles versus time for the mean values of the kinetic
parameters
However, before designing a reactor based on this information, we would like to know the effect
of uncertainty in the kinetic parameters on the optimal residence time. Instead of relying on
Equation 3.4, we wish to quantify the uncertainty in the concentration of B as a function of time.
Based on prior experiments, the kinetic parameters can be represented by the independent
Random Variables:
K1 (wi) ~ logN(1, 0.5)
K 2 (W2) - logN(2, 0.25)
As shown in Figure 3-4, increasing ki drives the optimal point to shorter times and higher
concentrations of B, while increasing k2 drives the optimal point to shorter times and lower con-
centrations of B. Given that the concentration of B may be uncertain, we may be interested in a
robust design - one which ensures that the concentration of B will meet a minimum requirement.
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Figure 3-4: Example 8 - Maximum concentration of Species B and corresponding time as a function
of kinetic parameters ki and k2
3.2 Formulating an Uncertainty Quantification Problem
We have discussed how and why Random Variables can be used to characterize uncertain
quantities. This section describes how to use Random Variables to quantify the uncertainty in the
model output. In order to properly quantify uncertainty, we need to frame the problem in the right
way. The general procedure for solving uncertainty quantification problems is shown in Figure 3-5.
3.2.1 The System Model
Begin with a model that depends on independent variables x and parameters (0). Independent
variables are inputs to the model that vary, while parameters are fixed. The typical modeling
process is to define the structure of the model and then address what values the independent
variables and parameters will take. Here we assume that the model structure has been set and the
uncertain parameters identified. Any parameters that are considered certain or known are referred
to as constants and are not discussed here.
A generic model can then be written as an operator or function M that maps the inputs
(parameters and variables) to the model outputs.
y = M [0, x]
Figure 3-5: Procedure for Solving Uncertainty Quantification Problems
For simplicity, only one model output is discussed. Each model output has different uncertainty,
so the quantification process must be repeated for each.
Since the parameters and the outputs are uncertain, they are represented here by Random
Variables.
Y (we, x) = M [E) (we) , x] (3.5)
By framing the problem in this way, we see the model uncertainty Y (we, x) will vary with x but
is caused only by E (we). Now the problem is how to characterize the output Random Variable.
This framework is meant for uncertainties that do not change. That means that if the uncer-
tainty of an input depends on the value of an independent variable, it is actually stochastic, not
uncertain. In some cases, a stochastic quantity can be represented uncertain parameters and de-
terministic quantities. For example if the quantity Q (wQ) had uncertainty that grew with variable
X, it would have to be decomposed into a function of an uncertain parameter and a function of x:
Q (wQ) ~ 8(we)g (X)
Then the model could be rewritten as:
Y (we; x) =M [E (we); x}
Where the deterministic portion g (x) is lumped into the model equations.
3.2.2 Uncertain Parameters
When formulating an uncertainty quantification problem, the parametric uncertainties E (we)
must be known or assumed. In many engineering applications existing knowledge is enough to
characterize the uncertain inputs using the Maximum Entropy Principle [43], or statistical modeling.
Whether this method is used or experts are consulted, we assume from this point on that the input
uncertainties are completely defined. A discussion of how to characterize prior knowledge is included
in Section 6.1.1.
Example 7a: Formulating an Uncertainty Quantification Problem
In this problem the uncertain parameters are the initial speed and angle. We define the Random
Variables S (ws) and E (PT) to represent these. The outcome space is:
QS,T {WS, WT : S (Ws) = s, E (WT) = 0
for - 0 <s < o and < 0 <8 3
Because there are two Random Variables, the probability density function is a two dimensional
surface. In general, these functions can be very complex, however, in this case the Random Variables
are independent and so the cumulative distribution function and the joint probability density
function are the products of the one dimensional functions.
Fse (s, 0) =P (S (ws) < s, E (wT) < 0)
=P (S (ws) < s) P (E) (Pr) < 0)
1 +erf(s-32 [ ]
2 ( 2(1) 3 8.
( 2Fse d dFsefse(,)o 9&0 Wi ds
1 ((s-32)2 - 11
= exp - 12 r r
See Figure 3-6 for a plot of these Random Variables.
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Figure 3-6: Example 7 - The joint probability density function of the initial angle and speed
3.2.3 Propagation and Solution
The uncertain parameters are defined and the relationship between the inputs and outputs
is defined by the model. The next step is to determine the model output uncertainty Y (we, u).
The uncertainty from parameters E (we) must be propagated through the model by evaluating the
model at various values 0. This data is used to estimate the model output's probability space - all
the possible values of the model output and their probability densities. This estimate of the model
output uncertainty is the goal of uncertainty quantification problems. From this we can determine
any statistic of interest about the model output, for example: mean, variance, or more complex
statistics like the probability that the model predicts failure. The uncertainty propagation process
is depicted in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7: Propagation of uncertain inputs through a process model results in uncertain outputs,
which can be quantified
3.2.4 Verification
For most uncertainty quantification problems we cannot determine the true solution, only ap-
proximations of the true solution. So the final step in the process is to verify the approximate
solutions in order to be confident they are correct enough.
3.2.5 Solution Methods
There are many ways to carry out the uncertainty propagation step. The properties we are
looking for in a method are:
1. Accurate solutions
2. Computationally efficient - minimizing the number of required model evaluations
3. Easy to verify
4. Can be applied to non-linear models
5. Can be applied to black box models
6. Can handle non-Gaussian inputs
Tr me.to +ha+ sa+ify almost all the above criteria are Monte Carlo and P Chaos
Expansions. These will be discussed and compared in Sections 3.3 and Section 3.5.
3.3 Uncertainty Quantification with Monte Carlo
After formulating an uncertainty quantification problem, there exist several methods to find the
solution. Monte Carlo is the simplest and most robust method; unfortunately it is also the most
computationally expensive. There are several other references for the Monte Carlo method, so only
the basics are shown here.
3.3.1 Algorithm
Monte Carlo techniques rely on repeated, random sampling of the parameters. All the possible
combinations of parameters are defined by their joint probability density function, as in Figure 3-
6. The details of how to sample from such a density function are described well by Robert and
Casella [69]. Often times it takes thousands of samples in order to fully 'explore' the probability
space of the parameters. Figure 3-8 shows how well the parameter probability space of Example 7
is explored. Compare this visually with Figure 3-6 which shows the true density.
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Figure 3-8: Example 7 - Visualization of
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the joint parameter density function with N Monte Carlo
For each sample of the parameter probability space, the model output is computed at a particu-
lar set of independent variables u = uo. The samples together approximate the probability density
function of the model output: Y (wx, uo).
Monte Carlo methods are called robust because they can handle any kind of joint probability
density function as parameters. Many other methods assume that the parameter is normally
distributed, or smooth and continuous, or that each parameter is independent. These assumptions
restrict the types of models that can be analyzed accurately.
3.3.2 Probability Spaces
In the language of probability theory, Monte Carlo samples from the probability space of the
parameters {Qe, E, P} and generates samples from the probability space of the output {Qy, E, P}.
The goal of uncertainty quantification is to characterize the probability space of the output.
Example 7b: Target Practice Input Uncertainty
Now have two uncertain dimensions, initial speed and angle. The parameter uncertainty is defined
by the joint probability density function of the parameters, fs,e (s, 0), shown in Figure 3-6. This
has an outcome space that contains every possible combination of speed and angle. This gives us
a wide range of trajectories that the cannonball might follow. One hundred such trajectories are
shown in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-9: Example 7 - A sample of possible trajectories due to uncertain initial conditions. Notice
the wide spread of possible impact positions also shown in Figure 3-10.
Starting from Equation 3.1, there is an analytical solution for the distance from the cannon
where the cannonball hits, given initial speed s and angle 0.
d = %s2 sin 0 cos 0
9
(3.6)
The properly-framed, uncertain model output is:
D (ws,e) =M [S (ws) , E (we)]
2D (ws,e) -S(ws) 2 sin (E (we)) cos (E (we)) (3.7)
9
In the second step, the probability density function of the output is generated using 107 Monte
Carlo samples, shown in Figure 3-10.
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CA)
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Figure 3-10: Example 7 - The probability density function of the impact distance, computed with
107 Monte Carlo samples
The probability density function is non-Gaussian, and would have been difficult to predict just
from the parameters.
3.3.3 The Monte Carlo Solution
The results of Monte Carlo is a large set of model output values, which are equivalent to samples
of Y (we, u). The samples can be used to calculate statistics of the model output like the mean
and variance. To visualize the output uncertainty, the samples can be binned and displayed as a
histogram, or normalized into a probability density function fy (y; u). However, before the result
is analyzed we must make sure that the solution is correct.
3.3.4 Verification of Monte Carlo Solutions
The Monte Carlo solution is guaranteed to converge to the true solution as the number of samples
approaches infinity. When the analytical solutions are not easily available, the Monte Carlo solution
with many, many samples is regarded as the 'true' solution. This is because Monte Carlo methods
are robust for all outcome spaces and are easy to verify. Again, the issue is computational expense.
A single Monte Carlo simulation requires many model evaluations and the verification process takes
many simulations. Here we discuss the theory behind the verification process and illustrate this on
Example 7.
The Central Limit Theorem and Monte Carlo
A Monte Carlo simulation samples the uncertain parameters and computes the model output.
This can be viewed as taking samples from the output Random Variable. If these samples are used
to calculate statistics of the output Random Variable, the calculation of the statistic will require a
summation over all the samples. For example, the sample mean and sample variance are given by:
N NN
A=7k Yi and 7V =
In the context of the Central Limit Theorem, the N output samples are Y (w,) and the statistics
are analogous to the summation Random Variable SN. It is known that one particular Monte Carlo
simulation, with N samples, will have statistics that are realizations from a summation Random
Variable, and the variance or imprecision of that statistic calculation can be estimated. As N -* 00,
all the imprecision of all calculated statistics will approach zero and the Monte Carlo simulation
will converge in the L2 sense.
The problem with this verification strategy is that the imprecision in the estimation of the
statistics is quantified with p and o- which are parameters of the unknown output Random Variable.
The determination of these parameters requires a Monte Carlo simulation of a Random Variable
SN that is itself computed with a Monte Carlo simulation. This means an ensemble of thousands
of simulations of thousands of samples. In practice, shortcut methods are used however they can
introduce significant bias [69].
Example 7c: Target Practice Verification
After characterizing the uncertainty in the model output, we wish to know the quality of the
statistics we compute. For example, a single Monte Carlo simulation will enable us to estimate the
mean and variance of the model output, however that estimate is also uncertain. The uncertainty
is reduced as more Monte Carlo samples are used. An empirical test with an ensemble size of 104 is
shown in Figure 3-11. With only 100 samples, the estimate of the mean has a normalized standard
deviation of 1%, while the estimate of the variance is worse at nearly 10%. The uncertainty in
these statistics generally is proportional to N
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Figure 3-11: Example 7 - Uncertainty in statistics of the Monte Carlo solution, indicating the
quality of solution increases with number of samples
From the probability density function of the output, we can see that most impacts will be
around 100m. The probability of hitting the target is
101
P (99 m < D (ws,e) < 101 m) = IfD (d)dd ~ 0.0843 (3-8)
99
This accuracy metric (called A) is validated in Figure 3-12 with the same ensembles as Figure 3-
11. The normalized standard deviation in the Monte Carlo solution of this statistic UA does not
PA
drop below 1% until there 105 samples are used.
Depending on the application, an 8.4% probablity of hitting the target may not be good enough.
Better get a bigger cannon!
3.3.5 Recap
Looking at the desired features of uncertainty quantification methods back in Section 3.2.5,
Monte Carlo satisfies nearly all. Especially attractive is the accuracy and ability to handle any
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Figure 3-12: Example 7 - Uncertainty of accuracy statistic A from Monte Carlo solution, indicating
the quality of solution increases with number of samples
model and parameter uncertainty. Despite the guarantee of convergence to the true solution, Monte
Carlo is not always an appropriate method for uncertainty quantification. It requires thousands
of samples in order to be reliable and this may be too expensive to compute. In that case, we
require alternative methods which are robust and accurate like Monte Carlo, and are more efficient
in solving the uncertainty quantification problem.
3.4 Polynomial Chaos Expansions
We have seen that Random Variables are a natural way to describe uncertainty and that quan-
tification of this uncertainty with Monte Carlo can be quite expensive. We would like alternative
methods that satisfy the requirements in Section 3.2.5, but can be solved more efficiently. The
key to reducing the number of model evaluations is to represent the problem in such a way that
each model evaluation gives you more information. In the standard Monte Carlo method, each
model evaluation tells you only the value of the model output - this is not very efficient. Variations
of Monte Carlo (Latin Hypercube/ Importance Sampling) modify the representation of uncer-
tainty so that each model evaluation reveals not only the value of the model output, but also the
weight of that value in the probability density function. Of course, this comes at the price of bias
in the solution. Similarly, we find that changing the representation of Random Variables using
Polynomial Chaos Expansions can drastically reduce the cost of solving uncertainty quantification
problems [35, 761. This section will provide the theory and several examples, and the application
to uncertainty quantification is described in the following sections.
3.4.1 Introduction to Polynomial Chaos Expansions
Two examples are presented to illustrate the ideas behind functional expansions. In the first,
Fourier Series are used as a deterministic analogy. Just like a deterministic function can be ap-
proximated as a sum of basis functions depending on an independent variable, a Target Random
Variable can be approximated as a sum of Basis Functionals that depend on Basis Random Vari-
ables. After the examples, Polynomial Chaos Expansions are defined and a detailed explanation
follows.
Example 9: Fourier Series
In this example we wish to approximate the function f (x) = x for -1 < x < 1
(_1)n+1 00(_)+Coefficients are c, = 2 -1 and f (x) = 2 E ()' sin (nirx). Figure 3-13 shows the series
n=1
with increasing number of terms.
Summary of Fourier Series
We would like to approximate the arbitrary function f (x) with a finite range R. This is the
target function. x is an independent variable defined on a segment of the real line, D E R. Let
us call this the basis variable. The series consists of a sum of simple, well-known functions of x:
f, (x). These are the basis functions, which map from the space of x to the space of f (x). In
Fourier Series, the basis functions are sine and cosine waves with different frequencies. Using linear
combinations of these basis functions, we can approximate the target function with an expansion
00
f (X) f(X) = 1 cn fn (X)
n=o
With infinite terms, the series converges to the target function in the L 2 sense, meaning
-00 2
f (X) - Ecnfn(x) dx=0
D n=0
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Figure 3-13: Example 9 - Convergence of the
f (x) = x ( - - ) on the domain -1 < x < 1
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Example 8a - Sequential Reactions: Polynomial Chaos Expansion of parameter
K 1
From previous data we have decide to model the uncertainty of parameters K1 with a lognormal
Random Variable K 1 (wi) ~ log N (1, 0.5). The analytical form of the pdf is:
1 (log k - 2fKi (k) = exp 2 2  (3.9)
To approximate this with a Polynomial Chaos Expansion, start with a standard normal Random
Variable Z (wz) ~ N (1, 0). Rewrite K1 (wi) in terms of Z (wz) and coefficients k:
K1 (wz) = ko + kiZ (wz) + k2 (Z (wz) 2 - 1) + k3 (Z (wZ) 3 - 3Z (wz)) ... (3.10)
with k = [3.0785, 1.5401, 0.38500.0642, ... ]T
K1 (wz) is a direct representation of K1 (wi), written in terms of the Random Variable Z (wz).
Indirect representations, such as the analytical form of the probability density function, are in terms
of value of the Random Variable, k . K 1 (wz) can be visualized using Monte Carlo in the same
way as an indirect representation. The values of the parameter are sampled from the distribution
Z (wz) and the resulting evaluations of the Polynomial Chaos Expansion are samples from K 1 (wz).
The resulting histogram is shown in Figure 3-14d along with the true pdf fKi (k) (solid red line).
Section 3.4.5 shows how the coefficients were computed.
Note that the expansion is more complex than the indirect form of original Random Variable,
however, we will see that this representation makes uncertainty calculations much more efficient.
Formal Definition
Expand the above example to the general case. Polynomial Chaos Expansions are used to
approximate any square integrable Target Random Variable (meaning it has finite variance).
The Polynomial Chaos Expansion of Target Random Variable X (w) is:
X (W) = Z k= c (3.11)
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Figure 3-14: Example 8 - Polynomial Chaos Expansions with order N
versus the true parameter density (line & bottom credible interval)
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where
* is the vector of Basis Random Variables
( are the values of E
* k is a multi index
e W' are Basis Functionals which are indexed by k.
e c is a vector, indexed by k
3.4.2 Detailed Description
Truncating the Expansion
In practice, we cannot deal with infinite numbers of Random Variables or expansions with
infinite terms. Therefore the expansion is truncated and becomes an approximation:
X (OX) ~X ( = g (7) for ={ 1 ... N} (3-12)
k:IkI<P
The number of Basis Random Variables is limited to N, which is called the dimension of the
expansion. In addition to truncating the dimension, the order of the expansion must be limited.
The Basis Functionals are restricted to polynomials of order P or lower. With this constraint, the
total number of Basis Functionals is given by: K = count (k) (n +p
It is also possible to truncate the order anisotropically in each dimension. In this case, the
notation gets very messy. P will denote the maximum order of Basis Functionals containing the
nth Basis Random Variable, but a fuller description will usually be necessary to prevent confusion.
The total number of Basis Functionals will always be denoted K even though it will not follow the
above formula for isotropic order truncation. The choice of P is a matter of expansion convergence
and is discussed in Section 3.5.5. The number of dimensions N is problem specific and this is
discussed in Section 3.4.5.
The Multi-Index
The summation in a Polynomial Chaos Expansion is over a multi-index, k. The length of the
multi-index is k = K. Each element is unique and identifies a Basis Functional and a coefficient
ck. The elements themselves are sequences of numbers, and the sequence is indexed by n. The
length of each sequence is N and a particular number in the sequence k is denoted k (n). It takes
a N number sequence to define one Basis Functional and the order of that Basis Functional is
N
given by: p E k (n). The nth number in each sequence corresponds to the nth Basis Random
n=1
Variable.
Example 10: The Multi-index
Say N = 3. The multi-indecies, k, up to order P = 2 are: [0, 0,0], [1, 0, 0], [0,1,01, [0, 0, 1], [2, 0,0],
[1, 1,0], [1,0,1], [0,2,0], [0,1,11, [0,0,2].
5SoK= = 10.
2
Basis Random Variables
Let _n {, ((n)} for n = 1 ... N be a set of orthonormal Basis Random Variables. Random
Variables X and Y are orthonormal if E [XY] = 0 and var (X) = var (Y) = 1. Basis Random
Variablcs arc chosen to be simple, ommonly used Random Variables own
and closed form expressions for their moments. This is not mathematically necessary, it is simply
for convenience.
Each =n (w) has its own probability space - they are all different Random Variables, although
they can take the same form ie: B1 (w) and B2 (w) could both be Standard Normal Random
Variables.
Notation
For most Random Variables like X (wx), we show the dependency on the outcomes wx to make
it clear that X is random. We also make a distinction between outcomes wx and values x, although
for real valued Random Variables they are equivalent, in order to distinguish a Random Variable
X (wx) from a deterministic function X (x). This is not necessary for Basis Random Variables so
both these features are dropped. Only the value ( is used, and E (w=) = " (() - E. Functions of
Basis Random Variables and (equivalently) Random Variables whose underlying probability space
is taken from a Basis Random Variable DO show the dependence on the value ( for emphasis.
Orthogonal Polynomials
Every Random Variable X (w) has a series of orthogonal polynomials {} for which the inner
product of any pair is zero.
(i (X) j (X)) i (x) Pj (x) fx (x) dx = 0, for i # j (3.13)
Qx
In the bracket notation, the weighting with respect to X (w) is implied. The bracket notation is
used for direct representation, while the integral on the right hand side is indirect - in terms of the
value x.
Example 11: Hermite Polynomials
The Hermite polynomial series is orthogonal with respect to a standard normal Gaussian Random
Variable with probability density function fx (x) = exp (-22) for all x E R. These polynomials
were used as Basis Functionals in Section 3.4.1. The first four terms of the series (0th through 3rd
order) are:
Vo (x) = 1
V,1 (X) - x
02 () 2 -
' () = X3 - 3x
For example, the 2nd and 3rd order polynomials are orthogonal:
J 02 (x) 03 (x) fx (x) dx = 0
Qx
00
f(x 3 - 3X) (x 2 _-1 i ep (-'))dx =0
-00
x5 3 + 3x) x' exp d=0
-00
The normal pdf is even, symmetric about x =0. The polynomial is odd, symmetric about the
origin. Therefore the product is odd, and the integral is 0.
Example 12: Legendre Polynomials
The shifted Legendre polynomial series is orthogonal with respect to a uniform Random Variable
X (Wx) ~ U (0, -1). The probability density function is fx (x) 1, ifxE[(,-1]
0, else
'00 (X) = 1
401 (x) = 2x - 1
)2 () = 6x 2 - 6x + 1
'03 (x) = 20x 3 - 30x 2 + 12x - 1
For example the 1st and 3rd order polynomials are orthogonal:
f1 (x) 03 (x) fx (x) dx = 0
LCx
1
(2x - 1) (20x3 - 30x2 + 12x - 1) (1)dx= 0
0
(40x 4 - 80x 3 + 54x 2 - 14x - 1)dx = 0
0
40 80 54 14
5 4 3 2
There are many other named, polynomial series. Some are listed here, along with the Random
Variable to which they are orthogonal
o Normal distribution - Probabilist's Hermite polynomials
o Uniform [0,1] - Shifted Legendre polynomial
o Uniform [-1,1] - Legendre polynomials
o Exponential - Laguerre polynomials
o Gamma - Generalized Laguerre polynomials (Exponential is a special case)
o Beta - Jacobi polynomials
o Poisson - Charlier polynomials
o Binomial - Krawtchouk polynomials
Using Arbitrary Basis Random Variables
It is possible to use an arbitrary Random Variable, X (wx), as a Basis Random Variable. To
do so, the correct orthogonal polynomial series would need to be constructed. Let fx (x) be the
probability density function of X (w). Then for every pair of polynomials in the series 4,
JVi(x)#Oj (x) fx (x) dx = Jijci (3.14)
Qx
where: ci = (i(X) 2) f 4i (x) V'i (x) fx (x) dx.
Qx
Any polynomial can be defined by its coefficients. The Mth order polynomial has M + 1
coefficients am(M) for m = 0... M. The polynomial can be written as the sum of monomials:
M
?PM (X) = ( am(M)Xm
m=o
The goal is to determine the coefficients am(M) for each value of M, such that that the resulting
polynomials are orthogonal. These polynomial series are generated recursively by Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization. The zeroth and first order polynomials are chosen to be:
0o (X) =1
1 (X) =X - (Xo (X)) = X - 1(x) (1) fx (x) dx
Qx
The higher order polynomials are derived by multiplying the highest order by X and subtracting off
the (normalized) projections into the lower orders. This generates a polynomial that is orthogonal
to all polynomials of lower order. To save space we drop the dependence on X.
i+1 = X~i - Oi - i_1 -i-2 (3.15)(0i) I (V -1@<i-1). : (@bk~k).
Starting with the last term:
(X'Oipk) =0 for k < i - 2
Use the property that @i is orthogonal to all polynomials of order < i -1 because such a polynomial
i-1
could be written as E cjgk and all V are orthogonal. Because X4'k is a polynomial of order < i -1,j=0
the inner product ((@i) (XOk)) is zero.
Next, break down the 3rd term and write out each polynomial in terms of their coefficients:
((Ki ( bkXk)
(j=0 k=1
i a 1
a i X bk-1Xk) bi_1
\ j=0 \k=1b_1a
( Xi a_ Xk + ao)
+ aX) b(_[ bk1 - ak) X - ao)
) +0
ai
Again, this takes advantage of the property that Oi is orthogonal to all polynomials of order < i-1.
If ?ko (X) = 1, then the coefficient of the highest order term in each polynomial is 1, so 1=
and the recursive formula for the orthogonal polynomial series is:
0P (X) = 1
01(X)=X-(
Oi+1 = X~i - [ i - _1 for i > 2
[ ,i ) 1 V -[Oiv-1)1
Example 13: Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization
Use the uniform Random Variable X (wx) [0, 1] to generate the Shifted Legendre orthogonal
1 0<x<1
polynomial series. Let fx (x) = 0 else
4o=1
11
V1 =X-(X)=X- xdx=X-
0
4,2 1 L (4,1 1))2 X[1 §g5x0 1 - (K
i 1 . (000 1 )
1 (X(X-1) (X -1))
= X X _(_2 X - - - ( X - - ( X -S((X - (X -
1X (3X2+.!X)11
=XX - -X- -(X2- +2 X2-X+.!) 2 4
1 / 12 12
=X2- X X~2 121
etc.
For historical reasons, the named polynomial series are often multiplied by a constant, as seen in
comparison with Example 12. This does not affect the orthogonality at all.
While the Gram-Schmidt process for generating polynomials is quite straightforward, in prac-
tice the recursive nature leads to numerical problems. One very attractive feature of the named
polynomial series is that general formulas exist to compute the coefficients explicitly. For example,
the Shifted Legendre Polynomials of order m are given by:
m m m+i
0M (X) = (-1)ME (-x)' (3.16)
i=O
Notation
The notation used here for an orthogonal polynomials series is 4 (6). The series is distinguished
from others by its underlying dependence on the Basis Random Variable (just like any functional
of a Random Variable), so 4 ((i) is not the same series as @(i,). The order of polynomials within
the series are denoted using subscripts.
" op ((n) is a pth order polynomial from a series that is orthogonal with respect to Bn
" If (1 ~ N (0, 1) then 03 (B1) =1 3 - 3B1 - the 3rd order Hermite Polynomial
" If (2 U (0, 1) then 02 (B2) 6= 22 - 6= 2 + 1 - the 2nd order Shifted Legendre Polynomial
Basis Functionals
Let T' (() be Basis Functionals, which depend on the N Basis Random Variables. Because
they are functions of Random Variables, they are themselves Random Variables, and they take
the outcome space of the Basis Random Variables. Every Basis Functional is the product of N
orthogonal polynomials chosen from N orthogonal polynomial series. The Basis Functionals are
indexed by k and each element in k is a sequence, indexed by n = 1... N, that defines the Basis
Functional.
N
W H = @ ((n) (3.17)
n=1-
The nth orthogonal polynomial, @'k(n) (sn), is of order k (n) and depends only on the nth Basis
Random Variable En. The magnitude of k is the total polynomial order of the Basis Functional.
Example 14: Basis Functionals
A 2-dimensional example: E1 ~ N (0, 1) and E2  U (0, 1) and let k = [3, 2]. Then
'F[3,2] (i, (2) = 03 (i) 02 (2) (= 13 - 3B1) (6B2 2 - 6B2 + 1) (3.18)
Polynomial Chaos and Orthogonality
The term Polynomial Chaos refers to the set of all orthogonal Basis Functionals with an infinite
set of Basis Random Variables. This is not of much practical use, but it is important to understand
the effect of orthogonal terms.
* The Polynomial Chaos IF is the combined set of all IF, (), for p = 0... o0
. Jrg (B) is the Polynomial Chaos of order p
* The pth Polynomial Chaos is the set of all the Basis Functionals with polynomial order p, or
00 
k = E k (i) = p for all Basis Functionals in the pth Polynomial Chaos
o Because the Basis Random Variables and the Basis Functionals are orthogonal, every Basis
Functional in lF is orthogonal to all others with respect to the probability space n ,E P}
o This means that the inner product on L2 (Q) is zero, for all non-self combinations
o Work out the self inner product:
Nfn1
n=1
2N
()] 2f (On) d ., each differentiation variable is independent, so bring the
integral inside the product
N 2
n=1 QXi
The product of 1D integrals is much easier to compute
Polynomial Chaos Expansions
A Random Variable X (w) is represented as a linear combination of known Basis Functionals
which depend on Basis Random Variables
X (W) ~ k ( ) = (3.19)Z cgg (f)
|:I|<P
where = 
-{1 ... -NJ
An expanded notation makes it clear that there are a number of Basis Functionals with order p
p=0 
_:=P
(3.20)
A further expanded notation shows the role of the multi-index.
k ($) P Np= _k n=1 (3.21)
= 
f ( N
H
n=1f d
Vkn) (W2)
In words: sum over all Polynomial Chaos orders, of the sum over Basis Functionals with order p,
which are each composed of the products of a real valued coefficient and one-dimensional orthogonal
polynomials dependent on the n Basis Random Variable and have order given by the nth entry of
multi index k.
With infinite terms, the series converges to the target function in the L2 sense, meaning
-2
[X()- {c1' (N )= [fx (x) - f± (()dxj 0 (3.22)
( p=0 k:ll=P1 n=1 QX
As the order goes to infinity, the outcome spaces Qx and fx become equal (every value x can be
mapped to a value of 6 and the probability density functions fx (x) and f± ( ) have no L2 error.
3.4.3 Probability Spaces and Representation
The Target Random Variable has a probability space, which we will describe with outcome
space QT and sigma algebra E and probability measure P. A Polynomial Chaos Expansion will
have a different probability space, {, E, P} which is derived from the probability space of the
Basis Random Variables {Qg, E, P}. The key concept is that the Polynomial Chaos Expansion
is a Random Variable whose underlying probability space is actually that of the Basis Random
Variable. Every outcome of the Polynomial Chaos Expansion can be mapped back to an outcome
of the Basis Random Variables. That way, instead of manipulating {QT, E, P} or {Q, E, P} which
may be difficult, a Polynomial Chaos Expansion is used so we can manipulate {Q1, E3, P}, which
is simple.
How does this work? Taken together, the Basis Functionals map outcomes from Q= to Qt in
order to match with QT. Then the coefficients of the Polynomial Chaos Expansions are determined
so that the probability measure of the expansion matches that of the Target Random Variable.
For instance the Target Random Variable could be the measurement of temperature with out-
comes {wT : T (WT) < t}. The physical meaning is that each temperature value has some probability
of being measured. The Basis Random Variables on the other hand are completely without context.
When the Basis Functionals are applied to Q=, they map to a new outcome space Qt that has the
same physical meaning as QT. So representing the Target Random Variable with a Polynomial
Chaos Expansion substitutes a physically intuitive outcome space QT with a similar outcome space
Qt, which is derived from an abstract outcome space Qg.
In addition, truncating the order of the expansion means that the underlying outcome space of
the Polynomial Chaos Expansion Qr might not completely match QT It might not span the entire
outcome space of the Target Random Variable, and/or it may include a space with zero probability
under the Target Random Variable. This means that the resulting probability measures will not
be exact.
3.4.4 Other Perspectives of Polynomial Chaos Expansions
The probability density function of the Target Random Variable can be visualized by Monte
Carlo sampling from the Polynomial Chaos Expansion. This is possible because the simple poly-
nomial form is easy to evaluate, so Monte Carlo is not computationally demanding.
Example 15: Polynomial Chaos Expansion of a Lognormal Random Variable
In Section 3.4.1 a lognormal Target Random Variable is expanded with a 4th order Polynomial
Chaos Expansion:
X( = + x + X2 +(2 -1) X3 3-3) + 24 -6 2 + 3)... (3.23)
where E is a standard normal Random Variable. Conceptually, the Polynomial Chaos Expansion
can be thought of as a transformation of the outcome space. Every outcome from Q= is nonlin-
early shifted in order to represent an outcome from the Target Random Variable's outcome space
QT. Because of the nonlinearity, the most probable values of the Basis Random Variable do not
correspond to the most probable values of the target Random Variable.
Power Series Approximation
In terms of direct representation, the lognormal can be exactly described as
X (w) = exp (Z(w) +1
-3 -2 3
(a) Gaussian Basis Random Variable
_0 5 10
(b) 4th order Polynomial Chaos Expansion
Figure 3-15: Lognormal Polynomial Chaos Expansion with values color coded by corresponding
Basis Random Variable value
Also the exponential function can be written as a power series:
00 n
exp (y) n=
n=o
A fourth order approximation.would be:
exp(y) ~ 1 12 13 1+y y+gy 4
substitute in
1
y= -z +1
2
then
exp -z+ 65
24
4
3
5 2
-z16
13
24
1 4
384
This approximation is very close to the Polynomial Chaos Expansion result as seen below
Equation 3.10, but the orthogonal grouping of terms in the Polynomial Chaos Expansion makes
the coefficients easier to compute.
0.3-
,S0.2
0.1-
0
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Truncated Exponential Random Variable
Use a Polynomial Chaos Expansion of a exponential Basis Random Variable to approximate a
truncated exponential with support [a, b] = [-1, -0.1] and mean p = -0.75. The pdf is given by
fx (x) = C1C 2 exp (-C 2x)
where the constants are calculated by solving:
exp (-bC2) (bC2 + 1) - exp (-aC2) (aC2 + 1)
C2 [exp (-bC2) - exp (-aC2)]
C1 =exp (-bC2) - exp (-aC2)
The orthogonal polynomials for the exponential Basis Random Variable E Exp (1) are the
Laguerre Polynomials and the 4th order expansion is:
1
X ~zo + x1 (-E +1) +X22 (22 -4 + 2) +...
X3- (_73 + 9-Z2 - 18E + 6) + x 4 (B4 - 16= 3 + 72B 2 - 96B + 24)
-0.75
-0.2050
Coefficients are: x = -5.108 x 10-2 The Polynomial Chaos Expansion is shown in Figure 3-16.
3.150 x 10-4
Notice that the approximation has some artifacts. The portion of the tail that was 'cut off'
has been shifted to other values, producing an unexpected spike. This should disappear as higher
order Polynomial Chaos Expansions are used.
3.4.5 Uncertain parameters
Choosing Basis Random Variables
Uncertainty quantification with Polynomial Chaos Expansions is much more efficient when the
Basis Random Variables are similar to the target Random Variable. While this is a nice heuristic
for matching a known distribution, it is not helpful when the target Random Variable is unknown.
0.5
0 2 3 4 5 -1 -075 -0.5 -0.25 0
(a) Exponential Basis Random Variable (b) 6th order Polynomial Chaos Expansion
Figure 3-16: Truncated Exponential Polynomial Chaos Expansion with values color coded by cor-
responding Basis Random Variable value
Therefore, the common practice for uncertainty quantification problems is to choose the Basis
Random Variables based on the uncertain parameters and hope that the output is also similar. This
can require some trial and error before a Basis Random Variable is found that achieves exponential
convergence. For this reason, it is rare to use arbitrary Basis Random Variables because the expense
of generating an orthogonal polynomial series could be wasted. For the common, Wiener-Askey
family of Random Variables, the orthogonal polynomial series are well known and in fact have
explicit generating functions so the recursive generation is unnecessary. This is discussed by Xiu
and Karniadakis [90].
Approximating a Known Random Variable with a Polynomial Chaos Expansion
As shown in the next section, the Polynomial Chaos Expansions are much easier to manipulate
in Uncertainty Quantifications problems. Therefore, we may wish to substitute a target Random
Variable with a Polynomial Chaos Expansion. By using a Polynomial Chaos Expansion, we are
reducing an entire probability density function to a small number of coefficients. We do this by
matching statistics of the Polynomial Chaos Expansion to the target Random Variable. The more
statistics that are matched, the better the Polynomial Chaos Expansion approximation will be. The
statistics are typically the mean, and the central moments. If the moments of the Basis Functionals
are known analytically, as they are for most common Basis Random Variables, this is formulated
fairly easily into an optimization problem. The unknown coefficients are varied in order to minimize
the least squares error of the target moments and the moments of the Polynomial Chaos Expansion.
Example 8b - Generating a Polynomial Chaos Expansion from Statistics
In this example we have an uncertain kinetic parameter for which we know the mean m and the
variance s2 . Say we want to use a lognormal distribution to represent the uncertainty in this
parameter. This is a common practice in kinetics because it forces the lognormal distribution is
strictly positive. The moments of this distribution are: p = exp (m+ , and the next three
central moments are:
cm 2 =(-1 + exp s2) exp (2m + S2)
cm3= exp (3m + 3s2) (-1 + exp s2) (exp (2m + s2) + 2)
cm 4 = exp (4m + 2s2) (-1 + exp S2) 2 X ...
(exp 4s2 + 2 exp 3s 2 + 3 exp 2s 2 -3)
We choose the Basis Random Variable to be the standard normal due to its similarity to the
target Random Variable. This is written out as K1 ( ) = ko + kiE + k2 (= 2 - 1) + k3 (= 3 - 3B).
We can take advantage of the formula for moments of the standard normal Random Variable:
0, if n is odd
E [Z"]={g (3.24)
i - 1, if n is even
The mean is then
E= [( 1 (() =Es ko-+ kiBA+k2 ( 2 1) + k3 ( 3 - 3E)]
= ko + k 2 (1 - 1) = ko
Similarly, the next three central moments, in terms of the coefficients k, are:
cm 2 =kl + 2k2 + 6k3
cm3 =2k2(3k2 + 18kik3 + 4k2 + 54k )
cm 4 =3k4 + 24k3k3 + 60k2k2 + 252k2 k + 576k 1 k2k 3 +...
1296kik3 + 60k4 + 2232k2k2 + 3348k4
The coefficients are computed as arg min E (cmtarget - cmPCE) 2 . This because of bilinear
k orders
terms the objective is non-convex. Fortunately, the objective function is very cheap to compute,
3.0785
1.5401
so a sampling algorithm was applied. The results were: k1 , and the Polynomial
0.3850
0.0642 ...
Chaos Expansion is shown in Figure 3-14.
3.4.6 Recommended Reading
There are two textbooks on the subject of Polynomial Chaos Expansions [48, 88] that are more
accessible than the original works by Wiener [86] and Ghanem and Spanos [35]. Papers by Xiu [87]
and Najm [64] are good introductions, while Eldred et al. [21, 23] have compared the various
methods that utilize Polynomial Chaos Expansions for uncertainty quantification.
3.4.7 Recap
This section showed how changing the representation of a Random Variable into one that utilized
orthogonality reduces the problem of characterizing a Random Variable to the problem of computing
a few coefficients. The previous section streamlined the formulation of uncertainty quantification
problems. Now these ideas will be combined in order to solve uncertainty quantification problems
far more efficiently - by reducing the problem of characterizing an unknown Random Variable from
its dependencies to a problem of computing coefficients.
3.5 Uncertainty Quantification with Polynomial Chaos Expan-
sions
Polynomial Chaos Expansions were introduced in Section 3.4 as an alternative way to represent
Random Variables. Although the representation is more complex, the consequence is easier manip-
ulation of the Random Variable. Figure 3-17 shows the entire procedure for performing uncertainty
quantification with Polynomial Chaos Expansions. This begins with the integration of Polynomial
Chaos Expansions into the framework shown in Section 3.2, then the calculation of the coefficients
that will specify the output, and finally the verification of the solution. The framework and the
solution approach are shown in this section, and theory and implementation of various methods
are described in the following sections.
Generate Generate output
inpu t PCE PCE
Characterize Formulate
Uncertain compute input UncertaintyUncertai coefficientsr Quantification
Inputs Problem
Solve and verify
output coefficients
Increase order of
output PCE
No verged
Solve and verify
coefficients
cent for Convergence
Figure 3-17: Overview of Polynomial Chaos Expansion Solutions to Uncertainty Quantification
Examples
3.5.1 Formulating the problem
The model must be formulated for uncertainty quantification as in Section 3.2. This means that
the model is an operator that maps deterministic variables u (treated as constants) and uncertain
parameters X (w), to model outputs Y (w).
Y (M = M [X (M) ,U] (3.5)
Let N be the number of uncertain parameters, and U be the number of variables. Y (w) is a
real-valued Random Variable defined from the model above. So model M maps from R N+U -
which means the model has N + U degrees of freedom.
The formulation is ready for uncertainty quantification, however, we can also change the way
the Random Variables are represented in order to make the problem easier to solve. We know that
the parameters are described by a joint probability density function. It is assumed that all the
uncertain parameters are independent. Therefore each parameter can be described separately by a
marginal probability density function.
N
fx (X) = Jfx (xn) (3.25)
n=1
Where X (w) is a vector of uncertain parameters, which is decomposed into the product of N
marginal distributions. Each of the N uncertain parameters is substituted with a one dimensional
Polynomial Chaos Expansion. Each expansion is based on a different Basis Random Variable (.
P
Xn (w) ~ Xn ((n) ZXnp,p (n) for n = 1 ... N (3.26)
p=O
where the coefficients x are known.
In addition, the output is replaced with an N dimensional Polynomial Chaos Expansion based
on the same Basis Random Variables as the parameters.
P
Y (w, U) ~-: k , n)=y ()W (3.27)
We emphasize that the output is still dependent on the variables u and so the coefficients will also
vary with u.
The original uncertainty quantification problem is now approximated as:
Y (0 = -M [ ( , U
P PL
P N PS S {Y(U) 1J @n)( (f) =M [{ Xnpp (n) }f U (3.28)
P=0 k:|A= n=1 .P= n=1...N -
The goal of uncertainty quantification problems is to characterize the output Random Variable.
In the original formulation of the problem this was done with indirect representation - by determin-
ing the probability of every possible output value or in other words, characterizing the probability
density function. In this new formulation, the output Random Variable is represented directly, and
the problem is reduced to the calculation of the unknown coefficients.
No matter what representation is used, the output must be computed at each value of u. Each
time the outputs are computed, however, u is held constant so in order to simplify the notation we
will drop the dependence on u.
The way that the problem has been represented has reduced it to the calculation of coefficients
of a Polynomial Chaos Expansion. These coefficients are computed using the Method of Weighted
Residuals [26, 81]. The Method of Weighted Residuals selects coefficients that minimize the ex-
pected value of the residual. Different weighting functions result in different solution methods, and
methods can generally be organized into two classes: Galerkin projection methods and collocation
methods.
3.5.2 Formulating a Problem with Polynomial Chaos Expansions
Following Figure 3-17, we characterize the uncertain parameters (Section 3.4.5), choose a Basis
Random Variable, generate the Polynomial Chaos Expansion, and compute the coefficients as in
Section 3.4.5. Next, we use the same Basis Random Variables to generate the output Polynomial
Chaos Expansion. Finally we substitute the Polynomial Chaos Expansions into the model.
Example 7d: Using Polynomial Chaos Expansions for Uncertainty Quantification
The uncertain model is:
D (w) = 2S(w)2 Sin (E (w)) cos (E (w)) (3.7)
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The uncertain parameters are S (w) ~ N (32, 1) m s- 1 and E (w) ~ U (i, j). These relatively
easy to represent as Polynomial Chaos Expansions, because they are linear transformations of the
standard normal and standard uniform Random Variables.
We will select our Basis Random Variables as: B1 ~ N (0, 1) and E2 ~ U (0, 1). The probability
density functions are:
1 12
f'72(1)- exp 2for -oo<( < oo
fE2 (62) =1 for 0 <-2 1
The parameter Polynomial Chaos Expansions are shown below. Because the parameters are
simple, these expansions are exact matches.
S(() so + Si i=32 +(1)1
7r 7ir r\
0( 2) to+t 1 2 = + 8- 2
The output Polynomial Chaos Expansion is chosen to be order 3.
b (() =d[o,o1 + d[1,o]I[ 1,o] () + d[o, 1] T[o, 1] (:)
+ d[2,o0]4[2,o] + d[o, 2] To,21 + d[,]W[,11 (f)
+ dl3,0]xF[3,o1  + d[,3 [o,3]
+ d[2,1]I[ 2,1] + d1 ,2][1 ,' 212
S() =d[0 ,01 + d[,,o 1B + d[o, 1] (2B 2 - 1)
+ d[2,o] (El -1) + d[o, 2] (6-2 - 6B 2 + 1) + d[g,1] (B1) (2B 2 - 1)
+ d[3,o] (El - 3-) + d[o, 3 ] (202 - 30Bi + 12= 2 - 1)
+ d[2,1)(B1 )2 (2= 2 - 1) + d[1,21 (B1) (2= 2 - 1)2 (3.29)
Now substitutef (, and S (i1), and (2) into Equation 3.7:
D ~~) -(so + s1 1)2 sin (to + 1i2) cos (to + 1i2) (3.30)
Now the model is properly framed and represented. The solution and verification methods are
demonstrated in following sections.
Example 8c - Formulation with Polynomial Chaos Expansions
We wish to quantify the uncertainty in the dimensionless concentration B, given by Equation 3.3,
and determine how the uncertainty evolves with time. The parameters are given as lognormal
Random Variables. The Polynomial Chaos Expansion approximations of these parameters are
found using the steps in Section 3.4.5 with 4th order Polynomial Chaos Expansions. The first
kinetic parameter is shown in Section 3.4.1. For the second kinetic parameter, the mean and
2"d ~ 5th central moments of the target distribution are matched to those of the Polynomial
Chaos Expansion. The target Random Variable is K 2 (W2) ~ logN(2, 0.25), and its statistics are:
3.748
- 7.624 and cm 5.648. The analytical expressions for the moments of a 4 th order
57.55
274.2
Polynomial Chaos Expansion are much more complex than the 3 d order example in Section 3.4.5,
because the number of terms grows exponentially with order. However, the analytic solutions are
still easy if the moments of the Basis Random Variable are known. The least squares estimates of
7.624
1.929
the coefficients are: k2 0.2458
6.309 x 10-4
7.422 x 10-3
Output
We choose a 6th order Polynomial Chaos Expansion for the output. With two dimensions, that
results in 28 coefficients and Basis Functionals. Since both Basis Random Variables are standard
normal Random Variables, the orthogonal polynomial series are both Hermite. Since the output
depends on the variable time, in order to use Polynomial Chaos Expansions for this uncertainty
quantification problem, the time domain must be discretized and the coefficients computed at each
time step. The first few terms are shown below.
$f, t) = bpo,o (t) + b(1,O] (t) IP[1,01 + b(0,11 (t qf[,1]
+ b[2,o] (t) '[2,O] ( + b[0,2] (t) 4[0,2] + b[11] (t) qf[1,l (C) ...
Substituting in the Basis Functionals:
$3 (, t) = b[o,oJ (t) + b,1,O (t) B1 + b[0,11 (t) = 2
+ b[2,o] (t ( 12 - 1) + b[o, 2] (t ( 2 2 - 1) + b11,) () B1B2 - -
Framework
Starting with Equation 3.3, we formulate the uncertainty quantification problem, then substitute
in the Polynomial Chaos Expansions.
B (t) = ki [exp (-kit) - exp (-k 2 t)k2 - k1
K1 (wi)B(wi, w 2 , t) K Ki) [exp (-K 1 (wi) t) - exp (-K 2 (w2 ) t)
K2 (W2) - K1 (wi)
B (,t) (=exp (-Ki (i1) t) - exp (-k 2 (2) t)]
K2 (62)- K1 ((1)
Now we are ready to solve for the unknown coefficients of the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion.
3.5.3 The Method of Weighted Residuals
The Method of Weighted Residuals is an approach to solving differential equations and integrals.
The idea is to construct a set of basis functions and then match them to the true solution by
minimizing a residual. First, errors and residuals must be defined, then the approach itself is
described.
Errors and Residuals
Ideally, the best coefficients should minimize the error e. The direct (Equation 3.31) and indirect
(Equations 3.32 and 3.33) representations are shown below.
E (y, WY, ) Y (WY) - Z (y,7f (3.31)
e(Y~y I =7 fy (y) - fg- (y, ' (3.32)
E (y,y) fy (y) - fg (y,'y) (3.33)
The error depends on the coefficients y and the values y . The target output Random Variable
Y (wy) and the Polynomial Chaos Expansion Y () have different outcome spaces, but both map
to values y with the same physical meaning, which relates the two indirect representations. Every
value ( E QO can be mapped to a value y E Qy. In the indirect representations, the dependence
on the coefficients y is hidden within the probability density function of the Polynomial Chaos
Expansion.
Because the error itself is a Random Variable, it is often reduced to a statistic for reporting.
The most common statistic is the L2 norm.
S(y,wy,) = Y1(wy) -(
= M [X (W,)] - i( (3.34)
||E (y, y)||1 = 1fy (y) - fg- (y) 1
= fy (Y) -f (y)] fy (y) dy (3.35)
The error is defined over the value y . To compute the error, any values that do not have a
corresponding outcome in Oy are assigned zero probability, fP) = 0. In terms of functional
approximation, zero L2 error would mean that the probability density functions of the output
Random Variable and the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion are the same. Unfortunately, in
general the error cannot be computed because the target output is unknown. Therefore, the residual
is used as a substitute.
Define the Residual in direct form as:
R (y,) =-M [X f Y )(3.36)
Pn P
R(y,) =M [ xnpkp ( n) 
- E ygjg(-
The residual depends on the output coefficients and is defined over the outcome space of the
Basis Random Variables. Instead of matching the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion to the
target model output, it is matched to the model evaluated with the parameter Polynomial Chaos
Expansions. The only unknowns are now the coefficients y.
The Method of Weighted Residuals
In the Method of Weighted Residuals, the coefficients y are selected such that the expected
value of the weighted residual is zero.
E [R (y, ) ri (f =0 for Vi (3.37)
Weighting functions ri () are functions of the values of the Basis Random Variables. There are
many different ways to weight the residual, which gives different kinds of minimization. Typically
li| > K, so there is at least one weighting function for each coefficient. The classes of methods
that are derived using the Method of Weighted Residuals are the Galerkin Projection Methods
(Section 3.6) and Collocation Methods (Section 3.7).
3.5.4 Probability Spaces and Polynomial Chaos Expansions
The target parameters X (wx) in the space Qx are projected onto the space spanned by their
Polynomial Chaos Expansion representation: !x. The outcomes wx are replaced with outcomes
(. Any error from the projection is due to the finite order of the expansion. The same projection is
done for the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion. This is equivalent to saying Y (wy) in the space
Qy is decomposed into orthogonal components in the space Q=. As discussed in Section 3.4.3, the
use of Polynomial Chaos Expansions disrupts the physical intuition about the Random Variables.
In Section 3.5.1 there are several probability spaces in play.
" The target parameter probability spaces, {Qxn, E, P} for n = 1... N, which are known
" The target output probability space, {y, E, P} which is unknown
" The Basis Random Variable probability spaces {Q, E, P} for n = 1 ... N, which are known
" The parameter Polynomial Chaos Expansions' probability spaces {nx, E P
" The output Polynomial Chaos Expansion's probability space QY, E, P}
Start by breaking down Equation 3.28. The original model relates uncertain parameters to un-
certain output. There's an intuitive connection between the outcome spaces of the parameters and
the outcome space of the output. In Equation 3.28, Polynomial Chaos Expansions are substituted
for the target Random Variables. Both parameters and output Polynomial Chaos Expansions re-
tain the same physical meaning, but are both now derived from the probability space of the Basis
Random Variables. There is not an intuitive causal connection with the Basis Random Variables,
only a mathematical relationship.
The key is to compute the unknown output probability space {ny, E, P} such that it is con-
sistent with the model connection to the known parameter probability space {nx, E, P
3.5.5 Verification of the Polynomial Chaos Expansion Solution
Although Monte Carlo simulations can provide the true solution to uncertainty quantification
problems, they cannot be relied upon for verification of Polynomial Chaos Expansion solutions
because the primary purpose of using Polynomial Chaos Expansions is to limit the number of
model evaluations. Another verification strategy is to test the Polynomial Chaos Expansions for
convergence and assume that when an expansion converges it will has found the correct solution.
Errors, Residuals, and Convergence
The L 2 norm of the error of the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion Y with respect to the
target output Y (o) was given in Equation 3.35.
|Ie (y, y)II = [fy (y) - fyc( (y)] 2 fy (y) dy (3.35)
fQy
The residual of the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion f (f) with respect to model predictions
M [X ( was given in Equation 3.36:
R (y,=Y7 M [X ( (3.36)
It has been shown that as the order of a Polynomial Chaos Expansion increases to infinity, the
L2 norm of the error decreases to zero [13]. Let y(P) () be the Pth order Polynomial Chaos
Expansion approximation of Y (w).
lim Y()-()( =0
P-+oo \ / \
We would like to know the rate of error convergence as P increases and the minimum order required
to accurately describe the target Random Variable. Unfortunately the error cannot be calculated,
so this convergence property cannot be tested. Instead, we define the expansion order difference
AP = J () _ f(P-1) () (3.38)
and examine its convergence as P increases. When A'' meets some criterion, we say that the
expansion has converged and we assume that the error is negligible. Another possible metric would
be the difference between expansions of orders P and P - 2. This could be advantageous because
the errors often depend on whether the expansion's highest-order term is even or odd.
The expansion order difference is defined using the L 2 norm. Some early papers advocated
computing differences only at a limited number of points () for 1 - 1 ... N in order to approximate
the L 2 norm:
N,
~(P+1) ( ) - g(P)
1=1
or use the difference in statistics like mean and variance:
E P+ - E [(P)
var [g(P+1) ( - var [k(P)
These alternatives would save some calculations however, the comparison in Equation 3.38 is more
stringent and is quite cheap to compute using Monte Carlo. So there is no reason to use other
convergence metrics.
Verification Strategy
The verification strategy is illustrated in Figure 3-17. An output Polynomial Chaos Expansion
of order P is used to solve the problem as discussed in Sections 3.4-sec:results. For every solution,
the computed coefficients must be verified as discussed below. Then the problem is solved a second
time with an output Polynomial Chaos Expansion of order P+ 1 and the expansion order difference
AP is computed. If the convergence criterion is met, then the P + 1 order expansion is the verified
solution. Otherwise, the process is repeated for the P + 2 order and so on.
Expansion Convergence
The criterion for convergence of the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion is:
AP = 1(P - f(P-2 ( ) r (3.39)
The algorithm is the same no matter which method is used to compute the coefficients. However,
there are some notable differences which may have an impact on the choice of solution methods,
these differences are discussed with the solution methods.
3.5.6 Effect of errors
Errors in the parameters
If the parameter Polynomial Chaos Expansions do not match the target parameter Random
Variables, this will add to the error in the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion. However, this is
impossible to determine from the residual, it can only be detected by comparison to a Monte Carlo
uncertainty quantification solution. This must be caught and fixed when generating the parameter
Polynomial Chaos Expansion as discussed in Section 3.4.5.
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Errors from Model Evaluation
Complex models will have some error in their solvers, which prevents the model from being
calculated exactly. This is assumed to have negligible effect compared to errors from the uncertainty
quantification analysis.
3.5.7 Recap
Verification is an important and often overlooked step in the solution of uncertainty quantifica-
tion problems. The process typically requires the uncertainty quantification problem to be solved
many times, which reinforces the motivation to reduce the computational cost.
3.6 Projection Methods
3.6.1 Derivation using the Method of Weighted Residuals
Projection methods are derived from the method of weighted residuals by using the K Basis
r 'uncULoIais as trle weigHLung iun1cuouls.
For each k
Eg [R (y, ) rk i 0
E= [R (y Q Vg( 0ER(y,()rxj() d(=
J R(Y, f) i(f) d 0
Split up the Residual,
P
P I= 
--- (3.40)
JM Zxnpp(n) ] f ( ) di
L= p=O n=1...N.
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Because of orthogonality of the Basis Functionals, the left hand side of Equation 3.40 reduces:
P
( yY ( f k d
p=O .
P
So Equation 3.40 becomes:
Ik
yk 
=
P.
.p=0 
n=1 ... N.
Pn
M p(xf ) 41k <( nd
- =O n=1...N
(3.41)
This results in a set of K equations, each of which determines one coefficient. They are de-
coupled, meaning that the value of each coefficient is independent of the others. This property is
a result of the orthogonality of the Basis Functionals. The same equations can be derived using
projection, which gives this class of methods its name.
3.6.2 Derivation using the projection approach
The same K equations can be derived by projecting the output Random Variable onto each of
the K Basis Functionals by taking the inner product with respect to the Basis Random Variables.
for each k
Y (CO) qk ( w.r.t.
= Y (w) T fe <d
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Approximate the output using the Polynomial Chaos Expansion (indexed by 3j to avoid confusion)
and simplify using orthogonality properties.
w/e i, f (i d
y~q f F di
Then the projection is approximately:
(Y (W) XW y
Solve for the coefficient:
(Y (W) Xyk)_1
Rewrite the output again in terms of the parameter Polynomial Chaos Expansion
1
Pn
y 1 M x (C) f (C) d
3.6.3 Orthogonality and Inner Products
These K weighting functions produce a system of K independent equations. However, each
equation has two N dimensional integrals over the Basis Random Variables (. Because of orthogo-
nality, the denominator (Tgk) can reduced to the product of 1-dimensional integral which is very
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easy to solve.
fJ L -2rl O((n) fa ((n) d4
.n=1 _n=1
N 
]
-H (n) fsn (Wn)dl
N
n=1
V 172 ~( ~) fE, ( Zn) <n
However, the model operator M disrupts the orthogonality of the Basis Functionals that comprise
the parameter Polynomial Chaos Expansions, so the numerator integral is N-dimensional. This
can be very expensive to compute when N is large.
3.6.4 Physical Intuition
Because the Basis Functionals are orthogonal, none of their 'coverage' will overlap in the prob-
ability space, and the sum of individual Basis Functional's coverage of Qy will equal the coverage
as a whole. This will minimize the mean-square error R (w) = Y (w) - Y (w) in the space iy.
However, this does not necessarily provide the best functional approximation when the spaces Qy
and 6y are not equivalent.
3.6.5 Standard Galerkin Projection Methods
In the literature this has many names: Spectral projection, Stochastic Galerkin, Galerkin Pro-
jection, intrusive methods, etc. The major issue with the Galerkin Method is that computing the
integral requires that the equations that make up operator M be known. These are then used
to analytically solve for the Polynomial Chaos Expansion coefficients. This is not the case for
many engineering applications where models are solved numerically. Therefore, in addition to the
standard Galerkin Projection Method where the integrals are solved analytically, there are many
variations that solve the integrals numerically.
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Example 7e: Target Practice Uncertainty Quantification with Projection Meth-
ods
We will begin this work where Section 3.5.2 left off, with the formulation complete and the model
in terms of the Basis Random Variables. This problem is solvable with the Galerkin Projection
Method because the model is simple. The 2-dimensional model decomposes into the product of
two 1-dimensional functions.
It is also useful to know the moments of the standard normal Random Variable Z, shown in
Equation 3.24
The number of Basis Functionals and coefficients in the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion
is K = 10. To solve for the unknown coefficients, the model shown in Equation 3.30 is projected
onto each Basis Functional. For example the second Basis Functional:
d[1,0] 1
1dp1,01 = (ifs2 ( 2) d(2i ((1)Jdb1f f 2 (2) <2fE1 ( 1) <1
Q1 Q2 91 2
f f 2(So + S1 1 )2 sin (t0 + W12 ) coS (to + t 1 2 ) 6f 2 (2) d<2fE 1 (61) d<1
d[1,0] Q1 Q2 1 ff 16 2 (6) (2 f1 ( 1) <61
Q1 Q2
Both two-dimensional integrals can be separated into products of one-dimensional integrals.
f c,1(so + S1g1) 2 fE1 (ci) d 1 f sin (to + ti12 ) cos (to +t 1 2 )f 2 ( 2 ) d< 2
d[,12Q1 Q2
2£22
d[1,01 - J (so21 + 2sos1(1 2 + s2(3) fzi (s1) d 1 ...9
Q1
fSin (t0 -+ t112 COS (t0 + t112 <(2
Q2
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u = cos (to + t 1 2)
du
-v = sin (to + t1 2) d 2ti
d[1,o] =2 (so 2E [i1] + 2sos 1E [(12 ]9 2 ~ -~
2 11d(1,o =-sos1- Cos2 (to + t162)|9 tl
d11,01 ~6.0713
This process must be done for each Basis Functional and coefficient.
3.6.6 Numerical Integration of Galerkin Projection Equations
Start with Equation 3.41
_ _ [fY~k vM P (3.41)n=1...Nl
Instead of solving the integral analytically as in the standard Galerkin Projection Method, calculate
it numerically using quadrature.
Select NQ quadrature nodes 69) for q = 1... NQ
Ng
1 M" [_k (e-q))]
NQ p1 1
q= 5 E " L /4pO ( n =1...N.
I NQ
q=1
where
" Each quadrature node is an N-vector n) L(21 chosen from Q=
L J n=1 ... N q
" mg is the model evaluated at the parameters corresponding to the qth quadrature node
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u du
tl
Tk ( ) P <
Xpk ( Jq)) Wq
V ( Jq))W,
e wQ is the quadrature weight of the quadrature node
SBjq is the kth Basis Functional in the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion, evaluated at the
qth quadrature node. Bgq = Xk ( q). This forms a K x NQ matrix B.
Simplify this further to:
y = PBWm = A(P"I)m (3.42)
where
o y are the coefficients - K x 1
o m are the model outputs at the quadrature nodes NQ x 1
o A("oi) is a K x NQ matrix:
o P is a K x K matrix of Inner Products of Basis Functionals, called the normalizing factors
(Pge1 or P = diag . As shown in Section 3.6.3 these are easy to compute
k,k (q'pjq'pk) ( [JjY'IJ) /
analytically because of orthogonality.
o W is a weighting matrix - NQ x NQ given by W = diag (wq)
The choice of quadrature nodes and weights is based on work for deterministic integrals [75]. These
3.6.7 Projection Methods using Numerical Integration
Many techniques have been proposed for calculating coefficients of Polynomial Chaos Expan-
sions using different numerical integration schemes. Among them are:
* Pseudo Spectral Polynomial Chaos - refers to any method that uses numerical integration
o Non-intrusive Galerkin - refers to any method that uses numerical integration
o Monte Carlo - calculates the integral with monte carlo
o Gaussian Quadrature - uses tensor products of one-dimensional Gaussian quadrature points
o Sparse Grids/ Cubature - uses sparse grids of one-dimensional Gaussian quadrature
o Stochastic Collocation - seems to refer to any method using numerical cubature. The name
is unfortunate because the Basis Random Variables to not need to represent a stochastic
quantity and it does not use a collocation method.
Two of these methods, Monte Carlo and Gaussian Quadrature, are demonstrated in Examples 7
and 7.
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Example 7f: Projection Method using Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo is a very intuitive numerical integration method. The idea of sampling parameters
is the same as the method described in Section 3.2 but instead of propagating uncertainty, Monte
Carlo is used to evaluate an integral.
b NQ
h (x) fx (x) dx ~ h(xq)
a q=1
where xq are sampled from the probability density function fx (x) and the bounds of x are [a, b].
This can be applied to each of the projection equations.
Example 7 has been solved previously in Section 3.3.2 and revisited in Section 3.6.5. Instead
of sampling from the uncertain parameters, this version of Monte Carlo samples from the Basis
Random Variables. These are then treated as quadrature nodes in the method from Section 3.6.6.
Instead of propagating the samples through the model in order to characterize the output probabil-
ity density function, this method uses the model outputs to compute the coefficients of the output
Polynomial Chaos Expansion, which then approximates the model output.
For each k, sample NQ quadrature nodes from the probability density function of (. Each of
these samples has a weight of wq= -. For each sample calculate Pq and hq:
hq =MX
Then the coefficient can be computed as:
1 1 NNQ ~~ q
yg~ hq
1N NQ 1
q=1
The result of a Monte Carlo simulation with 106 samples are displayed in Figure 3-18. The
solution was verified by running an ensemble of 104 Monte Carlo simulations, and the results,
standard deviations, and multi-indicies are:
0.04
0
O 0.02
75 100 125
Distance (m)
Figure 3-18: Example 7 - Uncertainty Quantification by Monte Carlo (-) and a Polynomial Chaos
Expansion using the Projection method with Monte Carlo (bars)
96.45 0.01004 0,0
6.023 0.09764 1,0
8.559 0.1571 0,1
0.09492 0.06863 1,1
-14.36 0.2166 _, 2, 0
0.5346 0.1588 0,2
2.229e - 4 0.03999 1,2
-0.2440 0.2492 3,0
5.593e - 3 0.1125 0,3
-0.8971 0.2118 2,1
The biggest concern is that the largest coefficients are calculated accurately. Higher order terms
typically have less impact on the Polynomial Chaos Expansion than lower order terms, so a larger
relative uncertainty in the last few coefficients can be tolerated. When the coefficients are computed
with Monte Carlo, the same verification strategy can be used as in Section 3.3.4.
The Monte Carlo method gives good accuracy in the calculation of coefficients and is easy
to verify, but it is inefficient as discussed in Section 3.2. The main reason we use Polynomial
Chaos Expansions to represent the problem is to reduce the number of model evaluations required.
Therefore other numerical integration schemes are more attractive.
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Example 7g: Projection Method using Gaussian Quadrature
Gaussian quadrature is a one-dimensional integration method. In multiple dimensions, tensor
products of the one-dimensional quadrature nodes are used as quadrature nodes. For this reason
the method is also known as the Tensor Product method. The corresponding weights are the
products of the one-dimensional weights.
The Algorithm
1. For each Basis Random Variable, indexed by n
" Select the number of 1-dimensional quadrature nodes Q
" Find the roots of the Qth order Basis Functional and denote these by: (4) for i = 1... Q
" For each root, calculate the weights according to given formulas.
2. Generate the N-dimensional quadrature nodes by selecting one 1-dimensional node from each
of the N dimensions. There will be NQ = QN quadrature nodes.
3. Generate the weights for each N-dimensional quadrature node by taking the product of each
of the respective 1-dimensional weights. Again the number is NQ = QN.
4. Evaluate the model at each quadrature node
5. Evaluate each Basis Functional at each quadrature node
6. Proceed as described in Section 3.6.6
As shown in Section 3.3.2, the Target Practice uncertainty quantification example can be solved well
using a third order output Polynomial Chaos Expansion. But Monte Carlo is too expensive. Here
we will attempt to solve the same problem with Tensor Products. The Polynomial Chaos Expansion
representation of this problem is given in Equations 3.29 and 3.30. There are 10 Galerkin Projection
equations, like the one shown in Example 3.6.5. These will be solved with Gaussian quadrature.
The Basis Random Variables are Normal and Uniform, so the Basis Functionals are Hermite
and Shifted Legendre Polynomials. For illustration, four nodes will be used in each dimension,
giving a total of 16 collocation points. The relevant equations for the nodes are:
$ 4 (1) = E14 - 6712 + 3
04 (1C2) = 70(4 - 140(3 + 90(i205
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For roots of Hermite polynomials, the weights are:
(i) _ _ _ _Q!
H Q2 [HQ_1 (1n ]
where HQ (x) is the Qth order Hermite Polynomial. For roots of Shifted Legendre Polynomials,
the weights are:
W(i)WL
where LQ (x) is the Qth order Shifted Legendre Polynomial. Using these equations, the roots and
weights are:
t2.334,
WH1,WH
t0.7420,
0.04588
0.4541
and 2,WL =
1± (3-2N'6--)/5 /7 18+
2 , 36
11 (3+2V',76)/7 18--0-
2 , 36
and the 2-dimensional quadrature node are the 16 possible combinations of these roots, denoted
by:
~(q 1Iand W
(a4) (4)
At each node, the model and each Basis Func
0
tional are evaluated.
The model outputs are stored in the
T[2,2] (e1)
The Basis Functional values are stored in B [
Finally, the coefficients can be calculated, following Equation 3.42
y = PBWm = A("Sm
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n
W ( 4)H( _
(3.42)
( I1 - (n( ) L' Q ( (,))]
T[0,0o]e )
vector m=
96.45
6.024
8.559
0.5338
0.09434
The results are y = , and there is very good agreement with the Polynomial Chaos
-14.36
-0.8958
1.110e - 16
-0.2507
0.008343
Expansion solved with Monte Carlo. There were only 16 model evaluations for this solution, many
orders of magnitude fewer than Monte Carlo. The quadrature nodes and output Polynomial Chaos
Expansion are shown in Figure 3-19
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Figure 3-19: Example 7 - Gaussian quadrature points (weights
order output Polynomial Chaos Expansion
ProjGQ
80 100 120
indicated by point size) and the 4 th
When the solution is repeated with 5-node quadrature, the coefficients are within one percent
of the 4-node solution. This indicates that the coefficients are computed with acceptable accuracy.
Next the order of the Polynomial Chaos Expansion is increased to P = 4. The coefficients are
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computed again with a 4-node quadrature scheme.
96.45 0,0
6.022 1,0
8.558 0,1
0.5354 1,1
0.09474 2,0
-14.34 0,2
-0.8974 1,2
Y 1.332e - 15 with multi-indices k 3,0
-0.2504 0,3
0.008403 2,1
3.455e - 15 4,0
2.335e - 12 0,4
-0.01566 1,3
-0.01412 2,2
-2.220e - 15 3,1
The added coefficients are relatively small, so they have negligible impact on the Polynomial
Chaos Expansion. In fact, the 3rd order coefficients are also small, meaning that the 2nd and 4th
order expansions are essentially the same. Therefore we conclude that the expansion is converged,
and the solution is verified. In this case, we also have the luxury of knowing the Monte Carlo
solution, and we can compute the L 2 norm of the difference between the two solutions to be
o (10-6) which is small relative to the magnitude of the probability density functions 0 (10-2).
Sparse Grid Cubature
This is an active research are for high-dimensional integration. It uses sparse grids across the
space of the independent variables instead of a full tensor product to reduce the number of cubature
nodes required. The formulas for nodes and weights are different but the concept is the same. The
paper by Xiu and Hesthaven [89] has several references.
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3.6.8 Verification with Projection Methods
Verification of Coefficients
Galerkin Method solves for the coefficients analytically so there should be no error in the co-
efficients and no verification is needed. The errors in the coefficients computed numerically are
dependent on the accuracy of the quadrature. Quadrature rules typically provide a theoretical
estimate of the errors but they can be difficult to implement in practice. As a practical solution,
the quadrature order difference can be defined similarly to the expansion order difference in Equa-
tion 3.38, and the quadrature order can be increased until the quadrature order difference converges
to zero.
Verification of Expansion Convergence
Because each coefficient is computed independently, when additional Basis Functionals are
added the coefficients of the lower order Basis Functionals should not need to be computed. Also,
model evaluations used in computing the existing coefficients can be reused.
3.7 Collocation Methods
The Collocation Method is often used to find solutions of integrals and differential equations.
There are several references that discuss this deterministic problem [75]. The projection methods
attempt to minimize the residual over the space Gy, by using the Basis Functionals as weights.
Collocation methods minimize the residual at specific points within the space Qy. By doing so, the
resulting output Polynomial Chaos Expansion is like an interpolating surface, anchored at those
collocation points. This does not control the residual over the space Qy, but it does minimize the
error at the collocation points.
3.7.1 Derivation from the Method of Weighted Residuals
Similar to the derivation in Section 3.6.1, the idea is to set the expected value of the weighted
residual to zero. Instead of using the Basis Functionals as the residual weights a delta function is
used.
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Choose Nc collocation points c) for c = 1...Nc. Each collocation point is an N-vector
c) chosen from Q-
for c=1...Nc
E [R (y, )rc( =0
R (y7j 6 p-{0
P P1.R~yc)(__)c)S ykq1J ( M) - xnp?Pp ())}n1.]
P=0 :I=p n=1...N
P
Ey5B me (3.43)
Rewrite Equation 3 A inc the same notation as Equan 'I A')
BTy =m
and solve
y = (BBT)lBm = BT+m (3.44)
3.7.2 Verification
Verifying the Computed Coefficients
These methods calculate the coefficients of the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion such that
the residual is minimized at certain collocation points. The calculation is straightforward, using
only a single matrix inversion, and the only verification required is a check of whether the matrix
is ill-conditioned enough to cause numerical errors. If it is, then either alternate collocation points
can be used or a singular value decomposition can be used to determine the significant coefficients
and the others can be set to zero.
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Verifying the Expansion Convergence
While the Interpolation Methods minimizes the residual at the collocation points, the effect on
the residual away from the collocation points is unknown. Therefore it is important when testing
for convergence that the collocation points change with increasing order. Otherwise, successive
output Polynomial Chaos Expansions may falsely appear to be converged. The lack of an 'optimal'
selection in coefficients makes the verification of Interpolation Methods more subjective and more
difficult.
3.7.3 The Probabilistic Collocation Method
The Probabilistic Collocation Method was introduced by Tatang [76] as the Deterministically
Equivalent Modeling Method. It has also been termed the Stochastic Response Surface Method [42,
3]. It falls under the broader category of Least Squares Estimation or Matrix Inversion methods.
Unfortunately, the name has also been used to refer to unrelated methods [27, 50]. This method
requires the minimum number of collocation points, making it the cheapest of all Polynomial
Chaos Expansion methods for uncertainty quantification. It has been applied to a wide array of
fields [67, 77, 49].
Compared to Projection Methods, the Probabilistic Collocation Method uses fewer collocation
points to minimize the residual only at the collocation points. The original Probabilistic Collo-
cation Method uses the minimum number of points required, equal to the number of unknown
coefficients in the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion. In one-dimension, the Probabilistic Collo-
cation Method is equivalent to the orthogonal projection, but in higher dimensions they produce
different results. Instead of choosing collocation points and weights in order to compute an integral,
these methods select collocation points and minimizes the residual at those points.
The difference between all the algorithms is the heuristic for choosing collocation points. Some
are based on joint probability, others are based on design of experiments principles, others are simply
random. These methods work well for output Random Variables that are smooth and similar to
low-order polynomials, however, there are difficulties in accurately computing the coefficients if a
higher order Polynomial Chaos Expansion is needed.
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Algorithm of the Probabilistic Collocation Method
1. Let the order of the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion be P.
2. For each Basis Random Variable, indexed by n:
* Find the roots of the P + ith order Basis Functional and denote these by () for
i = 1...P +1.
* For each root i, calculate the probability density fs (($.
3. Generate the N-dimensional collocation points by taking every combination of the roots.
There will be Nc = (p + 1)N
4. Calculate the joint probability density of each collocation point as the product of each root's
probability density. Again the number is Nc = (P +1)N
5. Rank the Nc collocation points according to highest joint probability density. If there are
ties with joint probability density, map the points in the space of the cumulative distribution
functions and choose the points closest to the center point. If ties remain, keep the 'center of
mass' as close as possible to the center point. If ties, just pick one. Choose the K top ranked
collocation points, but eliminate collocation points that would make the matrix B singular.
6. Evaluate the model and each Basis Functional at the K collocation points.
7. Proceed with the Collocation Method as described in Section 3.7.
Example 7h - Probabilistic Collocation Method
In Section 3.5.2, we finished the formulation of this uncertainty quantification problem using Poly-
nomial Chaos Expansions. Equation 3.30 shows that result. Now we solve the problem using the
Probabilistic Collocation Method. The residual from Equation 3.36 here is:
R (d, 9) =(so + s1B1 ((1))2 sin (to + t1B 2 (2)) cos (to + t1B 2 (Z2)) - f (d, ()
There are only 10 coefficients in the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion, so the Probabilistic
Collocation Method requires only 10 collocation points. The output Polynomial Chaos Expansion
uses maximum order of 3, so we take roots of 4th-order 1D parameter Basis Functionals as the
collocation points. The process is the same as in the 4-node Tensor Product method, however, only
10 collocation points are selected, compared with 16 quadrature nodes.
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The weights are not required and are not meaningful because this method does not solve the
Galerkin Projection equations. Instead, the coefficients of the Polynomial Chaos Expansions can
be calculated setting the residual to zero at the collocation points.
so + s1 1 ( sin (to + t 1= 2  cos (to + t1 2 ( 2(c) - b (d, 4c) 0
This can be simplified using matrices to
b(d, c))
b (d ,c)
(so + s121 ((c) sin (to + ti 2  cos (to + 1 2 (+2()))
= m(c)
[2,1]
E d&= m(c)
=[0,01
---[2,11 d[oo]
d[2,1]
m(l)
m( 9)
m(10)
Bd=m
d = (BT)- 1 m
(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.44)
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qflo,o]
[0l,o]
qf[o,o] (e
qfl2,1]
qf[2,1] 10-. -T [0,31 (e 0
F[1 l i)
96.46
6.018
8.559
0.5533
0.09867
The coefficients are: d
-14.34
-0.9083
1.260e - 14
-0.2503
0.008646
96.45
6.017
8.558
0.5480
0.09402
-14.36
-0.9150
Increasing the order to P 4 results in coefficients: d = -2.696e - 15
-0.2489
0.008538
-1.833e - 15
0.1782
0.002060
-0.01430
-1.801e - 16
The L2 difference between 3rd and 4th order Polynomial Chaos Expansions is 0 (-6), indicating
that the expansion is converged. Even though this is considered converged, there are differences
between corresponding coefficients in Polynomial Chaos Expansions of different order.
Example 8d - Solved with the Probabilistic Collocation Method
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The formulation of this example was shown on page 94. Here it is solved using the Probabilistic
Collocation Method. The proper collocation points are shown in Figure 3-20a for a 6th order
expansion. Then the output Polynomial Chaos Expansion and the Monte Carlo solution at t = 1
are shown in Figure 3-20b. The solution was verified at order 7 as well.
Figure 3-20:
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(b) Uncertain Model Output
for the Probabilistic Collocation Method and solution
To generate a time profile, this uncertainty quantification must be repeated for times ranging
from 0 ~ 3s. The result is plotted in Figure 3-21. Figure 3-20b is a vertical cross-section of
Figure 3-21. Note that the spread at initial time and long times is low. This is because it is known
that the initial concentration of B is 0 and that eventually all B is converted to C.
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Figure 3-21: Example 8 - Uncertainty profile versus time computed for each time using a 6 th order
expansion, showing the median value and two credible intervals
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3.7.4 Least Squares Methods
The Probabilistic Collocation Method falls within the class of Least Squares Methods, which use
different heuristics for selecting collocation points [21, 23, 22]. Here the number of collocation points
is greater than the number of Basis Functionals, Nc > K. Therefore the B matrix is not square and
the coefficients are calculated using least squares. Hosder et al. [39] reported that increasing the
number of collocation points is necessary to make the Polynomial Chaos Expansion 'more stable'.
In fact the problems they found in their work were a result of poor choice in collocation points. The
Probabilistic Collocation Method was able to solve the problem with a minimum number of samples
and a lower order expansion. The proper selection of collocation points is far more important than
the number of collocation points. More analysis can be found in the work of Eldred et al. [23].
3.8 Connection between the Projection and Collocation Methods
* Projection method
y = A(""Am = PBWm, see Equation 3.42
* Weighted Residuals
y = Acol")m = (BBT) -Bm
o To be equivalent (with the same number of points, NQ = Nc):
A"o) = A( "1") (3.49)
PBW (BBT)- B
BW P-1(BB T)-'B
W (BTB) BTP 1(BBT)~ B
W B+P-1BT+
& If B is square
W = B-P1'(B1)T
The inner products of the Basis Functionals are the eigenvalues of the weighting matrix
Even if extra collocation points are added to a collocation method, there are only K non-zero
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columns and rows in the weighting matrix. This makes sense because there are only K Basis
Functionals to project onto. It is unclear how the accuracy of the integrals changes with the
number of collocation points, because the MWR does not attempt to solve that problem.
" P is specified by the problem formulation, B depends on the collocation points, and W are
the weights. In a projection collocation scheme, the weights remain the same for all Basis
Functionals, however, the weighted residuals approach has different weights for each PCE
coefficient.
* In general, the two approaches result in different weights and number of collocation points,
with PCM using far fewer points.
" In the idimensional case, these approaches are equivalent.
* Typically the quadrature points and weights and collocation points are chosen by a heuristic,
so each heuristic must be examined to see if the methods are equivalent.
Example 16: Uncertainty Quantification Methods Comparison in One-Dimen-
sion
In this example we compare two methods for solving Polynomial Chaos Expansion coefficients:
Tensor Products of 1D Gaussian Quadrature rules and the Probabilistic Collocation Method. In
one dimension, with a Pth order output Polynomial Chaos Expansion, the Probabilistic Colloca-
tion Method takes P + 1 collocation points, so we will compare it to the P + 1-node Gaussian
quadrature.
Starting with Equation 3.49, if the two approaches are equivalent, then:
(B-) = PBW (3.49)
P- =BWBT
Nc
c-1
Jk( f Ld 'k Z2Wc
This integral is exact for polynomials of order 2 (P + 1) + 1. The polynomial order of op( )2 is
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2P. Therefore, the ID case of the projection method with Gaussian Quadrature is the same as the
Probabilistic Collocation Method.
In the general case, the inner products will be products of one-dimensional integrals. The Tensor
Products of Gaussian quadrature collocation points are not the same as those of the Probabilistic
Collocation Method, and Equation 3.49 is not exact. The Probabilistic Collocation Method requires
far fewer collocation points, but may take more work to verify.
3.9 Summary
Uncertainty quantification is critical in the decision theory framework that is used for design
of experiments. The framework described in this chapters fits within decision theory and enables
any uncertainty quantification method to be applied. The particular method used to solve the un-
certainty quantification problems are not important. Each method has its benefits and drawbacks.
Section 3.2.5 stated the reasons that Polynomial Chaos Expansions in particular are attractive.
They can represent complex uncertainties but can still be computed efficiently. This will enable the
application of Bayesian Design of Experiments to larger systems of interest to chemical engineers.
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Chapter 4
Classical Design of Experiments
This chapter introduces the most common approach to Design of Experiments. It covers the
development of the theory and the procedure. The focus is only on the selection of experiments.
For the more general context of design of experiments within a larger study and principles of good
experiments, see Appendix C and Design and Analysis of Experiments by Montgomery [581.
4.1 The Current State of Experimental Design
The current industry practice is to use the Classical Design of Experiments approach, specifically
the response surface methodology, when designing experiments for engineering applications. The
Classical approach is attractive because of its simplicity and history of application. These designs
use predefined sets of experiments, instead of creating customized designs for the process at hand.
These designs are configured to provide good data for polynomial regression models. In effect, the
experimenter is using a design that was created for a different 'idealized' system, which does not
match the system of interest and will often produce suboptimal results. If the experimenters want
to modify the design, they must rely on their intuition and experience. At the same time, the
Chemical Engineering industry has built a large repository of more representative models, either
through knowledge of chemistry and physics or through empirical fits. These are examples of prior
knowledge which could be used to design more informative experiments, however, these cannot be
processed within the framework of the Classical approach.
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4.2 History of Design of Experiments
Experimental Design theory was first formally studied in the 1940's with the development of
Classical Design of Experiments. They were created for agricultural experiments to understand
which factors had significant impacts on crop growth. These designs are ideal for identifying large
scale trends especially when there are large, unexplained variabilities. Growing crops was a long
term experiment and most factors could not be easily controlled. Therefore the best approach was
to concentrate on identifying factors with large impacts and ignoring the less significant factors. In
the 1950's, the concept of experimental designs for response surface maps was used for engineering
applications. These were more applicable to engineering - they utilize more experiments and allow
identification of trends and empirical modeling.
Classical Design of Experiments is a broad class of methods, including the full factorial designs
used for crops, the response surface methods, and Taguchi methods. These are loosely categorized
by their use of predefined designs and empirical models developed after collecting data. The second
class consists of model based design of experiments methods. These are distinguished by their use
of models to influence the experimental design. Chapter 5 is devote to these methods.
4.3 Classical Design Heuristics
Montgomery describes Classical Designs as heuristics to plan experiments. There is no unifying
strategy or 'approach'. Each heuristic is meant to investigate a different feature of the system,
such as identifying significant factors and interactions or developing an empirical model. The
common goal of all the heuristics is to gather data which can be analyzed with classical statistical
techniques. For the most part, this means the ANalysis Of VAriance technique or ANOVA. For
details see Appendix A.3. The procedure is to choose a heuristic, collect data, and then use ANOVA
to fit a linear model. The only complication is the choice of heuristics. This is typically done by
experience and guesswork. There is no explicit reliance on a model or prior knowledge.
4.3.1 Full Factorial Designs
The most well known Classical Design heuristic is the Full Factorial design. Full Factorial means
that every factor is varied at two values and an experiment is run at every possible combination of
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factor values. If there are F factors, this would use 2F experiments. This design is used to test for
first order dependencies and interactions between independent variables (also known as factors).
In practice, the design works well at its goal. In fact the Full Factorial Design is the optimal design
for parameter estimation on first-order, linear system models with Gaussian observation errors.
That is to say, the result is the same as the D-Optimal design which will be explained in the next
chapter.
The drawback of the Full Factorial design is that it uses a large number of experiments when
many factors influence the system. Other heuristics have been developed to reduce the number
of experiments while still allowing for good statistical results. These are not discussed here but
Montgomery [58] is a good reference.
4.3.2 Central Composite Designs
Another common heuristic is the Central Composite Design. Here the goal is not just to
identify large trends but to attempt to quantify the trends and predict system performance. For
these studies, more detail about the performance is required, so additional experiments are used
to fit a second-order, linear model. This is linear in the parameters, but auadratic with respect to
the factors.
The full factorial and central composite designs exemplify the capabilities of classical design of
experiments. An example of both designs is shown in Figure 9-9. The most important features are
that the heuristics attempt to spread experiments across the design space and have a regular pattern.
The designs are robust - they can be applied to any quantitative factor in any system without
requiring much understanding of the system. They can also identify which factors cause significant
changes in the system response and whether significant interactions are present. Unfortunately,
the best case result from applying a heuristic design is a linear, empirical model. In many modern
engineering studies the goal is to build a model based on first principles and for this purpose
Classical Designs are less effective and less efficient.
4.3.3 Merits of Classical Designs
The notable advantages of Classical Designs are that they do not require much knowledge of
the system and they are quite effective at identifying major trends. Unfortunately, in modern
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engineering experiments we seek much more information than major trends and therefore the
Classical approach is lacking. They require large numbers of experiments and do not have the
flexibility to deal with irregular design spaces that arise due to physical limits on the experimental
equipment. Finally, they rely on classical statistics which cannot properly deal with uncertainty.
These drawbacks motivate the use of model based design of experiments, which includes the
Bayesian approach. These are introduced in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Model Based Design of Experiments
The design of experiments approaches in this chapter are distinguished from the Classical De-
signs because they depend explicitly on models. Models that are built from either first principles
or empirical data are now everyday tools in modem engineering design. However, modeling the
system is only one part of effective design work. Just as important is the ability to understand
and model uncertainties. This is the feature that distinguishes the approaches with in the class of
Model Based Design of Experiments.
This chapter describes the Optimal Design and Bayesian Design approaches using the decision
theory framework. This emphasizes their similarities and differences, especially their treatment of
uncertainty. First the decision theory framework is explained in the context of design of experi-
ments, then some examples are shown in Section 5.2 to give an intuition of parametric uncertainty
impacts model outputs and how understanding this helps to design experiments. Sections 5.3
through 5.4 detail the Optimal and Bayesian Design of Experiments approaches.
5.1 Decision Theory for Design of Experiments
Statistical decision theory was introduced in Section 2.4. This section shows the application
to design of experiments by matching the experimental study process with components of decision
theory.
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5.1.1 Applying Decision Theory
Recall the necessary components to utilize the decision theory framework.
" Set of potential actions
e Uncertain parameters
* Known set of consequences
" Prior knowledge
" Observations
" Models of the system and observations of the system
The process of experimental design fits nicely into this framework. The actions are the choices
of experimental designs. The uncertain parameters are the same as the model parameters, which
have some prescribed prior information, and the consequences are the simulated datasets. The only
difference is that there are typically no observations available before the design of experiments.
The three steps in applying decision theory are: enumerating the potential actions, correctly
describing the uncertainties, and quantifying the utility of each consequence. In the application to
design of experiments, the potential actions are represented by the design space, which is typically
constrained for practical or physical reasons. These constraints must be assessed from knowledge
of the system. The uncertainties that must be described are the uncertainties in the experimental
system and our uncertain observations of the system. These correspond to uncertain parameters
in the system model and the observation model. Finally, the consequences are the observations
of data. The data obtained in a an experiment will have some utility, which can be computed by
using the data for parameter estimation.
The methods for describing and quantifying uncertainties have already been shown. What
remains are the theory and methods for describing utility.
5.1.2 Utility Functions
The most critical aspect of decision making is the metric used to determine which action is best.
In decision theory, these are the utility function and risk metric. The role of the utility function is
to objectively assess the usefulness of each consequence. The risk metric examines the probability
and utility of all the possible consequences in order to make a decision. In this work, we use only
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the Expected Value as a risk metric, however, many different utility functions are discussed here.
All experiments are meant to gather information with some higher purpose in mind. Utility is
a measure of how well the experiment did in achieve that purpose. An intuitive way to measure
this is the compare the knowledge before and after the experiment. Since the focus is on the
experiment, the collection of data will be considered the most important event. All steps before
this are considered prior, and all steps after are consider post-event or posterior to the event.
The utility functions listed below are all functions of the prior and posterior parameter densities.
They are based on the Shannon Information metrics and are suited for the Bayesian approach to
Design of Experiments. The Optimal Designs approach has analogous concepts for each utility
function but different implementation. Books by Pukelsheim [68], Atkinson [2], and Fedorov and
Hackl [25] have much more detail on Optimal Designs.
D-Optimal Bayesian Designs: Improving Model Parameters
One of the most common goals of experimental studies is to improve estimates of the model
parameters. This is incorporated into the design of experiments by using a utility function based on
gain in parameter information. Continuing the discussion from Section 2.3.4, the utility function
can either be the decrease in differential entropy from the prior to posterior parameter densities in
Equation 2.3 or the Kullback-Leibler Divergence in Equation 2.2.
-Ah = - (h [felD (Old)] - h [fe (0)])
-= f|D (O|d) log fe|D (Old) dO - J fe (0) log fe (0) dO
The second term in Equation 2.3 depends only on the prior parameter density, and is therefore
constant no matter which experiment is run. Therefore, this term has no impact on the maximum of
-Ah and can be neglected. Maximizing the decreasing in entropy from prior to posterior parameter
densities is the same as minimizing the posterior entropy.
DKL (fe|D (Old) 11 fe (|)) J fDj, (Old) log fe (Od) dO
fe(O
DKL (felD (Old) 1 fe (0)) = f fe|D (Old) log feID (Old) dO J fe8D (Old) log fe (0) dO
Qe Qe>
The two utility functions in Equations 2.3 and 2.2 have slightly different meanings but they are
closely related. When using the Expected Value as a risk metric, both utility functions give the
same optimal design. For alternative risk metrics, these may not be equivalent and the effects of
either utility function are unknown.
This is called a D-optimal design and generally improves the parameters with the highest prior
differential entropy. This is an example of picking the lowest hanging fruit. Parameters with
low prior differential entropy are already well known and it is difficult to learn more about them.
Parameters with high prior differential entropy can be easily improved.
Partial D-Optimal Bayesian Designs: Improving a Subset of Parameters
The partial D-optimal utility function is very similar to the D-optimal utility function except
that instead of improving all parameters, the partial version concentrates on a subset of parameters.
Although the D-optimal designs are the most common, the partial D-optimal is more appropriate
in most situations. Often we do not need to know the majority of the parameters and only wish to
know a few key parameter values. In this case, a D-optimal design can be wasteful because it may
select experiments that will greatly improve parameters we do not care about.
The theory is very simple - we split the parameters E into two subsets: those we wish to estimate
A and the rest r. Then we only include A in the utility function. This can only be computed by
integrating over F; because we are not interested in the value of F we will average over all its values.
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-Ah = - (h [fAID (Aid)] - h [fA (A)])
-Ah = - (h fr,AID (y, Aid) dy - h fr,A (7, A) cb7
Qr Qr
fF,AIDyAld)&y log ifr,AID (-7 AId) 1 dA
QA Qr i r
J fr,A(7,A)d-j log [ifr,A(7,A)d- dA
QA Qr Qr
and
DKL (fAID (Aid) 11 fA (A)) AID (Aid) log fAID (Aid) dA
S fA (A)
f fF,AID (-y, Id)y
(,AID -7 Aid) d7 log r fr,A (y, A) d-y dA
QA Gr 
. r
f r,AID (7y,Ajd) log  IfT,AID (y, Ad) d7y dA
QA Qr Qr
- fr,AD (-7 Aid) d log ff,A (/, A) dy 1Z
QA Qr Qr
Bayesian Designs for Discriminating Between Models
The last experimental studies goal discussed here is model discrimination. Often times, several
models are proposed that can adequately explain the available data. The next step is to collect the
data will allow some models to be eliminated. This idea has been proposed in many sources, with
contributions from traditional optimal designs as well as Bayesian designs [10, 73, 66, 4, 78].
Most Bayesian methods are similar to the work of Bard [5]. They discriminate between models
by computing the KullbackLeibler Divergence between all combinations of prior predictive densities.
This is attractive because the prior predictive densities are easy to sample from. Unfortunately,
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there is no way to use the interactions between design points, because the Bayesian inference step
is skipped. The common method to account for this is to design experiments sequentially. Leaving
the computational aspects aside, this method is problematic because it is not realistic in the way
models are discriminated. The algorithm is to simulate data and compare how well it matches the
prior knowledge of each model.
A more natural approach for model discrimination experiments is to improve all the models
conditioned on the data, and then compare how well the observed data matches the posterior
knowledge. This follows the traditional Bayesian approach to experimental design and is more
realistic to how experiments for model discrimination are carried out. The full derivation is in
Section 6.4.2.
The concern with this method is whether the posterior knowledge will be overconfident, which
occurs when a model does not fit well. For this reason, Gelman [33] advocates optimality conditions
besides the KullbackLeibler divergence, however this was not investigated further.
The closest analogy for the Optimal Designs approach is the K-optimal design, but while this
shares the goal of model discrimination the formulation is quite different.
Reducing Model Output Uncertainty
This utility function first computes the posterior parameter density and propagates it through
the model to determine the posterior data-predictive density. Then the utility function is a metric
on the posterior predictive densities, such as the Kullback-Leibler divergence from posterior to
prior predictive densities. These are related to G-, I-, or V-optimal designs, however the Bayesian
approach requires uncertainty quantification for the posterior parameters while the Optimal ap-
proach only requires model sensitivities. This is because the Optimal approach is only valid for
linear models.
This utility function is illustrated using an example in Section 7.1.
Utility versus Loss
In general utility is a desirable thing, so the goal is to maximize utility. An analogous concept
to the utility function is a loss function, which measures the negative aspects of a consequence.
Here the term utility function is used but most optimization algorithms are based on loss functions
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(objective functions). For all the examples, the objective should be clear, whether we are minimizing
loss or maximizing utility.
5.1.3 Motivation for the Decision Theory Framework
Framing the design of experiments approaches with decision theory serves to illustrate their
similarities and highlight their differences. Figure 5-1 illustrates how Optimal Designs and Bayesian
Designs fit into the decision theory framework.
Prior Design of Collect __Analyze Assess
Knowledge Experiments Data Data Goals
Optimal Only use the Deterministic Skipped Fisher Utility
Designs model optimization Information
Bayesian Models and Optimization Simulate Bayesian statistics Utility andDesigns Uncertainty under Uncertainty Datasets Shannon Information Risk metric
Figure 5-1: Comparison of Model Based Approaches to Design of Experiments
Comparing the two approaches, we see that Bayesian Designs are much more general. This
is because they use the full decision theory tramework and do not make simplitying assumptions.
The next two sections will further explain this figure, but the key message is that the Bayesian
approach is more accurate because of its use of prior knowledge, probabilistic description of the
consequences, and the ability to apply risk metrics.
5.2 Illustrative Examples of Model Uncertainty
Before showing the details of the Optimal and Bayesian approaches to design, some examples
are shown to give an intuition of the effect of different models and prior information. First, two
simple observation models are described. Then the several linear models and a nonlinear model
are used to illustrate the impact of parametric and observation uncertainties on the model output
and data predictive densities. The term 'linear model' refers to any model that is linear in the
parameters so that the partial derivative with respect to the parameters does not depend on the
parameters.
0 g (0)
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for all parameters i.
5.2.1 Observation Models
The general form of an observation model is shown in Equation 5.1.
E = M [0, x] (5.1)
E can be thought of as another uncertain parameter added to the the system model in order to create
a data prediction model. Uncertainty quantification would then result in the data predictive density.
Complicated observation models may change the structure of the model, but most observation
models are much simpler. Examples include additive and proportional observation uncertainties.
D (we, WE) =Y (we) + E = M [; x] -
D (we, WE) = (1 + E) M [0; x]
where e is the value of E (WE), which represents the uncertain discrepancy caused by imperfect
observation of the system. Throughout the remaining chapters, observation model is a generic
term for Equation 5.1 which will specify the relation between Y (we) and D (we, oE).
Example 17: First-order, Linear System with Gaussian Uncertainties
Start off with a first order linear model:
Y = 01X + 02 for x = [-1, 1], with 0 ~ N (5, 
1)
N (2, 1)
The source of uncertainty in the system is the parameters 0. This is represented by the prior
parameter density fe (0) = fei,e2 (01, 02). The model output uncertainty, fy (y) is computed
through uncertainty quantification and shown in Figure 5-2.
Next the observation model is included. This model is an additive Gaussian distribution,
meaning that observations of each model output yo cannot be made perfectly and will be normally
distributed around the model output. So data do = yo + N (0, o2). In this case, o = 0.5. What
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Figure 5-2: Example 17 - Linear system model with Gaussian parametric uncertainty, shown with
credible intervals and probability density function
results is a distribution of simulated data, or the data that could potentially be observed for a
single model output. Also, there is a distribution of model outputs for every design x0 . Because
the Gaussian observation uncertainty is added to the model output uncertainty, the resulting data
predictive density is a convolution of the two distributions, as shown in Figure 5-3.
The form of the model dictates the uncertainty profiles seen here. The standard deviation of
the model output's density grows linearly with x and the model output uncertainty is minimized
at x = 0. Figure 5-3 shows that the uncertainty in the data predictions are also largest at the
bounds. This class of uncertainty profile is very standard for linear models and additive noise.
Intuitively the best experiments are at the bounds of design variable x = {-1, 1}, but we would
like a quantitative method to prove this. Clearly the best way to estimate the slope is by observing
at the bounds but this does not directly gather information about the y-intercept. Conversely,
observing data at the origin does not help estimate the slope.
It turns out the bounds are the best solution for estimating both parameters. The question
that follows is whether the design is optimal because it corresponds with the highest uncertainty,
or whether this is a coincidence. This is answered in Example 18.
Example 18: Offset, First-order, Linear System with Gaussian Uncertainties
Now say there is some context to the design variable x and the domain is not center around
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Figure 5-3: Example 17 - Data predictions with model from Figure 5-2 and an additive, Gaussian
observation model
the origin. Scaling doesnt change the uncertainties. y = 01x + 02. x = [2, 101. Rescale to z = i
Then y = 401z + 701 + 02.
Figure 5-4c shows the same uncertainty profile, just shifted for the scaled design variable.
Figure 5-4d shows the data predictions. Even though the uncertainty profiles of y vs. z are
different than in the first example, the best design is still at the bounds, z = -1, 1 even though the
best design is the same in this case, it is not where the data predictions uncertainties are greatest.
Example 19: Second-order, Linear System with Gaussian Uncertainties
Now we consider a second-order, linear system with Gaussian parametric uncertainties. This is
shown in Figure 5-5.
As might be expected from seeing the first-order results, the second-order has a model output
density that grows quadratically as x deviates from 0. The observation uncertainty is again additive
Gaussian errors with o- = 0.5. The data predictions are shown in Figure 5-5b. Since there is a large
difference in model output uncertainties across the domain, the observation uncertainty makes a
noticeable difference in the uncertainty profile.
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Figure 5-4: Example 18 - Offset linear model with Gaussian parametric uncertainty. Output
uncertainty shown with credible intervals (a) and probability density function (b), then rescaled
model output uncertainty (c) and data prediction uncertainty (d).
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Figure 5-5: Example 19 - Second-order, Linear System with parametric uncertainty (a) and in-
cluding observation uncertainty (b)
The best design is the bounds and the largest deviation from linear, which always occurs at
the midpoint. At the midpoint of the domain however, the model output uncertainty and data
prediction uncertainty can be smaller than at the bounds. Once again we see that the largest
model output uncertainty is not a good measure of useful experiments.
These quick examples show that the naive approach of using the points with the worst data
predictions are not the best. The correct approaches are shown in the following sections.
Example 20: Proportional Observation Uncertainty
In this example, we have a second order linear system, as in Example 19. In this case however,
the observations are not additive but proportional. The larger the model output, the larger the
observation uncertainty. This corresponds to do = (1+ e) yo where e ~ N (0, C2 ) and o = 0.1.
This is interesting because the model output uncertainty increases with distance from the origin,
however, the observation uncertainty is decreasing as x increases.
This observation model is representative of measurement tools that are uncertain because of
calibration errors. Many instruments convert signals from the system to an electrical signal, which
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Figure 5-6: Example 20 - model output uncertainty (a) and data prediction uncertainty (b) indi-
cating large differences in the observation uncertainty
must be calibrated to convert into physically meaningful observations. Uncertainty in calibration
results in uncertainty that grows linearly with the electrical signal.
Example 21: Nonlinear System Model
Now we examine a model that is not linear in the parameters.
y = a exp (--3x)
This type of nonlinearity is very common in systems with mass action behavior. Assuming Gaussian
parameter uncertainties and no observation uncertainty, the model output uncertainty is shown in
Figure 5-7 along with a sample cross section.
If the system must be linearized, the uncertainty is very difficult to understand and characterize.
First of all, the linearization occurs for a single value of parameters a*, #*. These parameters
no longer have the same relationship within the model, so the prior knowledge of a, # may not
propagate correctly through the model.
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Figure 5-7: Example 21 - model output uncertainty (a) and data prediction uncertainty (b) for a
Nonlinear system model with Gaussian parametric uncertainty and no observation error
A common choice for linearization parameter values is the mode (which coincides with the
median and mean for Gaussian distributions).
ylrn =a* exp (-#*x) + exp (-3*x) (a - a*) + a* exp (-#*x) (# - ,3*)
yl" = exp (-#*x) [a + a* (/3 - #*)]
The linearized version of the model is shown in Figure 5-8 using the same parameter uncertainties.
Note that if this were treated as a Taylor Series with respect to the parameters and more terms
were added, the approximation would become quite good. This Taylor Series would be equivalent
to a Polynomial Chaos Expansion, as seen in Section 3.4.4. With only one term, however, the
approximation is totally inadequate.
5.2.2 Conclusion
These examples illustrate how the form of the model and the parametric uncertainties shape
the uncertainties in model outputs and data predictions. This is the knowledge that model based
design of experiments methods use to select the best designs.
An interesting result is that all the design approaches, Classical, Optimal, and Bayesian, will give
the same designs for first- and second-order, linear systems with Gaussian uncertainties [16, 2, 581.
In fact, Bayesian Designs simplify to Optimal Designs under the stated conditions. However, neither
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Figure 5-8: Example 21 - model output uncertainty (a) and data prediction uncertainty (b) result-
ing from linearization of the model with respect to the parameters
Classical or Optimal Designs can handle more complex observation models or nonlinear models.
Engineering model are becoming more and more sophisticated, which necessitates the use of the
Bayesian approach to Design of Experiments.
5.3 Optimal Design of Experiments
Optimal Designs are the most commonly applied model based design of experiments approach.
They remain an active research topic but their use in industry is not widespread. Adoption should
grow in the future as very good results have been demonstrated on academic examples. The basics
of the approach are described here in order to provide a contrast to the Bayesian approach.
5.3.1 Decision Theory Framework
Like all design of experiment approaches, Optimal Designs fit within the framework of statistical
decision theory, as shown in Section 5.1. The key detail that distinguishes the approach are the
use of classical statistical methods to compute the expected utility for each experimental design.
The use of classical statistics impacts all the other steps. Because of these statistics methods, the
prior information is not utilized, the information metric is simplified, and the optimization and
parameter estimation aspects are straightforward. The main drawback is that certain assumptions
about the system model and observational model must be satisfied.
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5.3.2 Algorithm
Only an outline of the algorithm is shown here. We are more interested in the theory than the
details, which have more to do with optimization. A good reference is the book by Atkinson and
Donev [2].
Starting with a system model with some uncertain parameters 0:
Y (we) =M 0;X]
and an additive observation model:
D (we, WE) Y (We) + E = AM[0; x] + e
where e ~ N (0, .2). The steps are:
1. Select a design x from the design space X
2. Formulate the likelihood function as:
L (0|Y (x)) = fyle (y|0, x) (5.2)
3. For each design x
(a) Compute the score
(b) Compute the Fisher Information Matrix as a function of the design
I(XO) = Eyle [V210]
(c) Compute the utility as a function of the Fisher Information Matrix
#(X, 0) = g (1I(x, 6))
(d) The objective function is equal to the utility <D = #
4. Maximize the utility while searching over all designs, x E X
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&
V = -log L (Yx,0)0i
The system and observation models are incorporated into the likelihood function L (8|Y (x)) =
fyie (yI6, x). The algorithm is to select a design x from the design space to maximize the utility,
which is a function of the Fisher Information Matrix. Fisher information is a metric related to
Shannon information, and closely related to the variance of Gaussian Random Variables. Note
that the Fisher information depends on 0, which is unknown. Therefore in order to compute the
objective function, 0 must be assigned a value, i.e., the model must be linearized.
5.3.3 The Fisher Information Matrix
By examining the experimental process, we see that some steps are missing. There is no
incorporation of prior parameter knowledge, simulation of data, parameter estimation, or risk
metric. The reason the steps above are unnecessary is because the parameter estimation or inference
step is done implicitly by computing the Fisher Information Matrix. Doing this requires three large
assumptions.
First, the model must be linear with respect to the parameters. Also, the observation model
must be an unbiased Gaussian distribution added to the model output:
E (WE) ~ N (0,a 2 )
Lastly, either the prior parameter information is 'noninformative' [43] or is simply ignored. If these
assumptions are valid then Fisher Information Matrix completely describes the information content
of the parameters without any need for data simulation or parameter estimation. This comes from
the Cramer-Rao Bound, which is explained in Appendix B.5.
The summary is that when the assumptions are valid, the Least Squares estimator is guaranteed
to give the best parameter estimates and the Fisher Information Matrix is inversely proportional
to the parameter variance. Also, because the model is linear, any value of 0 will result in the same
utility. This means that data simulation and risk metrics are unnecessary - the only thing that
matters is the Fisher Information Matrix, computed from the system model, and the observation
model. The utility functions used for Optimal Designs are all functions of the Fisher Information
Matrix. All of the objectives stated in Section 5.1.2 have formulations for Optimal Designs.
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5.3.4 Optimization
Relying only on the system model, which is linear, and the observation model, which is Gaus-
sian, has tremendous computational benefits. Unfortunately, the assumptions severely restrict the
number of engineering models that Optimal design can be applied to. Nevertheless, these problems
reduce to a deterministic optimization problem, which can be solved using global optimization
algorithms.
5.3.5 Drawbacks of Optimal Designs
The source of Optimal Designs advantages is also the source of its weakness. Optimal designs
restrict prior uncertainty knowledge, deal only with linear models, and only with Gaussian dis-
tributions. They are still superior to Classical designs, since they have at least incorporated a
simplified understanding of the system performance into the design process. However, the simplifi-
cations do not allow a full description of uncertainties and so the solutions are based on incomplete
information.
5.4 Bayesian Design of Experiments
The Bayesian Design of Experiments, as the name suggests, is a model based approach that uti-
lizes Bayesian methods for treating uncertainty and performing inference [16]. The design approach
is discussed here while many of the Bayesian methods are described in Chapter 6.
Like Optimal Designs, this approach addresses many concerns with Classical Design of Experi-
ments since it implicitly relies on system models derived from the underlying physics and chemistry
of the system. The advantage of utilizing system models is that they provide objective predictions
of experimental results. This allows the design process to select the most useful experiments. This
advantage increases with process complexity. An empirical fit or surface response map can be fairly
accurate for a simple process with one or two units. Even if the system response is non-linear,
the general trends can be captured. This is usually enough to provide a working knowledge of
the system - enough to control the process. As the system becomes more complex, with many
units with multiple interconnections, a simple empirical fit becomes inadequate. Not only is the
fit unlikely to capture a complex response, it does not shed any light on the sources of uncertainty
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which are so critical to process understanding.
Bayesian Designs further improve upon Optimal Designs by allowing the use of any system
model, using all prior knowledge, and treating complex uncertainties. Once again the theme of this
work is that design of experiments hinges on the understanding of uncertainty. The assumptions
that Optimal Designs take allow for efficient computation of the solutions, but no longer provide an
accurate description of our uncertain system knowledge. Bayesian Designs properly address all these
issues by dropping the assumptions. If the linear model and Gaussian distribution assumptions are
kept, Bayesian Designs reduce to Model Based Experimental Designs [5] which are discussed in
Appendix E.
5.4.1 Information Flow
The Bayesian approach to design of experiments process mimics the experimental study process.
This process was previously illustrated in Figure 1-1, which is shown again in Figure 5-9 along with
an information flowchart.
Prior Design of Collect Analyze Assess
Knowledge Experiments Data Data Goals
f-(j g(foji)
Me[O,xJ f0(d) faD(di )
Figure 5-9: Information flowchart of the experimental process involving parameters, model outputs,
data predictions, designs, and data
At each stage of the experimental process, different pieces of information are available. Here
the flow of information is laid out explicitly to show how simulations can replace real experiments.
Prior Knowledge
Prior knowledge refers to all the information known before data is collected or simulated. This
includes the system and observation models, and the knowledge of uncertain model parameters.
The system model describes the response as it varies due to changes in the parameters and inputs.
The additional complexity that arises from experiments is the fact that many important system
properties cannot be measured or observed perfectly. Properties must be inferred from indirect
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measurements and the instruments are not perfectly accurate. Therefore, every observation of the
system will have some error and an observation model is necessary to represent our knowledge of
these errors. Because errors are never known, they are described by uncertain residuals or discrep-
ancies from the model. We state that observations have uncertainty with a known relationship to
the model output. This allows a prediction of what data will be observed from the system.
The implicit assumption with all model based designs is that the model is correct. The ex-
perimental designs that result are only optimal for a system that is accurately represented by
the models. This can be problematic if the system behaves very differently from the model. On
the other hand, if the experimental results are different from expected, then the experiment has
successfully shown that the model is inadequate.
" System model: y = M [0; x]
" Observation model
- In general, the observation model must be written as a function of y, x, and/or 0.
There is no simple formula for the observation errors density and it is expressed as the
conditional probability fEIye;x.
- In most cases, it can be assumed that the errors follow some parameterized distribution
with parameters that depend on the values of y, 0, and x.
fEjY,e;x (Ely, 0; X) = g (E, y, 0, X)
- A further simplification is to assume that all observation errors are additive and inde-
pendent of y, 0, and x. Therefore:
d = y + E and fEly,e;x (Ely, 0; x) = fEIy,e;x = g (E)
- Then any distribution can be used to model the additive errors: E (W) ~ fE (E)
Even though E is not directly dependent on E, it must be remembered that both d and
y are dependent on E, and so E and 0 are conditionally dependent given D or Y.
" Independent variables: x
" Prior parameter densities: fe (0)
The structure of the models must be known exactly, with the only uncertainties represented by
model parameters. There is no uncertainty in the independent variables since these are controlled
by the experimenter. Any uncertainty in x, for example if the control is not precise, must be
captured by adding parameters as discussed in Chapter 3. A discussion of how to characterize
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prior knowledge is included in Section 6.1.1.
Derived Distributions
Analysis of the prior knowledge and models results in much more insight into the system,
including what system properties are expected (Model Outputs) and what observations could be
expected from an experiment (Data Predictions).
o Prior model output density
- Y (W) = M [0;X]
- fY;x (y; x) f fe (0) fy Ie;x (y10; x) dO
o Prior data predictive density
- The data predictions are based off the model outputs and the observation errors. As-
suming an additive observation model,
D (w) = Y (w) + E (w)
- fD;x (d; x) f fy;x (y; x) fD1Y;x (d y; x) dy
Y
or fD;x (d; x) f fe (0) f fy|e;x (yI 0; x) fDY,e;x (d ly, 0; x) dyd9
e Y
- Note that when E and x are specified, so is Y. Therefore:
J fyie;x (y1I; x) fD|Y,e;x (dly, 9; x) dy = fDY,e;x (dly = M [9; x], 9; x)
Y
- Explicitly stating the additive observation model:
fD;x (d; x ) (0) fE|;x (E = d -M [;Il)d
e
Experiments
At this step, an experiment is carried out or simulated. Simulating an experiment with a design
Xo, is equivalent to drawing a sample from the prior predictive density, given x = x0 . Simulated
datasets will be denoted with a hat: d, to emphasize the difference between a real dataset.
do ~ fD;x (d; xo)
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Posterior Knowledge
After the simulation of a dataset additional knowledge can be inferred about the system, in-
cluding improved parameter estimates and corresponding improved predictions about the system
properties and future observations. For a generic simulated dataset d, drawn using a generic design
z:
* Posterior Parameter density
feid (Old) - fe(9)fDje;z (dI9;X)
fD;X( d;X)
- Expanding for clarity:
fDIe;x (dDo; i) fDe;x (diy M [0; X])
fE (E =d-M [;x )
fej (Old) fe (0) fE (E = d - M [0; X)
fD;x (d; X)
" Posterior model output density
- fyi;X (yid; x) = ffeIg;x (Old; x) fyle;x (y|0; x) dO
-fyla;x (Yid; X) =e ojx(l;x fyie;x (y =M [0, x]) dO
- This is the same as the prior model output density, except that the uncertainty is
propagated from the posterior knowledge of the parameters.
" Posterior predictive density
- fD;x (did; ) = f feg (Od) fEie;x ( d - M [0; x])dO
- Again this is the same as the prior predictive density, using the posterior parameter
density.
5.4.2 Relation to Design of Experiments
The information flow described above is the same whether the experiments are real or simulated.
The flow is naturally broken into two steps: predicting system performance (all steps prior to the
observation of data) and the incorporation of new information (steps after or post-observation). As
shown by the information flow, a simulated experiment can be used to estimate the usefulness of
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a real experiment. By using these estimates within the decision theory framework, we can make
comparisons between hypothetical experiments and then choose the best ones.
5.4.3 The Bayesian Design Algorithm
The algorithm will be presented withing the decision theory framework. These translate directly
to three computational loops.
1. Actions - Optimize
The first step is the enumeration of actions or the selection of a design.
2. Uncertainties - Simulate Data
The second step is to describe the uncertain consequences or compute the probability of
each consequence. In the experimental process this corresponds to running the experiments
and observing the uncertain results - datasets. In the Bayesian Design algorithm this is the
middle loop in which many datasets are simulated. The uncertainty quantification methods
described in Chapter 3 allow sample datasets dj to be taken from the data prediction density
for each design xi.
3. Utility - Compute the objective function
The final step is to assess the utility of each consequence. This is done using utility functions
and risk metrics. Because the utility functions are integrals, they are typically computed with
Monte Carlo methods which make up the third and inner most loop.
The algorithm is given using the most general approach.
1. Select xi E X
(a) Sample from the prior parameter density
Oi ~ fe (0)
(b) Evaluate the model
yj = M [0; xil
(c) Sample from the data predictive density
dj ~ fD (d; xi)
For an additive observation model, this is equivalent to:
dj ~ yj + ej where ej ~ fEie (e10; xi)
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i. Sample from the posterior parameter density using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (See
Section 6.3)
Ok ~ felD (0|dj)
ii. Iterate k = 1...K
(d) Compute the utility of dataset dj for design x
#ij = g (01 ... OK, X)
(e) Iterate j = 1 ... J
2. Compute the objective function for design x
J
j=1
3. Iterate over i until optimum is found or search ends
5.4.4 Summary
By now all the theory has been presented to show how the Bayesian approach treats uncertainty
and selects the best design. All that remains is the methodology that allows us to compute the
utility functions. These are presented in the next chapter. One reason that the Bayesian approach is
not widely used is the large computational cost. The reason for this cost is clear - three nested loops.
In many cases, the benefits of proper treatment of uncertainty outweigh the increased computer
time. Nevertheless, additional shortcut techniques are also presented to reduce computational cost
while maintaining the rigorous characterization of uncertainty. These will aid in the adoption of
the Bayesian approach in the engineering community.
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Chapter 6
Bayesian Methods for Estimation and
Design
This chapter describes all the methods required to implement the Bayesian Design algorithm
described in Section 5.4. These methods are then demonstrated in Chapters 7 through 10.
6.1 Bayes' Theorem
A Bayesian method is any method that uses Bayes' Theorem. The theorem itself is deceptively
simple. In terms of probabilities of events:
P 'A'B' - P (A) P (BA) (61)P (B)
where:
* P (A) is the prior probability of event A, before event B occurs
o P (B) is the prior probability of event B, which is a normalization constant
o P (B IA) is the probability of event B occurring, given event A has occurred
o P (A\B) is the posterior probability of A, after B has occurred
There are two equally valid perspectives of Bayes' Theorem. Either the prior knowledge about
random event A is updated based on new new information that arrives from random event B, or
the new information is observed from B and is then biased by the prior knowledge about A.
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Using parameter estimation as an example, A would be a Random Variable E representing an
uncertain parameter, and B would be a Random Variable D (w) representing the observation of
data. This is then written with probability density functions:
felD (Old)~ =fe (9) fDje (d 0) _ fe (0) L (Old)
el u) = fD (d) fD (d)
* fe (9) is the prior parameter probability density
* fD (d) is the prior predictive data density probability
o fDIe (dl9) or L (Old) is called the likelihood
* fe|D (Old) is the posterior parameter probability
The key pieces are the prior information, likelihood, and normalization.
6.1.1 Prior Information
The methods used here require the knowledge of model parameters to be represented by prob-
ability densities. When a density does not exist, it must be computed or assumed. In most cases,
there is incomplete information - either summary statistics like mean, variance, minimum or maxi-
mum, or expert opinions about the parameter. When this happens the Maximum Entropy Principle
is used to construct the probability density function.
Maximum Entropy
The Maximum Entropy Principle simply states that the best probability density to represent
uncertain but incomplete information is the one having maximum differential entropy, while still
being consistent with the available knowledge. This principle stems from the fact that constructing
a probability density function requires adding information that is not supported by the current
knowledge. Therefore, the amount of additional information should be minimized, which is equiv-
alent to maximizing the entropy. This is formulated as an optimization problem:
max -j fe (0) log (fe (0)) d9
fot(0) f
-00
s.t. Constraints from available knowledge
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Table 6.1: List of various conditions that will result in well know maximum entropy distributions.
A good reference is Entropy optimization principles with applications by Kapur and Kesavan [44].
Available Information Maximum Entropy Distribution
Upper and Lower Bounds Uniform
Mean and Variance Gaussian
Mean and One Bound Shifted Exponential
Mean and Two Bounds Truncated Exponential
As an example, say that we know or assume that an uncertain parameter has mean y- and
variance o.2. This problem is formulated as:
min fe (0) log fe (0) dO
e( .
fe (0) d9 = 1
Ofe (0) dO = p
02 fe (0) dO = 0,2
Solving this problem is well beyond the scope of this thesis but it can be proved that the Gaussian
distribution does minimize the negative entropy. Table 6.1 shows a few other conditions and the
resulting Maximum Entropy distribution.
6.1.2 Likelihood Function
A likelihood function is a modified conditional probability where the independent variable is
the second argument and the first argument is known.
L (Old) = fDIe (djO)
This is computed by evaluating the conditional probability on the right hand side, but likelihood
function itself is not a probability density because it does not normalize over ED to 1. Also, the
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likelihood is not equal to the similar conditional probability:
L (Old) # fejD (Old)
The likelihood describes the chances that the data d could be observed if 0 is the true parameter
value.
6.1.3 Normalization Factor
The denominator in Bayes' Theorem is a normalization factor:
fD (d)
This is the prior data predictive density which describes all the possible data that could be observed.
While it seems simple, this presents one of the biggest difficulties with Bayesian methods. Often
times this probability density function is not known and must be derived by integrating:
fD (d) = fe (0) fD|e (djO) dO
Qe
This integral is over the prior parameter density, which has dimension equal to the number of model
parameters. This can be extremely difficult to compute.
Example 22: The Monte Hall Problem
In this game there are three closed doors. Behind two doors are goats; behind the third is a car
(worth more than a goat). The rules allow you to choose a door and receive the prize behind it.
First you pick one of the doors. Without revealing the prize behind the first door, the host has to
open one of the remaining doors. He must choose a door with a goat, otherwise the game is over.
After seeing his choice, you are given the chance to switch doors. Which door should you choose?
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Using a Decision Tree
First lay out the prior knowledge. Let PD (d) be the prior probability mass function that door
d hides the car. Then,
PD(d)d= d=1,2,3 (6.2)
Now there is a decision: choosing one of the three doors. At this point, the doors are all identical
so this decision is irrelevant. Say we pick door 1. There are now three possible outcomes - that the
car is behind door 1, 2, or 3. Next, the host reveals one of the doors, which must have a goat. If
the car is behind door 1, then either 2 or 3 can be opened. However, in the other cases, only one
option exists because the 2nd goat is behind door 1. Finally, we reach the third decision - whether
to switch doors. This is illustrated by the decision tree in Figure 6-1.
Door 1 has a car, host opens 2
............. Door 1 has a car, host opens 3
2 p
4,_\ uoor i nas a car, nost opens 
3
Door 3 has a car, host opens 2
Figure 6-1: Example 22 - Monty Hall problem as a decision tree - given prior information (diamond)
you must choose a door (circles). Each door is the same, so consequences (triangles) are only shown
for Door 1
In order to fill in the probabilities on the decision tree, we start with the knowledge of the game
rules. The initial decision is to choose between three doors, but agaln this is irrelevant so only one
of these branches is shown. The uncertainty is over which door hides the car - each branch has
probability of }. If the correct door was chosen, the host has two doors which can be opened, each
with probability }. If a goat door was chosen, the host can only open one door, hiding the second
goat. So, there are now four possible consequences (two pairs of identical outcomes): the player
has selected the right door and by switching will win a goat, or the player has selected the wrong
door and will win the car by switching doors. The probabilities are respectively: o (2) = and
f(2) = . So switching doubles the odds of winning.
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Using Bayes' Theorem
The decision tree from Figure 6-1 can be converted into conditional probabilities, which can
then be computed using Bayes' Theorem. The prior knowledge, from the game rules, is that the
probability of door c hiding the car is: P (C = c) = . Next, after the player Selects door s,
the probabilities are unchanged: P (C= cS = s) =. Finally, we must compute the conditional
probabilities after the host opens door h: P (C = cl S = s, H = h).
To solve the problem, we will presume the player selects door 1. Then we are interested in
the probabilities of the four consequences: P (C = I|S = 1, H = 2) and P (C = 1|S = 1, H = 2)
which are the probabilities of winning without switching doors - corresponding to the top two
consequences in Figure 6-1 - and P (C = 2|S = 1, H = 3) and P (C = 31S = 1, H = 2), which is
the probability of winning by switching doors - corresponding to the bottom two consequences. To
compute these we apply Bayes' Theorem.
P (CIS = 11H)-P (CIS = 1) P (H|S = 1,C)
P (HIS = 1)
The necessary conditional probabilities can be read off of the decision tree, with the conditional
statements correspond to branching points on the tree. For example, the probability that the car
is behind door 1, given that you chose door 1 and the host opened door 2 would be:
P(C = iS= 1)P (H = 2|S= 1, C = 1)
E PZ(C)P(H =21S =1,C)
C
P (C =1IS =1) P(H = 21S =1,C =1)
P(C =1) P (H = 21S=1, C=1)+P(C= 3)P(H = 21S =1, C= 3)
11
32
11 11
3by t 32
the probability that the car is behind door 2, given that you chose door 1 and the host opened door
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3 would be:
P(C 21 = 1H 3)P(C = 2|S = 1) P(H = 31S = 1,C = 2)
E P(C) P (H = 3|S = 1,C)
C
P(C = 21S = 1) P(H = 31S =1,C = 2)
P (C =1) P(H = 31S= 1, C = 1) + P (C= 2)P (H = 31S = 1, C= 2)
11
3
+1
So, by symmetry, the probability of winning without switching is i. and the probability of winning
by switching is 2.
6.2 Bayesian Parameter Estimation
Bayesian Parameter Estimation is another application of Bayes' Theorem. In all parameter
estimation problems, a model structure is assumed with uncertain but well defined parameters.
Then a dataset is observed and the parameters must be inferred. In this context, the Bayesian
approach is to use probability to describe the model parameters' uncertainty and the conditional
event is the collection of data. The key concept is that the observed data contains information. The
model establishes the relationship between the data and the parameters and therefore knowledge
from the data can influence the knowledge of the parameters. Bayes' Theorem describes this
inference step.
6.2.1 Details
As with all uses of Bayes' Theorem there are three components: the prior knowledge, the likeli-
hood, and the normalization. Prior knowledge in the case of parameter uncertainty was discussed
in Section 6.1.1. The likelihood function describes how likely it is that the observed data could be
explained by the system and observation models. Since these models depend on the parameters,
this establishes the connection from data to parameters. Finally, the normalization constant simply
ensures that the posterior parameter density is properly normalized.
Example 23: A Biased Coin
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Have a coin that seems to fall on heads more often than tails. Say that parameter 0 represents the
probability that the coin will fall on heads.
The prior parameter density is E - U (0.5, 1) and the likelihood is given by the binomial distri-
bution: P (heads|6) = 0 and P (tails|0) = 1 - 0. Because each flip is assumed to be independent,
the likelihood of multiple flips is the product of the likelihood of each individual flip.
Let's say we observe three heads and then one tail. There is no uncertainty in these observations.
Then the likelihood of this event is P (H 3TI0) 03 (1 - 0). The Normalizing constant is:
03(1- 104 2 - 13
]203(15 10.5 4 5 24 4 25] 160
0.5
Bayes' Theorem gives us:
P(|H2T) 03(10)
0
0.5 <0 < 1
else
The prior and posterior parameter densities are shown in Figure 6-2.
O' ""
0.5 0.75
e
Figure 6-2: Example 23 - Prior (- Uniform density) and posterior (filled truncated Beta density)
uncertainty of coin bias parameter 0 after observing four flips: HHHT
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6.2.2 Issues
Example 23 is very simple. It has no observation error and the system model can be easily
manipulated which is rarely the case for engineering systems. The the main difficulty in most
parameter estimation problems is not the system or observation model, but the normalization
constant. In the coin example, there is a single parameter that must be normalized. Typical
engineering systems have many parameters and so the computation of this normalization constant
becomes a high dimensional integral. These are very difficult to compute numerically. This has
motivated the development of numerical methods to compute posterior densities without requiring
the normalization, such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo.
6.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
As previously mentioned, Markov Chain Monte Carlo is a numerical method for high dimen-
sional problems. It is particularly beneficial for Bayesian methods because it does not need to
compute the normalizing constant.
6.3.1 The Markov Chain Concept
Monte Carlo is a sampling technique where the values of the independent variables are selected
randomly. Markov Chain Monte Carlo is a variation that uses a directed sampling heuristic instead
of an entirely random sampling. A Markov Chain is a series of samples where the next state depends
only on the current state. This means that the details of any previous state are totally irrelevant.
The chain can be thought of as a person walking around a field. From the current sampling
point, a jump is taken and the new sampling point is subjected to an acceptance criteria. If the
new sampling point acceptable, it is sampled (the person walks to the new point), otherwise the
previous point is sampled again (the person stays put). Now imagine that the field is uneven
with hills and valleys. At each time point, the person (often assumed to be drunk) surveys his
surroundings and chooses another location to jump to. He then compares the height of the next
location to his current location. If it is downhill, he is more likely to make the jump. If it is uphill,
he is more likely to stay put. Over many time steps, this person will trace out a path across the
field. The topography of the field can be determined from the amount of time the person spends
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in each spot. This is an attractive property if the topography cannot be directly measured, but
relative heights between two points can be computed easily.
6.3.2 Application to Parameter Estimation
Markov Chains works especially well for computing probability density functions because the
densities are all relative quantities. In parameter estimation problems we cannot compute the
absolute density of the posterior parameter density (the normalization constant is unknown), but
the relative densities are easily computed. Therefore, the posterior parameter density can be
sampled by jumping around the parameter space in a Markov Chain. Once enough samples are
taken, the full density can be approximated by normalizing the samples.
6.3.3 Algorithm
For the sample distribution matches the true posterior, the Markov Chain must apply the
correct jump and acceptance criteria, collectively known as the 'sampler'. The Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm [69] is commonly used to sample posterior probability distribution functions. A simplified
version used in this thesis is shown below:
1. A starting point is chosen, 0o is a vector of parameters
2. At each step i, a random jump og is chosen according to og ~ N (0, E) and the proposed state
is 0' = 0i + 6i
3. The constant a is calculated as: ai =f(0)L(O d)
This is the ratio of the posterior parameter densities at the proposed state 0' versus the
current state 0. Therefore, a is the probability that the new state should be chosen over the
current state.
4. A random number x is generated from [0, 1]. If x< a; then the new state is chosen, 0i+1 = 0'.
Otherwise, the current state is chosen, and 0i+1 = Oi-
5. This is iterated until the chain converges or alloted computer resources are exhausted.
There are some key aspects here which are not discussed, namely the convergence and verification
of the posterior density and the choice of E: for the jumps.
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6.3.4 Verification of a Markov Chain Monte Carlo Solution
Verification was not studied in this thesis, so the details are left for the literature [57, 70, 34].
Briefly put, verification of solutions is a big problem with Markov Chain Monte Carlo - even
more so than with Monte Carlo as discussed in Section 3.3. A chain is considered to have found
the correct solution when it is converged and the solution is no longer changing with additional
samples. The chain jumps around in a random fashion, so exploration verification simply checks
whether all areas of the parameter space have been sampled from. This is theoretically simple, but
difficult to implement. Especially with large dimensional parameter spaces, the posterior parameter
density will be vanishingly small in the majority of the design space. Therefore, the Markov Chain
is not expected to sample these regions. It is difficult to determine whether the lack of sampling is
due to a negligible density or failure to converge.
Many diagnostic tools exist to assess convergence, however, they are mostly heuristics and their
reliability is questionable [34]. When Markov Chain Monte Carlo was used in this thesis, an analysis
was performed to verify the solutions however, the posteriors computed with Markov Chain Monte
Carlo should always be considered an approximation.
6.3.5 The Adaptive Metropolis Sampler
One way to improve the convergence rate is to change the jump and acceptance criteria. In-
tuitively, as the chain moves around the parameter space, it gathers information. The Adaptive
Metropolis Sampler uses this information so that future jumps are more useful. It does this by
modifying E while the chain is running. Details can be found in the works by Haario et al. [37, 36].
Example 23a - Markov Chain Monte Carlo Solution
The prior parameter density and likelihood function were already specified in Example 23 on
page 159. Instead of solving for the posterior analytically, we will redo this example without
computing the numerator. The standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is used.
The Markov Chain jumps around the space of the posterior parameters. As discussed by
Geyer [34], the starting point is not important so we use the mean of the prior density, 0 = 0.75.
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The variance of the jumps is taken to be the variance of the prior distribution, the burn in is 5000
jumps, and the thin rate is 4.
For every jump, from 02 -+ 0' a new acceptance probability is computed.
a fID (0'|H 3T)
felD (02 IT)
fe (0') fDIE (H3TIO')
fe (0i) fD|e (H 3T|02)
Because the prior is uniform, the first ratio cancels leaving:
a fDE (H 3TIO') _13 (1 - 0')fD|e ( H 3T|02 ) 0 i3 (1 - 0,)
A section of the resulting Markov Chain (after thinning) is shown in Figure 6-3.
0.75 1 0.75
0.5 0.5
0 100 200 4 500 0 1 2 3Chain Position
(a) First 500 jumps in the Markov chain (b) Normalized chain values
Figure 6-3: Example 23 - A Markov chain of the posterior parameter along with normalized
histogram of the density
The result of Markov Chain Monte Carlo is a set of samples from the posterior density. It
does not compute an analytical probability density function. It does, however, enable a numerical
approximation of the posterior density without the large cost and inaccuracy of computing the nor-
malization constant. This method and its variants are used for the majority of Bayesian parameter
estimation tasks.
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6.4 Prior Sampling Formulation
The major difficulty with Bayesian Statistics is high-dimensional integration. The denominator
of the Bayes theorem is in most cases a multi-dimensional integral over the prior knowledge. Also,
determining statistics of a joint-probability density function is a multi-dimensional integral. Popular
Bayesian methods are generally used because of their ability to circumvent the computation of
these integrals. Markov Chain Monte Carlo is one example. By relying on a Markov Chain for
parameter estimation, the normalization constant of the posterior parameter density does not need
to be computed. Unfortunately, this method does not give the actual posterior parameter density
function. It only produces samples. In many experimental designs, the utility function requires the
posterior parameter density function to be known. In this case, the function must be approximated
using kernel estimation or by assuming a functional form. This introduces errors into the utility
function calculation.
One way to circumvent both the normalization problem and the probability density function
approximation is the prior sampling formulation of information metrics for design of experiments.
This is called the Prior Sampling Formulation for short. Instead of sampling and approximating a
multi-dimensional probability density function and then its statistics, this approach computes the
statistics directly in order to reduce the dimensionality of the problem.
This section shows the derivation of the Prior Sampling Formulations for the various utility
metrics described in Section 5.1.2. The concept was originally applied by Ryan [71] for a particular
utility function (the Kullback-Leibler Divergence between posterior and prior parameter densities)
to emphasize overall parameter estimation quality. In his paper, Ryan did not propose a name
for this method so keep in mind that this terminology is not universal. The original algorithm
is described below. In addition, the same idea has now been applied for other utility functions
for design of experiments, such as estimating a subset of parameters and discriminating between
competing models. These are derived for the general probability density functions described in
Section 5.4.1 so the asymptotic results are the same as Markov Chain Monte Carlo. The difference
is that the explicit parameter estimation step, including sampling from the posterior parameter
density, is skipped which reduces the numerical errors. For this reason, the Prior Sampling Formu-
lations are typically more accurate for the same number of samples. For more details see the paper
by Ryan [71].
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For all objective functions and risk metrics, there is an implied dependence on the design x.
Each probability density function for parameters, model outputs, and data predictions is dependent
on the design, however, it is not shown in order to conserve space.
6.4.1 Estimating Parameters
A common goal of an experimental study is to improve model parameters. Despite the fact
that not all parameters are equally important, it is typical to design experiments to estimate
all the parameters. The standard Bayesian Design of Experiments algorithm was presented in
Section 5.4.3. It uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo for parameter estimation and differential entropy
of the posterior parameter density as the utility function. Ryan proposed a new formulation that
allows the same utility function to be computed without Markov Chain Monte Carlo.
Starting from the outermost loop, the risk metric is the same average utility over all the possible
datasets that might be observed. The risk metric is then:
<b = ED [#] (6.3)
The utility function is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence from the posterior parameter density to the
prior parameter density.
felD (Old)
IJfe|D (Old) log dO (D.1)
feeO
= J fe|D (Old) log fe|D (Old) dO + J felD (Old) log fe (0) dO
Ge ne
Substituting the utility function into Equation 6.3,
feD (Old)
(d) feD (d) logfe() dOdd (D.2)
QD Qe
The utility function depends on both the design x and the dataset d. Averaging over all datasets
means that the risk metric 4 only depends on x. By applying Bayes' Theorem and consolidating
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terms, this reduces to:
= fe (0) fD|e (dlO) log fD|e (dIG) ddd9 - J fD (d) log fD (d) dd (D.3)
Qe QD QD
The full derivation of this formulation as well as an alternate version is shown in Appendix D.1.
The article by Ryan also discusses how sampling methods can introduce bias.
The integrals is Equation D.3 are evaluated with a Monte Carlo technique. The benefit is
that each of the terms can be sampled without performing an explicit parameter estimation step.
The prior parameters density is known, the prior predictive density is known as a function of the
parameters and observation model, and the prior predictive density conditioned on the parameters
is simply a function of the observation model. Although the integral over parameters E can be
multi-dimensional, this formulation is much easier to compute the risk metric <> than to estimate
the parameters fe|D (Old).
The Algorithm
1. Sample parameter sets from the prior parameter density
Oi ~ fe (0)
2. Compute the model output for each parameter set
y1 fy (y) = M [O4]
(a) Use the observation model to simulate datasets from each model output
dik ~ fDie (dI0s)
(b) Iterate k = 1 ... Nin
3. Iterate i = 1. ... N,,t
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4. The probability densities of all datasets are collected and used to compute the second term
- fD (d) log fD (d) dd a N 1N slog fje (dik IOi)
Jin~out k
QD
5. The first term is also a sum of sums:
fe (0) fD|8 (dJ) log fD|E (dI0) ddd9 ~ NoND|
Qe QD k
6. The prior predictive density conditioned on the parameters is just the observation model. For
an additive error model, these two terms can be rewritten as:
- Slog5 fE (yi - dik)NinNout. z k
and
1E E (yi - dik)
NinNot
This requires sampling from the prior parameter density, evaluating the model, and sampling from
the observation model. It also requires the probability density function of the observation model.
For additive observation models where the probability density function is known, this is easy to
do. Therefore this Prior Sampling Formulation is very efficient and because more samples can be
taken, it is also accurate.
Estimating a Subset of Parameters
Estimating a subset of the uncertain parameters requires only a small change to marginalize
out the parameters. The risk metric is shown in Equation D.5:
C J= fA (A) fr (Y) fD|r,A (dI'y, A) d7 [log fr (A) fD|r,A (d7, A) y d-ydd
QD QA [r L r
I fD (d) log fD (d) dd (D.5)
TD
The derivation is shown in Appendix D.1.
The Algorithm
For every design x there are now three loops denoted inner (conditional data), middle (param-
eters F) and outer (parameters A).
1. Sample the parameters of interest from their prior parameter density
Ai ~ fA (A) = fr,A (7,A)dy
(a) Sample the remaining parameters from the conditional prior parameter density
7-Y ~ fr|A (7|jAi)
(b) Compute the model output for each parameter set
yiU fy (y) = Ma [Ai, ie, x]
i. Use the observation model to simulate datasets from each model output
dijk ~ fD|A, (d Ai)
ii. Iterate k = 1 ... Nin
(c) Iterate j = 1... Nmid
2. Marginalize out the F parameters
NmidNin Y, k(digk|7,A)
3k
3. It eratbe i = 1 ... Ndd.t
4. The probability densities of all datasets are collected and used to compute the second term
fD (d) log fD (d) dd Nog N
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-J
OD
fD|A (dijk gj, Ai)
5. The data prediction component is now a triple nested sum:
I f fA (A) [ fr (Y) fDir,A (d|7, A) dy1 logJ fr (A) fDir,A (dy7, A) dy1 ddd
D QA r _Qr
Gi log Gi
6. The prior predictive density conditioned on the parameters is just the observation model. For
an additive error model, these two terms can be rewritten as:
I E3 log> fE; x (M [A, xJ - c13)
and
NinNot fE; x (M [Ai, x] - dj)j 
This requires more loops than for estimating all parameters, but uses the same sampling strategy
and has the same advantages.
6.4.2 Model Discrimination
In addition to the designs for information gain, or better predictions, we can also change the
utility function in a Bayesian Design to choose experiments for Model Discrimination. In this
case, we have two or more competing models which are consistent with our current knowledge
of the system. We wish to run experiments in order choose a single model. There have been
many proposed methods for this problem. Many methods are based on tests for checking model
consistency with data. The goal then is to collect data which will support one model over the
others. This novel method uses simulated data and posterior predictive densities in order to choose
experiments that will improve all the model parameters in a way that will allow for discrimination.
This approach is more consistent with the experimental process and Bayesian Design of Exper-
iments. In an actual study, experiments would be designed and run, and data collected. Then a
common procedure is to estimate parameters with a portion of the data, and finally compare the
models using the unused data. So, the current methods for designing experiments accomplish only
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the second half. This is remedied with this Hierarchical Bayesian approach.
To use this method, all the models are treated as a single hierarchical model. For each design
x, a standard model produces a single output, with uncertainty. A hierarchical model is essentially
a collection of submodels. Each submodel is given a weight, representing the confidence that the
submodel's predictions are correct. Then the uncertain output of the hierarchical model is the
weighted sum of all the submodel's uncertain outputs. This is illustrated in Section 7.2.
The hierarchical model is used when several competing models exist. Each is treated as a
submodel of the larger hierarchical model and is given a probability of being correct. This will
be called the prior submodel probability and is described by a probability mass function: pM (m),
where the submodels are index by m. This uses mass instead of density because there are a
finite number of discrete models. Discrete probability mass functions were not discussed in the
background chapter, however a good reference is Introduction to Probability by Bertsekas [9]. The
goal of model discrimination is to collect data such that the posterior submodel probability of one
submodel is much higher than the others. This means that we have confidence in one model over
the others.
To compute the posterior submodel probability we will use Bayes' Theorem, but first the like-
lihood must be chosen. The natural choice is the prior predictive density: fDIM (dim) - this asks
how well the prior knowledge of each model could explain the data. This version is explored in
Appendix D.2. Here however, we wish to ask: how well could the model explain the data, after the
inference step? Now the likelihood is the posterior predictive density:
M (mid, ~ PM (m) fDIMa (dIm (6.4)
PMID,d Da da
fD,g (d d
Following the Bayesian Design of Experiments algorithm, we simulate data d, then use the posterior
predictive density as a likelihood function for model discrimination.
The Prior Sampling Algorithm
We have Nmod models, each with their own parameters. They share the same observation
model, which is assumed to be additive (this can be easily generalized).
* For every design x
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1. Sample a model from the prior model probability: m3
2. Sample parameters from the prior parameter density of model mj : O - feiM (Olm)
3. Evaluate the model: yj = M [m, 03, x]
4. Sample dataset dj = y +E or dj ~ fD|M,e (d I mj)
5. For each model mi
(a) Sample parameters from the prior parameter density of model mi
O ~-feIM (0lmi)
- Compute the parameter estimation likelihood of the data d3 being observed if
model mi is correct and the parameters are O:
L (dym ,k) = fDM,e (d mi, Ok) or
L (dy, mi, Ok) = fE (dj - A4 [mi, Ok, X])
(b) Iterate over k for k = 1 ... Nk
(c) Evaluate the model discrimination likelihood (see Appendix D.2 for details):
f fe|M (0|mi) L (dj, mi, Ok) L (dj, mi, Ok) d0 ~ E [L (d, M, m 0k)]2Qe k
(d) Lnormi,~ E L (d, m, Ok)
k
6. Iterate over i for i = 1 ... Nmod
7. Mnorm = [L (d, m ]2
* Iterate over j for j =1...Nj
PM(mi) 1 _[L(dj,mi,Ok)]2 [L(dj,mi,6k)l2-
ZZ Lnormi,jMnorm3  log LnormijMnorm
The algorithm is demonstrated in Section 7.2
6.5 Polynomial Chaos Expansion Based Surrogate Models
Model complexity often becomes a problem for methods that require many model evaluations.
Monte Carlo methods, for example, can require thousands of model evaluations. When each model
evaluation takes a lot of resources, this can be prohibitively expensive. The purpose of model based
design of experiments is to reduce the number of physical experiments by performing computer
simulations, however, this is not an attractive solution when the computer simulations are also
costly. For this reason, there are many strategies for reducing model complexity.
When choosing a strategy, it is important to remember our purpose of using models - un-
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derstanding and describing uncertainty. We require a method that can efficiently describe the
uncertainty of the model predictions while still retaining the physical meaning of the parameters.
Using a polynomial response surface, for example would not meet either requirement. Some model
order reduction methods [72] seek to retain the physical meaning of the models, but cannot properly
treat uncertainties. Therefore, we have use Polynomial Chaos Expansions.
Chapter 3 discussed how Polynomial Chaos Expansions can be used to efficiently quantify com-
plex sources of uncertainty and their impact on model outputs. From the perspective of uncertainty
quantification, Polynomial Chaos Expansions cannot deal with independent variables. Mathemati-
cally, however, there is no difference between an uncertain parameter and an independent variable.
Polynomial Chaos Expansions can in fact be used to simultaneously describe uncertainty in the
parameters and changes in the model response due to the independent variable. This idea of a
combination uncertainty and model response map has been applied to uncertainty quantification
and parameter inference [41, 54, 53, 55]. In addition, Polynomial Chaos Expansion surrogates were
recently used for design of experiments [40].
Scaled independent variables x with bounds X = [0, 1 ]N can be represented by a uniform Ran-
dom Variable X (w) ~ U [0, 1]. As discussed by Marzouk et al., the use of a uniform Random
Variable is not required [53], but it is conceptually easiest. This way, a uniform Basis Random
Variable Ex can be substituted for X (w) and the values match will both correspond to the inde-
pendent variable (x ~ x - x. With all independent variables treated as Random Variables, the
uncertainty quantification proceeds as in Chapter 3. The result is a polynomial approximation of
the model output that also describes the uncertainty at every point in the domain X.
The independent variables can still be controlled by setting the Basis Random Variable equal
to the desired independent variable value, x = x, and then uncertainty at x can be easily quan-
tified using Monte Carlo sampling from the Basis Random Variables corresponding to uncertain
parameters.
The resulting Polynomial Chaos Expansion is called a surrogate model. Because it accurately
describes parametric uncertainty and model responses, it is suitable for use in Bayesian Design of
Experiments.
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Chapter 7
Design of Experiments Examples
This chapter contains two examples which serve to illustrate the methods for Bayesian Design
of Experiments for parameter estimation and for model discrimination.
7.1 Sequential Reactions in a Batch Reactor
This example shows the necessary methodology for Bayesian Design of Experiments using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo for parameter estimation. The system is simple and well known to
chemical engineers but the proposed design of experiments problem does not have an obvious solu-
tion. It demonstrates a utility function that depends on a derived system property, instead of the
parameters themselves.
7.1.1 Setup
The system is the same as in Example 8 on page 56. We have two reactions in sequence
A -+ B -+ C, where A, B, C are the dimensionless concentrations of three chemical species. There
is uncertainty in the kinetic parameters and in this case we also add uncertainty in the initial
concentration of Species A.
The experimental system is batch reactor in which two sequential reactions occur: A -+ B -+
C. The reactor has a fixed volume and temperature is held constant. At the beginning of the
experiment, A is the only species present, with an uncertain initial condition represented by a
random variable Ao ~ U [0.95, 1.05]. The reactions both follow Arrhenius kinetics, with uncertain
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parameters a and 3
ki (w, opa) =ai (w,,) exp T0 8
k2 (wa2,W2) =a2 (w1 2) eXp ( (W8 2 ) (7.1)
The uncertain kinetic parameters are distributed as:
* a, (Wi) N (4,0.5) s-1
* 02 (wa 2 ) ~ N (2.1,0.5) s-'
* #1 (wop) ~ N (700,20) K
* 32 (w2) ~ N (525,50) K
The species concentrations are then modeled by the following Ordinary Differential Equations:
dA
__= - k1 A
dBd =k1A - k2B
dC
-- =k 2Bdt
Only species A and B can be measured, with predicted observations distributed as additive Gaussian
noise:
DA =M4 (al1,#1, t, T] -+
DB =MA [ai,3#1, a 2,,32, t, T) +
, ~ N (0, 0.01) (7.2)
With the same dimensionless scaling as Species A and B. The (w)'s are dropped but remember
that the datasets, parameters, and errors are all Random Variables.
As is often the case in this textbook sequential reactions problem, we are interested in maxi-
mizing the production of Species B. The production will take place in a plug flow reactor, which
behaves similarly to a batch reactor. Due to other process details, we are constrained to operate at
500 K but are free to set the residence time in the production reactor. The goal here is to determine
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the best residence time through experiments.
The design space is two dimensional with time and Temperature being selected: t C [1, 6] s and
T E [300,700] K.
7.1.2 Analysis of Prior Knowledge
Figure 3-3 shows the concentration profiles of all three species versus time, at specified temper-
ature and parameter values. The formulation of this problem with uncertainty was described in
Section 3.5.2 for output B, and the results of uncertainty quantification are shown in Figure 3-21.
The example here is slightly more complicated because a fifth parameter AO has been added, but
it does not appreciably change the figures so they are not reproduced here. The uncertain profiles
are constructed using a series of model output densities. Each model output density is a vertical
slice of the uncertain concentration profile, representing the uncertainty of Species B at a constant
time and Temperature. Two examples are shown for specified times in Figure 7-1.
12- 12
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(a) time 0.5 s and Temp = 500 K (b) time = 2s and Temp 500 K
Figure 7-1: Prior Predictive Density of Species B
Although each of the three species has an uncertain concentration for each time and temper-
ature, they are also related to each other through the mass balance. No matter what the true
parameter values may be, we know that A + B + C = 1. Unfortunately, there is also uncertainty
in the observations, so the total observed mass is also uncertain.
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7.1.3 Bayesian Design of Experiments
The goal here is to select the time and temperature of the single best experiment. Best is
defined later on. This is a small design with only two observations and a system with five unknown
parameters, but for illustrative purposes optimizing two variables is easiest. Increasing the number
of experiments only changes the size of the problem; the algorithm is exactly the same. The benefit
of having only two design variables (time and temperature of the single experiment) is that a simple
2D grid search can be used instead of a true optimization algorithm.
At each grid point, the time and temperature are specified. 512 Monte Carlo samples (of five
values) were taken from the joint prior parameter density and the 512 corresponding model outputs
A and B were computed. Then 1024 samples (one for each observation of A and B) were taken
from the observation model's error distribution, shown in Equation 7.2. This results in 512 datasets
sampled from D (wD) - each with two observations, A and B.
For every dataset, Bayesian Parameter Estimation was run using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
with 105 samples. For this method, we must be able to look up the prior probability density for
each parameter and compute the dataset likelihood. The first is simple because the prior knowledge
is represented with well known probability density functions. The second is also relatively simple
because of the additive Gaussian observation model. For this type of observation model the only
required information is the model-data discrepancy, i.e., the residual:
e =M [ai, #, a2, #2 , t, T] - D
Then, the likelihood is determined from the probability density function of this residual, given
in Equation 7.2. Using the prior and the likelihood, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm
samples from joint posterior parameter density, fE|D (Old). At this point, any utility function can
be applied.
The utility function must be related to the goals of the study - to determine the best residence
time for production in a plug flow reactor. This corresponds to the time with maximum concentra-
tion of B, tmax. Without uncertainty, this is easy and the solutions are shown in Example 8. With
uncertainty, the best reaction time cannot be determined exactly but can be described with the
Random Variable, Tmax (w). The chosen utility function for this example is the differential entropy
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of the time of maximum concentration of Species B. If the uncertainty represented by Tmax (w) is
reduced through experiments, then a reactor can be designed for optimal production of B.
Each Markov Chain is a set of parameter samples. For every sample, the kinetic coefficients ki
and k 2 and the time of maximum B concentration can be determined, as in Equations 7.1 and 3.4
and shown in Figure 3-4b. Therefore, every Markov Chain can be used to create a distribution
of maximum times Tmax (w). The utility function reduces each Tmax density to a statistic: the
negative differential entropy, for a total of 512 samples of utility. These are samples from the utility
distribution. The risk metric is the expected value and the objective is to minimize the expected
value.
To summarize - the goal of the study is to maximize the expected information gain about the
optimal reaction time.
Visualization
For reference the prior information about Tmax is shown in Figure 7-2 compared with three
posteriors. The prior is constant for all simulated experiments and has a differential entropy of
h = -0-26- All three nosteriors rpsult from simulating exneriments at the same conlitions (I =9.s
and T =300 K) but with different simulated datasets. Each results in a different utility. After many
datasets and simulated, the posteriors are estimated, and utilities are computed. Then the average
utility can is used as the risk metric.
7.1.4 Results and Discussion
Two grid searches were performed to find the best design. The first spanned the entire design
space and used fewer simulated datasets. The second spanned a smaller region and used the
values stated above. From these searches, we find that the best experiment for identifying optimal
production conditions will be near 4.2 s and 350 K. The objective function is shown as a function
of time and temperature in Figure 7-3. For consistency it is posed as a minimization problem.
Instead of maximizing the utility, we are minimizing the posterior differential entropy.
While the objective function tells us the expected decrease in entropy, it is difficult to related
this to a meaningful posterior Tmax density. The objective function is an expectation over all
possible posteriors. Although we cannot describe what the posterior Tmax density will look like,
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Figure 7-2: Lognormal prior Tmax density (h =
datasets using the same experimental design -
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Figure 7-3: Objective function for the sequential reactions design of experiments problem
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we expect that the optimal experiment will result in the largest reduction in entropy.
This example describes in detail how to perform each step in Bayesian Design of Experiments.
It also demonstrates an interesting utility function that tailors the experiment to a practical goal.
In this example, there are two issues which are not addressed: numerical accuracy and optimization.
First of all, the numbers of samples were chosen rather arbitrarily. The choices of how many
samples to take from the Markov chain and the utility distribution are a compromise between
computation time and accuracy. It is important to choose an appropriate number. This is discussed
in more depth in Chapter 9. In addition, the choice of utility function was convenient because it
depends only on the one-dimensional density of Tmax (w). The posterior parameter density is five-
dimensional, and a utility function on this joint density would be difficult to compute with any
accuracy. This motivates the use of a prior sampling formulation.
Secondly, the best design was found using a grid search. This quickly becomes infeasible as the
number of design variables and experiments increases. This will be addressed in other examples.
7.2 Discrimination Between Linear Models
The second example demonstrates Bayesian Design of Experiments using the prior sampling
formulation, rather than Markov Chain Monte Carlo. The application is model discrimination
between three generic, linear models.
7.2.1 Three Competing Models
Three models have been proposed to explain some phenomenon. They are:
Y =a1 + a2X (7.3)
y =#1 + 32X (7.4)
y =1 + 02X + 03X2  (7.5)
r 1 F N (0.75, 0.0752)1
N (1.10.12) N (75 0075 2)  (.500 
5
where a ~1 N( 0, , and 0 ~ N (0.25, 0.052)
N(-0.1,00) [ (. 0.052)[ N (0.05, 0.052)J N (0.05, 0.05 2
The models, a, #, and 0, are shown in Figure with all parameters at their mean values.
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Figure 7-4: Three models: a -, # - , and 0 ++, with all parameters at their mean values
All three models are very similar to each other in the domain of interest. In addition, when
-the uncertain parameters are taken into account, the model output densities and data prediction
densities largely overlap. This makes it difficult to distinguish the models. We would like to design
a study to allow us to determine whether one model is superior to the others.
In this example there is only one design variable, x, and one uncertain output for each system
model - Y""d' (w; x). The observation model is additive Gaussian errors:
N (0, 0.052) (7.6)
7.2.2 Analysis of Prior Knowledge
The prior knowledge of the parameters and observations can be analyzed as in the previous
example. Each model is linear and so the uncertainty profiles will look very similar to the first
order system in Example 17 and the second order system in Example 19. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to develop an intuition for which experiments will give the best results. To illustrate the
difficultly, all three model output densities are plotted together in Figure 7-5 for x = 0.4.
When all the models are treated as submodels and combined into a hierarchical model, they
must be given prior submodel probabilities. Here they are all weighted the same: .. Then the3.
hierarchical model's output uncertainty is described by the density in Figure 7-6. This is not a
convolution; it is a normalized sum of weighted densities.
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Figure 7-5: Three model output densities at x 0.4, a -, 3, shaded, 0 bars
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Figure 7-6: The model output uncertainty of hierarchical model, with uniform weighting of all
submodels
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7.2.3 Bayesian Design of Experiments
Because the submodels are simple and there is only one design point, several designs were
created. The algorithm is shown in Section 6.4.2. More details are given here for a one-experiment
design and the procedure was repeated for designs with up to six experiments. For the number
of samples used (Ni, Ng, and Nk) the objective function was accurate enough to use optimization
algorithms. The Implicit Filter algorithm [46, 11], version 1.0 was downloaded from the website
of Kelley at North Carolina State University and was used with the default options. For designs
with four to six experiments, the optimization problem was run several times with random starting
points. This still does not guarantee a global optimum, but does increase confidence in the solution.
Within the optimization algorithm, N = 5 x 103 datasets were simulated by sampling from the
prior submodel probability mass function, sampling from the submodel's prior parameter density,
then adding a sample from the error density. For the design x 0.4, this corresponds to the
samples from Figure 7-6, plus Gaussian error according to Equation 7.6.
For every model, we compute the likelihood of observing each dataset - assuming the model
is correct. This must be done by averaging over the prior parameter density, so Ni = 2 x 104
parameter samples were taken for each model, and the likelihood calculated as the probability
density of the error model, with an error of:
E = dj - M [m7 Ok, X]
This is computed a total of NjNkNmodN = 3 x 108 times, where N2 is the number of experiments
in design x.
All the required terms for the Bayesian Design algorithm can now be computed. Again for con-
sistency, the objective function is formulated for minimization so it is the negative of the expected
utility -<D.
7.2.4 Results and Discussion
The objective functions for one- and two-experiment designs are shown in Figure 7-7 as a
function of the design variable x.
The shape of the one-dimensional objective function in Figure 7-7a is interesting because of its
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Figure 7-7: Objective Functions for discriminating between three linear models
maximum and local minima. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is near zero when the two distri-
butions being compared are very similar and increases when the distributions are different. This
indicates that an experiment at x = 0.7 would be of no benefit for discriminating between the
three models since there is no change between the prior and posterior submodel probabilities. The
minima are at the boundaries, with x = 0 being far superior to x = 1. These results are supported
by Figure 7-4, where all three models have similar values at x = 0.7 but at the bounds at least
one model is distinguishable from the other two. Without analyzing the uncertainties, this is an
incomplete picture and cannot explain why experiments at x = 0 are better. Referring to the ex-
amples in Section 5.2, we see that for these linear models the uncertainty grows farther from x = 0.
This explains why x = 1 is not as attractive an experiment as x = 0. With high data prediction
uncertainty, like at x = 1, there is a higher probability that each model could explain the data
collected from experiments. At x = 0, the uncertainties are smaller and therefore experimental
data is more likely to distinguish between submodels.
The two-experiment objective function is shown in Figure 7-7b. The two axes represent the
same variable x, so the objective function is symmetrical around the line from [0, 0] to [1, 1]. Along
this line, the same experiment is repeated twice and the objective function closely resembles the
one-experiment objective function, with local minima at [0, 0] and [1, 1]. The maximum is unclear
in the plot but it occurs near [0.7,0.7].
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The two-experiment design is interesting because it does not include x = 0. This is because the
one-experiment design does not allow estimation of parameter correlations and so the submodels are
not significantly improved by the experiment. The single point of data can only serve to distinguish
the submodels. In a two-experiment design, experiments serve to improve the model parameters
and distinguish between models. The combination of x = 1 and x = 0.5 is the best for performing
both tasks. Also, see that the objective function for the optimal two-experiment design is about 3x
that of the one-experiment design. The absolute numbers are not significant, however, this shows
that the second experiment is very important for distinguishing between models.
Table 7.1: Bayesian optimal designs for discriminating between three linear models, also showing
the information metric expected Kullback-Leibler Divergence from posterior to prior submodel
probability mass functions
Optimal designs with additional experiments are shown in Table 7.1. After seeing the examples
in Section 5.2, an obvious approach might be to place experiments uniformly at x = [0, 0.5, 1]. This
would be the result from the Classical or Optimal Design approaches. For model discrimination
using Bayesian Design of Experiments, the results are different. Instead of running experiments at
all three points uniformly, more experiments are needed at the middle point. This shows the impor-
tance of simulating the entire experimental process; the experiments in Table 7.1 are customized
for this particular system and the given parametric uncertainties. Another interesting point is that
while there is a large marginal gain in expected utility for the first three experiments, additional
experiments do not yield the same benefits. This information helps to assess the value of running
experiments.
7.3 Conclusion
The examples in this chapter show the details of the Bayesian Design of Experiments algorithm.
The simple examples illustrate how characterizing uncertainty can reveal important features of the
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Design Points x <D
0 0.14
0.5, 1 0.47
0,0.5,1 0.77
0, 0.5, 0.5, 1 0.85
0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1 0.87
0,0,0.5, 0.5,0.5, 1 0.91
system and described how the results of the algorithm can be interpreted. In the following chapters,
Bayesian Design of Experiments are applied to larger, more complex systems.
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Chapter 8
Study 1: Air Mill and Classifier
This study provides a direct comparison of the Classical and Bayesian approaches to design
of experiment. It explains and quantifies the real-world impact of incorporating knowledge of the
physical process and uncertainties into the design phase. A previous study has been performed on
the physical system using Classical Design of Experiments. The results are compared to a Bayesian
approach using simulations. Both approaches were evaluated based on their ability to estimate
systLem performLL.ance0Z anid teir economic and time costs.
8.1 Background and Previous Work
An air mill classifier is a downstream unit in a pharmaceutical production process. Its role is
to homogenize particles. The unit processes a continuous feed of drug product in the form of a
coarse powder. The air mill classifier reduces the particle size and controls the size distribution of
the exiting particles with the goal of producing a uniformly fine powder. The production scale unit
used in this study was a Hosokawa Alpine AFB-400, while pilot scale studies were carried out on
a Hosokawa Alpine AFB-100.
8.1.1 Process Description
An air mill classifier can be thought of as two distinct units: a fluidized bed where the milling
occurs and a classifier which handles the separation. A diagram of the equipment is shown in
Figure 8-1 along with a picture of the pilot scale unit. A process flowsheet is shown in Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-1: Diagram and Picture of a Hosokawa Alpine AFG-100 air mill and classifier
Classifier
Stream 2
Product
Feed
x Stream 3
Fluidized Bed
Figure 8-2: Flowsheet of an air mill and classifier
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The fluidized bed is responsible for breaking down particles and transferring them to the clas-
sifier. The contents circulate throughout the bed and at the bottom supersonic air jets create high
velocity streams of particles which impact each other and cause particle breakage. At the top of
the bed is the entrance to the classifier section, where particles can be pushed into the classifier.
The classifier is responsible for controlling the particle size distribution of the product. This
is accomplished by two opposing forces: drag and centrifugal 'force'. The classifier wheel forces
particles to spin in a vortex down a horizontal tube. Particles smaller than a certain radius are
forced toward the axis of the tube and released, while larger particles are forced radially outward
and recycled to the fluidized bed.
8.1.2 Previous Classically Designed Studies
Over the course of a year, an industrial partner completed dozens of experiments on both pilot
and production scale air mill classifiers in order to characterize their performance with a specific
drug product. The company performed their previous experiments in a series of four studies: a high
level assessment, screening and optimized studies at the pilot scale, and a final study at production
scale The purpose of these studies was to develop a production scale model to accurately predict
two system responses: X5o and Xo, the 5 0th and 9 0th percentiles of product particles, by radius.
The overarching goal of these studies was to determine the optimal operating conditions for large
scale production. The two system responses give a quantitative measure of quality of the powder
product and have strict regulatory targets that must be met. The product specifications for these
were X50 < 6 pm and X90 < 20 pm. More details about the previous studies are given in the
following section.
8.1.3 Setup of the Current Study
This current study was intended to compare Classical and Bayesian Designs. We approached
the problem as though we had no knowledge of the previous studies, relying instead on a baseline
knowledge of the process and equipment. The study was built around a physics-based model which
simulates the two units that make up the air mill classifier.
The model based approach essentially enables the experimenter to bypass the bulk of the scale-
up process. The purpose of pilot scale experiments is to develop predictive power at the production
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scale. Rather than use experimental studies to develop a surface response map of the pilot scale
system, a physics-based model was created without running any experiments. The model provides
the predictive ability just like an empirical surface response map. More importantly, it allows the
experimenter to quantify and understand the impact of uncertainties. Knowledge of the model
uncertainties is crucial when performing extrapolations, especially scale up of processes. In this
way, the model predictions can then replace and even improve upon the Classically Designed ex-
perimental studies, eliminating a large number of experiments and saving a great deal of time and
money.
8.2 Classical Design of Experiments
As previously mentioned, four studies using Classical Designs were carried out in series. The
initial assessment was used to narrow down the number of experimental factors from dozens to just
two. Next, two studies were done at the pilot scale: a screening study to determine the suitable
range of operating condition, and an optimized study in the suitable range. Finally, the two
significant factors were tested again at the production scale with screening and optimized studies.
At both scales, the data from optimized classical designs was used to develop an empirical fit with
polynomial terms of the two significant factors.
8.2.1 Initial Assessment Study
The initial assessment identified 58 factors which could influence the system performance. Using
lab scale tests and the input of industry experts, these were narrowed to four: the particle size
distribution of the feed, the feedrate, the nozzle pressure in the milling section, and the rotation
speed of the classifier.
8.2.2 Pilot Scale Studies
To determine the impact of these four factors, a screening study was carried out at pilot scale.
This involved a 2-level Full Factorial design, plus four center point experiments for a total of
24 + 4 = 20 experiments. Additional, undocumented experiments were also run for measurement
calibration. Each experiment ran for an unknown time at a rate of 3 kg h 1 , for economic modeling
it was assumed that the test length was 4 h.
The results indicated that while all factors had significant impact on the system performance,
the classifier rotation speed and nozzle pressure were much more significant, and of these two the
classifier rotation was a much larger influence. Therefore, future studies only varied these two
factors.
After the first screening study was complete, the optimized study was run to create an empirical
process model. The study used a Central Composite design with 22 experiments. The results were
to two, seven-term empirical models for the two system responses of interest: X50 and X90 .
8.2.3 Production Scale Studies
Using the model from the pilot scale, a fourth study was designed for the production scale using
a Central Composite design with 16 experiments. This was run in order to develop production
scale empirical models for particle size distribution. Each experiment ran for 4 to 8h at a rate of
50kgh-1. The factors were the same and the ranges were determined using the pilot scale model
and scale up techniques. The intention was to provide the same environment in the production
scale classifier as the pilot scale classifier by decreasing the rotation speed to offset the effects of
increased radius. In effect, the particles would experience the same centrifugal force.
8.2.4 Results and Discussion
The experiments at pilot and production scale varied both nozzle pressure and classifier rotation.
Figure 8-3 shows the results from the optimized pilot scale study and the final production scale
study. Here the x-axis shows the centrifugal acceleration felt by each particle due to the classifier
rotation. All the data was collapsed onto the acceleration-particle size plane. The variation at each
classifier speed is largely due to each data point having different nozzle pressure.
The first issue here is that the production scale performance was different than predicted by the
pilot scale model. The particles in the product are much smaller than the corresponding product
from pilot scale. This is a failure in scale up, caused by a lack of understanding the physics of the
system.
Another issue with the empirical models is the lack of uncertainty analysis. Uncertainty in the
parameters is not meaningful because they are not based on any physical principles, however quan-
tifying the uncertainty in the model outputs would have provided useful insight into the discrepancy
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Figure 8-3: Particle size distribution versus centrifugal acceleration for pilot and production scales
showing distinctly different trends although the scale up model predicted comparable performance
between model outputs and data.
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8.3 Bayesian Designs - Building Models
Two models were used: a first principles model based only on dimensional analysis and a more
rigorous model using first principles, empirical industry knowledge, and data from literature. The
dimensional analysis model allowed us to identify the significant parameters and design variables
that impact the particle size in the air mill and separations efficiency in the classifier. This in-
formation was then incorporated into the more rigorous model, which was used for the design of
experiments. The model contains constants that adjust for pilot scale or production scale.
8.3.1 Dimensional Analysis Model
A separate dimensional analysis model was created for each of the units.
Fluidized Bed
The main particle interactions in the fluidized bed are collisions, which impart energy to break
the particles. The dimensionless group of importance here is:
mpvfb 2 PpVfb2
WPrP3 W,
where
* m, is particle mass
* r, is particle radius
* Vfb is air velocity in the fluidized bed impact zone
* W, is the specific particle breakage energy (energy per volume)
e p, is particle density
Particle interactions were analyzed based on the energy provided by the air mill and the energy
required to break the particles. This provides a guideline for whether the particles will reduce in
size when there is an impact.
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Classifier
Separation is based on two competing forces: opposing drag force and centrifugal force. They
are compared using a dimensionless group:
U cl 2 2 2
rp 3_______
mrcw 2  rprlw 2
where
* m is particle mass
* rp is particle radius
e Vc is the radial velocity of air entering the classifier
e re is the radius of the classifier
o w is the rotation speed of the classifier in radians
This dimensionless group gives an idea of the scales of the drag force and centrifugal force, but
makes many assumptions which will not hold in the actual unit. For instance, the airflow will likely
be turbulent but this assumes a stationary, spherical particle within laminar flowing air. Also, air
velocities will vary with radial and axial position. Nevertheless, it is a fine starting point for our
analysis.
Analysis
These two dimensionless groups were used to relate the opposing forces that drive system
performance. These include:
* Air velocity in the fluidized bed impact zone
9 Specific particle breakage energy
* Particle size
* Airflow through the classifier
* Classifier rotation
These terms were then related to the design variables available on the system.
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Based on the ideal gas law, the exit velocity from nozzles in the fluidized bed should be a related
to nozzle pressure drop. From this relationship,
Vfb =AAP + B
Vd =Cvfb
where A, B, C are constants, and
r, pP(AP + C1) 2 (AP+C 2 )2
rnti f W ' rprdw2
From this simple analysis, the general trends of the system responses can be predicted - notably
a dependence on the inverse square of classifier rotation, some polynomial dependence on the nozzle
pressure drop, and some scaling with initial particle size distribution. There is nothing in the
physical interactions of particles that relates feed rate to the responses.
8.3.2 Development of a Rigorous Model
The physical interactions described in the above analysis were modeled in detail to try to
develop the functional form of the system response. The model structure was based upon the
above dimensional analysis and literature models [45, 83, 82, 84].
Model Operation and Output
The purpose of the model was to take a known feed stream and process conditions and output
the steady-state particle size distribution. In order to calculate this, the model simulated the process
startup from zero holdup until the exit volume was equal the feed volume. The model represented
the air mill classifier as the two unit system shown in Figure 8-2. There are two functions of the
fluidized bed unit: particle breakage, and transfer to the classifier. The classifier unit calculates
the fraction of particles that are released; the rest are recycled to the fluidized bed.
At each time point the operation of each unit is calculated and the population is balanced. The
entire contents of the classifier turn over at every time point, either being released from the system
or recycled back to the fluidized bed. At each time point, the fluidized bed receives a feed stream
and recycle stream, then the population undergoes breakage and a fraction is transferred to the
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classifier. Once the exit stream has the same volume flowrate as the feed, the system is at steady
state.
Particle Population
In order to simplify the system, the population was characterized using radius bins, which each
track the number of particles with certain sizes. Bins were grouped into four collections: large,
medium, small, and extra small. Within each collection, bins were delimited by linearly increasing
particle volume. Particle density was assumed to be constant, so this was effectively the same as a
mass balance.
The extra small collection bins ranged from volumes of i The small collection bins
V V Vwere L- ~ l t", medium collection bins L - , and large bins 1v" ~ Vmax. This method of
linearly increasing volume allowed the use of collection index instead of volume for mass balances.
For example, within a collection the volume of bin 25 is equal to the sum of volumes of bin 20 and
bin 5. The use of multiple collections allows for better resolution of particles with small radii. This
is important because the particle sizes range from < 1 im to > 250 pm, but most of the interest
was in particles < 25 pm.
8.3.3 Feed
The feed was a powder of intermediate drug product with a large spread of sizes. To model
this, a lognormal distribution was used to approximate the particle size distribution of the feed.
The lognormal parameters were fitted to available data, as shown in Figure 8-4.
To allow the feed distribution to be varied within the model, one of the independent variables
feedadjust set the first parameter of the lognormal distribution in order to change the mean and
variance. The lognormal distribution representing the feed was then used to determine the number
of particles entering each bin of the rigorous model.
Fluidized Bed
There were four terms in the model's population balance: feed, breakage, transfer to the clas-
sifier, and recycle from the classifier. The recycle was determined by the classifier, the feed was
specified, and the breakage and transfer depend on the holdup in the fluidized bed.
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Figure 8-4: Particle Size Cumulative Distribution in the Feed Stream - Data (red circles) and fitted
Lognormal distribution (black line)
The breakage was treated as a system of reactions between particles in the fluidized bed. In
order to limit the number of possible reactions, the model used single particle breakage instead
of two particle collisions. For example, a particle in bin Large 25 could be split into two smaller
particles. This is represented by:
L2 5 -+ L 12 + L13
Then the breakage reactions, at time step i would be:
L] = L - k25/ 12 ,13 [L25')]
L(]) [Li-1] + k25/12,13 L 25
L) = L(i-1) + k25 / 12 ,13 [L 25
where k is similar to a rate constant. It describes the fraction of particles of size Large 25 that break
into particles of size Large 12 and Large 13, at each timestep. This ensures that the total volume
remains balanced. Unfortunately it was difficult to determine what the rate constants should be.
An additional simplification is that the possible products are restricted. For each 'reactant' there
is a minimum 'product' size. For example, particles from bin 200 can only split into particles in
bins 100-199. The particles are distributed evenly into the eligible bins. This means that in one
breakage step, the majority of the mass remains in larger particles, however, the smaller particles
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accumulate in number, which is reflected in relatively low values for the 50th and 90th percentile
(less than 30pim).
In this model, a fraction of each bin is fractured in each time step (the 'conversion'), which is
determined by the function:
Conv = 1 - exp(a -)At
This depends on five fitting parameters, a, a,3,p,-y and the time step. Literature indicated that
nozzle pressure and an intrinsic particle strength parameter should control particle breakage, how-
ever, no specific correlation was found in the literature so this empirical equation was used. Once
the conversion is calculated, the rate constants of the allowable reactions are set so that they sum
to the correct conversion. The second function of the fluidized bed is the transfer of the contents
to the classifier. The first step was to calculate fluidization velocity for each particle radius. This
assumes each particle is a constant density sphere, and calculates the velocity at which upward drag
force balances with gravity. The drag equation and a correlation for drag coefficient were used:
* Fdrag = pairV2C5 A,
* Pair is the air density
o v is the air velocity
3 C = + 1) is the drag coefficient, for Re in transition region (102, 103)
* A is the projected area (7rr,2)
* Fgravity = Ppartide (Irrp3) g
At each time point, the air velocity through the fluidized bed was calculated, and the compared
to the fluidization velocities for each particle radius. The air velocity depended on the nozzle
pressure and the amount of material in the fluidized bed, which decreased the void spaces where
air could flow. If the air velocity was greater than the fluidization velocity, all particles of that
radius were transferred to the classifier. Otherwise, a smaller fraction of particles were transferred
depending on the ratio of air velocity to fluidization velocity.
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Figure 8-5: Fluidization velocities of various particle sizes based on empirical drag correlations
versus gravity
Classifier
The classifier is responsible for controlling the particle size distribution of the product. The
classifier is composed of a deflector wheel and a tube. The wheel has radius ro and is closed at
the front axial end and open at the back end. Instead of walls, the deflector wheel has a set of
rectangular fins as seen in Figure 8-1. The tube section is just a cylinder open at the tront end,
where it meets the wheel, and the back end is separated into two parts, an inner opening of radius
reit, and the outer opening, of rit < r < rd.
Air entering the cylinder continues to vortex and creates a centrifugal force which carries parti-
cles radially outward - orthogonal to the axial motion. The vortexing air and particles travel down
the tube, giving the particles time to separate based on size. The physical separation takes place
at the axial end of the tube in which smaller particles are released inner opening at the back end,
and larger particles are rejected back into the fluidized bed through the outer opening.
The high pressure in the fluidized bed forces air into the classifier radially inward, through the
deflector wheel. The deflector wheel spins about the cylinder's axis, creating a cyclone. The only
outlet is at the back end of the cylinder, which forces the air in the axial direction into the tube.
The vortexing air and particles travel down the tube, giving the particles time to separate based
on size. The physical separation takes place at the axial end of the tube in which smaller particles
are released inner opening at the back end, and larger particles are rejected back into the fluidized
bed through the outer opening. This is shown in Figure 8-6.
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Figure 8-6: The classifier unit - particles enter axially and are vortexed - those that reach the axial
end with radial position r < rcit are released, while all others are rejected into the fluidized bed
The model used a finite element method to determine whether a particle would be released. It
simplified the particle motion into two dimensions, radial and axial. The axial motion was assumed
to be constant. Particles entered the classifier at z = 0 and radius ro. Once there entrance position
is set, the residence time in the classifier is determine by the axial velocity. If the particle is in the
exit tube r < ri after one residence time, it is released. Next, the radial position is modeled. The
initial velocity is set by the overall airflow through the fluidized bed, which in turn depends on the
nozzle pressure drop. The open area along the outer radius of the deflector wheel is known, so the
(0) airflowIm 3s 1initial velocity is: r= Vair = - Deflectorwheelsurfacearea[m 2]vf actor where vfactor is a scaling factor
The governing equations within the classifier are:
" Accel = Fcent -Famass
- Fdrag = PairV2 Cf A
2Pair2
* Cf = } ±1)
p vair-Vo_ 2rp* Re =
Pair
/ m
" Vr = Vr,outer routerk r(1)])
- Fcent = p (3p) w
* Vi? = v$ ) + Accel(-MAt
* r(') = r('-') + Vr '-')At
This model is used to determine what fraction of each bin is released, depending on the process
conditions and physical parameters. Once these release fractions are determined, they are used for
the entire simulation, as opposed to the breakage function, which is updated at each time point.
The release function calculates how much of the classifier contents is released, and all the rest is
recycled.
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Figure 8-7: The release profile of particles from the classifier - this varies with process conditions
The sharp drop in particle release rate occurs around the critical particle radius, for which
the drag force and centrifugal force are balanced. This will depend strongly on process variables.
Unfortunately, no process data was available so these results could not be validated.
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Figure 8-8: A sample distribution of product from the air
conditions, X50 is shown as a diamond
mill classifier - this varies with process
This is the final result of the model, which takes release rate multiplied by the classifier con-
tents at each time point until a steady state is reached. Again, this will distribution with change
depending on the process conditions. The model responses X5 0 and X90 were calculated from the
size distribution of particles released from the classifier.
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Table 8.1: Approximating Gaussian Distributions of the Model Parameters
Mean Standard Deviation
Vortex Coefficient 0.65 0.1
Velocity Factor 1 0.15
a 5.OOE-05 1.00E-05
1.2 0.25
1.5 0.25
p 150 25
0.05 0.01
Table 8.2: Initial Ranges of Process Variables
Min Max Mean Standard Deviation
Nozzle Pressure (bar) 3 6 4 0.4
Classifier RPM (1/min) 4000 20000 16000 1600
Feed Adjust 0.5 1.5 1 0.1
8.3.4 Prior Information
The inputs that were expected to be significant were the design variables: nozzle pressure drop
(AP), classifier rpm (w), and feedadjust, as well as physical parameters: vortex flow coefficient
(m) initial velocity factor (vfaa,.) and breakage parameters (a, a,3, p, -y). The initial values and
feasible ranges of the parameters and variables were taken from literature values and equipment
specifications. The model parameters are assumed to be uniformly distributed, their means and
standard deviations are given in Table 8.1.
The bounds of the process variables for model evaluation were set as in Table 8.2. These were
taken from equipment limits suggested by the previous studies.
8.3.5 Sensitivity Analyses
Using these nominal parameter values, a local sensitivity analysis was done on the three process
variables. The variables were varied one at a time to determine their impact on the two model
responses. The Feed Adjust variable was found not to have significant impact on the responses, so
it was changed to a constant.
The same procedure was repeated for parameter sensitivities. These calculations replaced the
screening studies done in the pilot scale. Parameters were varied one at a time from their mean to
two standard deviations. After this analysis, the parameter uncertainties were changed to those in
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Table 8.3: Prior distributions of model parameters used for parameter estimation
Lower Bound Upper Bound
Vortex Coefficient 0.5 1
Velocity Factor 0.75 1.25
a le-4 0.01
0e 1 1
# 0 0
p 1 1
0 0.25
Table 8.3. Three of the parameters were changed to constants.
8.4 Bayesian Designs - Procedure
The design approach used here was not the full Bayesian Design described in Section 5.4. Instead
a simplified version, called Model Based Experimental Designs [5] was used. This approach falls
within the Bayesian Designs and decision theory framework, but linearizes the models and uses
Gaussian uncertainties. A complete description is included in Appendix E.
The goal for this study was to improve the parameter estimates. The design variables were the
nozzle pressure and classifier rotation speed. The ranges for the design variables were taken from
equipment operating ranges used in previous studies. The observations were of the two system
responses X5 o and X 9o. This was dictated by the data we had available. We had assumed for this
problem that data from previous studies was not available, and this included the prior knowledge
of the parameters. Without any data, we had to assume probability density functions for each of
the parameters using literature values and best guesses. Due to the use of a simplified algorithm,
all uncertainties were Gaussian.
8.4.1 Software Implementation
The study calculations were all done using Matlab and Excel. The study utilized simple parallel
processing to speed up calculations. A three level structure was used: the Master, Excel, and Server
levels. The Master level was a function which organized the DEMM trials and submitted them to
an Excel spreadsheet. The Excel spreadsheet was used to keep track of the trials status and results,
and facilitate communication between levels. Finally, the server level was another Matlab function
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that took inputs from the Excel spreadsheet and ran the classifier model function. This structure
allowed the use of multiple processors.
8.4.2 Model Based Experimental Design
The Model Based Experimental Design uses the same modeling assumptions as Optimal Designs.
Therefore, it also does not need an explicit dataset simulation or parameter estimation step. Instead
the model was linearized at the mean parameter values using numerical approximation of the
gradient.
This method was applied sequentially. A one-experiment design was selected using prior infor-
mation, then data was collected, and parameters updated. Then a second design was selected to
compliment the first. In both cases, optimization was done using a grid search. The study was
small enough (two process variables) that the entire design space could be mapped out and searched
for the maximum.
Once an optimal experiment was selected, data was collected. Because physical experiments
were not feasible for this project, a similar dataset was taken from the previous study's data. This
was then treated as data 'collected' for the current study. Using the first dataset, Markov Chain
Monte Carlo was used for Bayesian parameter estimation. Seven MCMC chains were used to test
for convergence, with roughly 1e4 samples in each. The updated model was then used to select the
next design point and the process repeated.
The intention was to iterate the process at pilot scale until the uncertainty at production scale
was deemed to be acceptable. Unfortunately, this could not be completed because the proper data
was unavailable. For this reason, an incomplete pilot scale model was scaled-up to production scale
and two more data points collected. After one final round of parameter estimation, the quality of
the physics based model was compared to the empirical model produced from previous studies.
8.5 Results
8.5.1 Selection of the First Experiment
The Model Based Experimental Design algorithm was used to selected a single experiment.
The result indicated that experiments should be run at slow classifier rotations and high nozzle
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pressure. Two data points were
shown in Figure 8-9.
Figure 8-9: Classical Screen
'collected' which best matched this criterion. These points are
.
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8.5.2 Bayesian Parameter Estimation - Iteration 1
The four significant parameters were estimated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo. The prior
distributions for each parameter were Gaussian as shown in Table 8.1.
The results from the parameter estimation are shown in Figure 8-10. The collected data is shown
in the top histograms, while the bottom row shows a kernel density estimate of the probability
density and a fitted Gaussian density.
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Figure 8-10: Posterior Distributions from Bayesian Parameter Estimation
These Gaussian fits to the posterior distributions were selected as the parameter estimates of
the updated model. The uncertainty in the model output was then quantified. Cross sections at
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constant Nozzle Pressure are shown in Figure 8-11. The dotted lines represent the 95% confidence
bounds on the model predictions. These are shown compared to the data from the previous studies.
During the study, only the data points in squares were available (only one is shown on these charts).
The other data points were not available.
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Figure 8-11: Pilot scale data and empirical model (dots and line) compared with the model pre-
dictions and 95% confidence bounds (- and -- -) at Nozzle Pressure of 4.5 bar
Also shown in Figure 8-11 is the empirical fit created from the previous studies. It uses two
scaled variables which represent the nozzle pressure drop and classifier rotation.
x1 [(1 8 1 ) 2 3
w 8000 18000 5000_
where w is classifier rotation in rotations per minute.
(AP - 4.5)
0.75
where AP is the nozzle pressure drop
The updated model has very large uncertainties but it does match the experimental data
throughout the entire design space. If this study were able to continue, the best course would
be to collect more data, refine the model, and improve the parameters. Unfortunately, the algo-
rithm once again suggested running experiments at slow classifier rotations and high nozzle pressure
where the data had already been used. Therefore, it was decided to end the study and assess the
production scale model.
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Table 8.4: Parameters Used for Scale Up of Equipment
Parameter Pilot scale Production Scale
Classifier radius (m) 0.025 0.11
Vane size (m) 2.5e- 3  1.1e-3
Classifier exit (m) 8e- 3  1.5e 2
Classifier length (m) 0.1 0.2
Volume (m 3 ) 2.0e- 4 2.2e-3
8.5.3 Production Scale Predictions
To assess the quality of the model, it was adjusted to represent a production scale air mill
classifier. This was accomplished by changing various equipment constants in the model. Unfor-
tunately, details of the equipment were not available from Hosokawa Alpine, so best guesses were
used from images of the equipment. The feed rate to the production scale equipment was known
to be roughly twelve times larger than the pilot scale, so the equipment volume was made roughly
twelve times larger. To keep the parameters somewhat consistent, the fraction of classifier surface
area open for airflow was kept the same. The remaining surface area was covered by the vanes of
the classifier wheel. A comparison of parameters is shown in Table 8.4.
The uncertainty profiles of the two final model outputs are shown compared to previous study
data, in Figure 8-12. Once again, the uncertainties are quite large but they do match the data.
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Figure 8-12: Production scale data (dots) compared with the model predictions and 95% confidence
bounds (- and -- -) at Nozzle Pressure of 4.5 bar
In addition, simulations were done using the mean parameter values to predict the valid range
of process conditions - those which would release product on specification. One of these analyses is
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shown in Figure 8-13. The model predicted that any combination of nozzle pressure and classifier
rotation (up to 10 bar and down to 500 rpm) would produce on spec product. In fact, from the
uncertainty profile in Figure 8-12, all of the model predictions would predict that the Xo <20 im
specification. The X50 <6pm is predicted to meet specification with 95% confidence when the
classifier rotation is at least 4000rpm. This was consistent with the findings from the previous
study at production scale in which all experiments resulted in system responses well below the
specifications.
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Figure 8-13: Production Scale Model Output Xgo
8.6 Discussion
The goal of this study was to contrast the Classical and Bayesian Design approaches. The
Classical Design is requires many more experiments, however, the empirical models fit data very
well. Unfortunately, the do not extrapolate at all. The Bayesian approach required much more
modeling effort but considerably fewer experiments. In addition, it provides physical insight into
the system and an assessment of uncertainty that is valuable when making decisions.
As an example, we notice that the shape of the model output uncertainty curves at production
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Table 8.5: Variable Costs of Two Experimental Studies
Resources & Costs Classical Design Model Based Experimental Design
Time (Worker-Days) 40 2
Intermediate Product (kg) 5000 230
Labor (k$) 14.8 0.5
Intermediate Product (k$) 1000 46
Total (k$) 1,015 47
scale differs from that at pilot scale. Focusing on the classifier rotation, the pilot scale response
follows a trend Xgo oc w- 2 which indicates that the centrifugal force from the classifier is dominating.
At the production scale, the response is flattened, which may indicate that the breakage in the
fluidized bed or the drag force from higher airflow rates is dominating. One hypothesis is that the
empirical model failed to account for the fact that nozzle pressure also determines the axial velocity
of air into the classifier. A classifier with larger radius was predicted to have superior separations
capabilities, but would also have reduced axial velocity. These effects would compounds each
other, leading to a much smaller product particle size distribution. No matter the physical cause,
there clearly was a regime change that altered the dominant driving force in the system. This
explains why the Classical scale-up efforts failed. By basing the scale up effort on a correlation,
the extrapolated values could not account for the regime change and the predictions were very
inaccurate.
8.6.1 Economic Analysis
A simple economic model was created to compare two experimental campaigns. The Classical
Design of Experiments side is estimated based on descriptions of previous studies.
Total time estimates were less than one month for the Model Based Experimental Design ap-
proach including time to develop the modeling and experimental design techniques, versus 9+
months for the Classical approach. Forty days are required for experiments alone. In addition, the
classical experiments required 7.5 tons (estimated) of intermediate product as feed to the air mill
classifier. The model based approach would require a tiny fraction of that, less than 30kg. The
variable costs of the two experimental studies are compared in Table 8.5.
Here we assume the value of Intermediate Product to be $200kg- 1 and labor to be $240d 1 .
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8.7 Conclusions
The results of this study show the strength and weaknesses of both Classical Designs approach
and Model Based Experimental Design. Classical Designs were applied to pilot and production
scale classifiers. Roughly 75 experiments were conducted to make empirical models with very good
fits but there was not an accurate way to relate the two systems. The Model Based Approach used
two experiments at pilot scale to predict the same trends and one production scale experiment
to confirm, over 95% fewer experiments and a 95% reduction in variable costs for this phase of
the study. Also the time frame for experiments could have been compressed by eight months. As
previously mentioned, being the first product to market is a huge advantage, so the time savings
are the most impressive of all.
The major difference between the two approaches is the incorporation of physical knowledge
into the design and decision process. The Classical study determined the production scale design
space by understanding the pilot scale and then screening the design space by experiments. The
model based approach takes the physics of particle classification into account and can extrapolate
a range of suitable process conditions. This advantage is illustrated by the ability to accurately
predict performance at the production scale - a process that took 17 experiments in the unnamed
pharmaceutical company screening study.
The stated goal of this study was to develop a model with the same predictive power as the
empirical model while greatly reducing the number of experiments required. The empirical models
were highly accurate but had no physical meaning and no uncertainty estimates. Although the
physics-based model was highly uncertain, the predictions were good enough to make an assessment
of production scale performance because the uncertainty was quantified.
While the Model Based Experimental Designs used in this study compared favorably with
Classical Designs, they also have limitations. In particular, they utilize the same assumptions
as Optimal Designs - linearization of the model and Gaussian uncertainties. This means that the
computed uncertainties are only approximations. The studies shown in Chapters 9 and 10 illustrate
the advantages of the full Bayesian Designs approach.
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Chapter 9
Study 2: Reaction with Uncertain
Stoichiometry
This case study shows the application of the full Bayesian approach to a system of chemical
reactions. Four different objective functions are demonstrated which illustrates the flexibility of
the approach. In each instance, two Classical Designs are shown for comparison.
9.1 Background
The system is hypothetical process involving a single reactant: A. Under the conditions of
interest A decomposes into species B and C, as well as some unknown byproducts - all together
denoted X. In addition, both products further decompose into unknown byproducts, denoted Y
and Z. A plausible, physical explanation for this scenario is a fission reaction or the breakup of
a biological molecule, in which A splits into many parts, the main species being B and C. These
products then decay away or are consumed.
9.1.1 Description of Experimental Studies
The experimental setup is a small batch reactor, which we can charge with some initial amount
of species A. The reactor is isobaric and the reaction is assumed to keep a constant volume. The
small reactor allows precise control of the temperature, to initiate and quench the reaction quickly
relative to the reaction time. After the reaction is stopped, an analytical technique can be applied
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to the reactor contents. Species B and C can be measured fairly accurately but the reactant A and
all the byproducts X, Y, Z cannot be detected or distinguished from each other.
A reactant samples were prepared using a well established protocol, but because of measurement
uncertainty and human errors, there is some uncertainty in the initial concentration of A. Additional
tests could be run but there is only enough material for a small number of experiments. The goal of
this exercise is to design experiments to extract information about the model parameters. Several
scenarios are present to demonstrate the ability to tailor experiments to the goals of the study.
9.1.2 Design Variables
Due to limitations with the analytical techniques, the reaction must be stopped to take mea-
surements. This means that only one sample can be taken per experiment. The design variables
are the time,t, or length of reaction and the temperature, T. We restrict our experiments to the
ranges t = [1, 5] s and T = [300,700] K.
9.2 Models
9.2.1 System Model
Equation 9.1 shows the mechanistic model of the system.
A 4pB + (1 - p) C + X
B Y-4
C -+Z
k 3
Assuming isothermal, isochoric, mass-action kinetics, this system can be described by the fol-
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(9.1)
lowing mathematical model:
A =A0 exp (-kit)
B = Ap [exp (-kit) - exp (-k 2t)]k2 - k1
C = {0( -p exp (-kit) - exp (-kat)]k3 - ki
ki = aj exp for i = 1. ... 3
For simplicity, all the species concentrations are scaled
parameters have units: ki, a [=] s- 1 and Oi [=] K~ 1.
The system is shown for nominal parameter values
0.61
and dimensionless. The rate constants and
in Figure 9-1.
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Figure 9-1: Concentration profiles using the mean values of the uncertainty parameters at two
temperatures
9.2.2 Model Parameters
The model uses Arrhenius kinetics and has eight parameters: A0 , p, ai, #1, C 2, #2, c 3, 33-
* Uncertainty in A0 is due to difficulty in working with species A. Only a small sample was
prepared and there is not enough to measure the concentration accurately. Therefore, the
initial concentration of A in these experiments is not known exactly, but is the same for
all experiments in this study. Because the uncertainty is the result of many small errors,
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(9.2)
(9.3)
none of which should be biased, Ao is assumed to be normally distributed around the target
dimensionless value of 1.
A o ~ Ao (A) ~ N (1, 0.05)
" A few experiments have already been run on this same system and various literature sources
give estimates of p ranging from 0.6 and 0.8 with no discernible pattern. Therefore we assume
a uniform prior density:
p ~ P (wp) ~ U (0.55, 0.85)
where some extra margin is given just to ensure that the true value lies within the range.
" Previous experiments have also estimated the kinetic parameters of the decomposition reac-
tion of A. The estimates appear to be centered around a mode, but are positively skewed.
Therefore a shifted lognormal distribution is fitted to the data.
ai ~ A 1 (WA 1 ) ~ log N (0.584,0.5) + 1
Similarly, the activation energy is distributed as
#1 ~ B, (wB1 ) ~ log N (3.3566, 0.466) + 368
The lognormal distribution is also attractive for modeling parameters that have a fixed lower
bound. This is common with physical parameters which are known to be positive.
" The remaining kinetic parameters 02,32, O3,33 have been well determined in other experi-
mental studies and have little uncertainty. The uncertainty from these parameters are small
enough that they do not have significant impact on the model output density, as determined
by a global sensitivity analysis. Therefore, these kinetic parameters are treated as constants.
02 = 1 s-1, 32 = 650 K-1, 03= 0.5 s-1, 33 = 750 K- 1
The prior parameter densities are shown in Figure 9-2.
Observation Model
The existing equipment is only capable of taking offline measurements and of the many products,
only species B and C can be measured reliably. Through calibrations and testing, the equipment has
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Figure 9-2: Probability densities representing prior parameter knowledge
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been shown to take unbiased measurements with some noise. The noise is modeled as E ~ N (0, 0.02)
with the same dimensionless scale as the species concentrations.
9.3 Study Goals
Estimating All Model Parameters
The goal of the first study is to determine the best experimental design for estimating all the
uncertain parameters. This is referred to as a D-optimal Bayesian Design. The procedure for this
was described in Sections 5.1.2 and 6.4.1.
Parameter p
For the second study, we are primarily interested in the ratio of species B and C, represented
by the parameter p. Estimating the kinetic constants is not important. Therefore our objective is
to minimize the differential entropy of the posterior probability density of parameter p or maximize
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the posterior marginal distribution of p and the prior
marginal distribution of p. This idea was described in Section 5.1.2 and D.1.2.
Kinetic Parameters a1 and 0#a
The third study is focused on the decomposition kinetics of species A and neglects the other pa-
rameters. Conceptually, it is the same as the second study and uses the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the posterior joint distribution fA 1 ,B1|D (a 1 , /1|d) and the prior marginal distribution of
fA 1,B1 (a 1 ,,31).
Initial Condition Ao
The goal of the fourth study is to estimate the initial concentration of species A. Again, it uses
the same methods as the second and third studies.
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9.4 Analysis of Prior Knowledge
9.4.1 Model Output Uncertainty
Using the system model and methods from Chapter 3, we can propagate the prior parameter
uncertainty through to determine the uncertainty of each model output. This is illustrated in
Figures 9-3 and 9-4, which show the model outputs of species B and C. All the concentration plots
represent the uncertain species concentrations for a specified temperature, while varying time. The
data was generated by propagating parameter uncertainty through the model using Polynomial
Chaos Expansions.
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Uncertainty Analysis of Uncertain Stoichiometry System Model at 300 K
9.4.2 Model Output Sensitivity to Parameters
In addition to the model output uncertainty in B and C, we compute the global sensitivities
of the model output to each parameter, as shown in Figures 9-5 and 9-6. These are shown as
normalized bar charts, indicating the relative contributions to the total uncertainty from each of
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the four uncertain parameters.
9.4.3 Data Prediction Uncertainty and Sensitivity
Because the measurements are relatively accurate, the model output uncertainty and data
predictive uncertainties are not appreciably different. However, the sensitivities are impacted by
the additional source of uncertainty. As time of reaction increases, the concentrations of B and C
fall, however, the observation uncertainty remains the same. Therefore, the observation uncertainty
because more significant as time goes on. See Figures 9-7 and 9-8.
9.4.4 Interpreting the Prior Knowledge
The uncertainty and sensitivity analyses provide valuable insight into the uncertainty stoichiom-
etry model. It describes how each parameter influences the model output and how the influence
changes over the design space. This information is used by the algorithm to select the best exper-
iments. The figures in this section give an intuition for why certain experiments are more useful
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Figure 9-5: Global Sensitivities of Model Output B, from top to bottom, to Ao, p, #1, and ai
Figure 9-6: Global Sensitivities of Model Output C, from top to bottom, to Ao, p, #1, and ai
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Figure 9-7: Global Sensitivities of Data Predictions B, -from top to bottom, to 67 Ao, p, #1, and a,
y00
Figure 9-8: Global Sensitivities of Data Predictions C, from top to bottom, to e, A0, p, /01, and cei
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than others. For instance, experimental conditions with large prior model output uncertainties
indicate that an experiment would result in a large overall information gain. However, if we are
only interested in learning about one particular parameter it may be best to choose experiments
where the model output is most sensitive to that parameter.
9.5 Methods
9.5.1 Evaluation Criterion
For every study introduced in Section 9.3 the Bayesian approach was compared to two Classical
designs - the Full Factorial and Central Composite designs. To quantify the effectiveness of the
designs, they were compared using the objective function for Bayesian Designs, which is a study-
specific measure of information gain.
This is not a fair comparison, because Bayesian methods are being applied to a Classical design.
A more accurate implementation of Classical Designs would have used Least Squares estimation
to determine the model parameters, but this would make it difficult to compare results. The
assumptions used to estimate parameter error from Least Squares are clearly violated. Therefore,
the expected information gain from using Classical Designs was computed with Bayesian methods.
This in fact overstates the effectiveness of Classical Designs.
9.5.2 Classical Designs
Full Factorial and Central Composite designs were introduced in Chapter 4. There are many
variations on these designs which might have been chosen by an expert, however, these were chosen
as representative designs. With two design variables, the full factorial consists of four design points
and the central composite requires eight. The points are listed in Table 9.1 and shown in Figure 9-9
As shown in two dimensions, the classical designs attempt to maximize coverage of the design
space because this allows for the best identification of large trends. Qualitatively, this makes them
robust because the odds are that at least some of the design points will provide useful information.
On the other hand, robustness is gained at the expense of efficiency.
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Table 9.1: Classical Design Points (time in sec, Temp in K)
UUF
500
300L
0
o 3 O
1 time (s) 5
Figure 9-9: Classical Designs for Uncertain Stoichiometry Study - Full factorial in circles and central
composite in squares
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Full Factorial Central Composite
(1,500)
(5,500)
(1,7300) (3, 300)(3,3500)
(51,300) (3500)
(1700) (3, 700)(17700) (1.5858,359)
(1.5858, 641)
(4.4142,359)
(4.4142, 641)
9.5.3 Bayesian Design using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
The original Bayesian Design algorithm was only applied to the second study, for the estimation
of parameter p. Three designs were tested with one, two, and four design points. The algorithm from
Section 5.4 was used for each scenario. The optimization step was the same as the posterior statistics
and is discussed below. For every design x being evaluated, between 128 and 1024 datasets were
simulated, and for every dataset d1, Markov Chain Monte Carlo with adaptive Metropolis sampling
was used for Bayesian parameter estimation. Delayed rejection was not used here because the
posterior parameter spaces were easy to sample, so the additional expense of the delayed rejection
was unnecessary.
The utility metric used was posterior entropy of p. This was calculated by taking the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo samples from the joint posterior parameter density and keeping only the samples
of parameter p. Then a Gaussian kernel density estimator (Matlab function ksdensity ) was applied
to approximate the marginal posterior density fPID (pid). The utility function is given by:
00
# (dj) = h (PID) J fPID (pidj) log [fPID (pldj)] dp (9-4)
The objective function for each design was the expected utility over all datasets:
<I= #(d) (9.5)
9.5.4 Bayesian Design of Experiments
For each study, the Bayesian approach was used to select designs with between one and six
design points. This serves to show the marginal gain in information for each experiment. The
appropriate objective function was evaluated using the Prior Sampling Formulation. For problems
of this size, it was found to be faster than Markov Chain Monte Carlo for the same degree of
accuracy.
9.5.5 Optimization
For this problem, both the implicit filter algorithm and a genetic algorithm were employed
while using a greedy strategy. All optimization problems were limited to four dimensions, or
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two-experiments. So for the five-experiment design was created by running a two-experiment
optimization problem and including the optimal three-experiment design. This provided a small
measure of redundancy, because it can be compared to the four-experiment design. Nevertheless,
all the results are only lower bounds of the global maximum.
9.6 Results
9.6.1 Estimating All Model Parameters
The results of the study are shown in Table 9.2. All the selected experiments lie at low temper-
ature and early times or high temperature and later times, with a greater emphasis on the latter.
From our analysis of the prior information, we can see that these experiments likely reveal the most
information about the kinetic parameters. The high temperature experiments are repeated more
because they observations are obscured to a greater degree by the observation uncertainty.
Figure 9-10 shows the gain in parameter information, measured by Kullback-Leibler Divergence,
for each Bayesian designed experimental study compared with the classical designs.
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9.6.2 Parameter p
In this study we were only concerned with estimating the parameter p. As in the previous
study, designs with one to six experiments were constructed. All the designs were similar with
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Table 9.2: Bayesian optimal designs for estimating all parameters, also showing the information
metric expected Kullback-Leibler Divergence between posterior to prior entropy - absolute and per
experiment
Design Points (time,Temp) I ED [DKL (fO|Y f)] per Expt
Bayesian designs
(1.9,300)
(1.4,300)
(5,700)
(1.2,300)
(4.3, 700)
(4.9, 700)
(1.2, 300)
(1.9,300)
(4.6, 700)
(4.8, 700)
(1.3,300)
(1.3,300)
(3.7, 700)
(4.8, 700)
(4.9,700)
(1.3,300)
(1.6,300)
(3.8, 700)
(4.0, 700)
(4.8, 700)
(4.9, 700)
2.81
4.03
4.55
4.96
5.25
5.52
2.81
2.01
1.52
1.24
1.05
0.92
Classical designs
Full Factorial 4.87 1.22
Central Composite 5.86 0.65
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experiemnts at the highest temperature, 700 K, and times ranging from 3 s to 5 s. Again, looking
at the analysis of prior information in Section 9.4 gives some intuition for why these experiments
were selected. The model outputs and data predictions are most sensitive to parameter p at high
temperatures and later times. However, if experiments were only run at late times, there would be
no information gained about the kinetics or initial conditions. Therefore when multiple experiments
are run, the times are spread out.
Figure 9-11 shows the gain in information for each Bayesian designed experimental study com-
pared with the classical designs. Note that when one particular region of the design space is clearly
Figure 9-11: Comparison of
x x
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Classical (circles) and Bayesian (x's) Designs For Estimating p
more informative than the rest, the Bayesian approach is superior to the Classical approach, with
only half the number of experiments required for the same expected information gain.
Insight from Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Representative results from an individual chain from the two-experiment design serve to illus-
trate the advantage of a Bayesian design. The posterior parameter densities for the four uncertain
parameters are shown in Figure 9-12 for a two-experiment Bayesian Design.
Interesting features are that no matter what experiments are done, the uncertainty in activation
energy is not reduced. It doesn't make sense to run experiments at different temperatures because
we are not interested in reducing the uncertainty about activation energy.
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Figure 9-12: Representative Prior and Posterior Marginal Parameter Densities - Bayesian Design
9.6.3 Kinetic Parameters A and #3
The results of the third study are shown in Table 9.3. For this example, the times were restricted
to multiples of 0.25 s, which is why only rounded numbers appear. The designs here are similar to
the designs for estimating all parameters, but the lower temperature/ earlier time experiments are
more important.
Figure 9-13 shows the gain in information for each Bayesian designed experimental study com-
pared with the classical designs. A decreasing in Expected Kullback-Leibler Divergence is not
possible, due to the Gibbs Inequality, so the decrease between the five- and six-experiment designs
is likely due to the optimization algorithm finding a local minimum instead of the global minimum.
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9.6.4 Initial Condition AO
The final study is the least intuitive. It would make sense that all the experiments should be
at the earliest times and lowest temperatures, because this is the closest possible approximation
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Table 9.3: Bayesian optimal designs for estimating A and 3a, also showing the information met-
ric expected Kullback-Leibler Divergence between posterior to prior entropy - absolute and per
experiment
Design Points (time,Temp) ED DKL (f6|y f per Expt
Bayesian designs
(1,300) 1.03 1.03
(1,300) 1.27 0.64(5, 700)
(1,300)
(1,300) 1.48 0.49
(5, 700)
(1,300)
(1,300) 1.56 0.39(1,300)
(5, 700)
(1,300)
(1,300)
(1.5, 300) 1.67 0.31
(5, 700)
(5, 700)
(1,300)
(1, 300)
(1, 300) 1.83 0.30(1.5, 300)
(5, 700)
(5, 700)
Classical designs
Full Factorial 1.41 0.35
Central Composite 1.42 0.16
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of the initial conditions. Unfortunately, it is not possible to take measurements immediately after
starting the experiment, as the design space is limited to times above 1 s. Instead, all the points
are at the latest time and highest temperature. Again this can be explained by the sensitivities
of the model outputs and data predictions to the parameter A0 . At earlier times, there is much
higher uncertainty caused by the other parameters, which prevents good inference on A0 .
Figure 9-14 shows the gain in information for each Bayesian designed experimental study com-
pared with the classical designs. As before, when only one region of the design space is useful, the
Classical approach is very inefficient.
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Figure 9-14: Comparison of Classical (circles) and Bayesian (x's) Designs for Estimating Ao
9.7 Conclusion and Discussion
The Bayesian Design gives a much better expected gain in information per experiment. This
does not mean that the results of the Bayesian designed experiments will be better, just that the
expected result given all our prior knowledge is better.
One useful feature of this simple system is the recognizable connection between the results and
the prior information and models. Every one of the results from the four studies can be connected
to the dynamics of the system model. In particular, the first study - a combined estimate of all
parameters, is a mixture of the following three studies. Estimating the kinetic parameters required
experiments at early times/ low temperatures and late times/ high temperatures at a 2:1 ratio,
while the other two studies only required late times/ high temperatures. The combined parameters
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study attempts to balance information gain for the four parameters.
Although the results of the Bayesian approach can be explained from knowledge of the system,
it is quite difficult to compose a design relying solely on intuition. As seen in the fourth study to
estimate AO, this can lead to very incorrect results. The Bayesian Design of Experiments algorithm
allows the designer to use modeling for a quantitative assessment of information gain, instead of
relying on intuition.
The comparison with Classical Designs highlights some interesting properties of the Bayesian
Designs. Because there are several competing objectives in this study, the best design is spread
across the design space. This is similar to the strategy employed by the two Classical Designs.
In fact the Classical Designs are quite competitive with the Bayesian Designs. When the study
goals are more specific, with only one or two parameters being estimated, the Bayesian Designs are
superior. The same information gain was achieved using half the experiments.
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Chapter 10
Study 3: Biomass-to-Liquids Process
The third major case study is an analysis of a Biomass-to-Liquids process. This demonstrates
the feasibility of the Bayesian approach to design of experiments to relatively large and complex
chemical engineering process simulations. It also showcases the importance of predicting the in-
formation gain from experiments and how this allows the experimenter to budget the appropriate
number of experiments.
This study was also carried out with an industrial partner, Eni S.p.A. The goal was to de-
sign experiments for a pilot-scale Biomass-to-Liquids plant. The model was created in a process
simulator which was treated as a black box model.
The first analysis done on the Fisher-Tropsch flowsheet was an uncertainty analysis. For this
exercise, four parameters were given prior uncertainties and the output uncertainty was quantified.
The second exercise was a design of experiments using additional inputs, treating four as design
variables and five as an uncertain parameters.
10.1 The Biomass-to-Liquids Process
The goal of this process is to make usable fuel from biomass, i.e. wood chips, municipal solid
waste, or algae. The biomass is gasified to produce hydrogen and carbon monoxide, which are then
converted longer hydrocarbon chains using the Fischer-Tropsch process [20].
A large simulation effort has produced a life-cycle analysis model of the Biomass-to-Liquids
process. This spans the upstream activities of gathering and preparing the biomass and downstream
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activities of gasification, processing, Fischer-Tropsch, and separation into various fuel grades.
10.1.1 Process Simulations
The Bayesian approach to design of experiments was applied to the Fischer-Tropsch and sep-
arations sections of the Biomass-to-Liquids process. The two sections were modeled using the
CheOpe, the proprietary process simulation software used by Eni. The software is very similar to
ASPEN Plus and PRO/Il process simulators. CheOpe is used to simulate steady-state processes
by computing mass and energy balances. It follows the sequential modeling paradigm, as opposed
to the equation oriented modeling paradigm. This means that each unit operation is computed
sequentially, depending only on its state and feed. An important disadvantage of this type of soft-
ware is that the equations that describe each unit are not accessible to the user. Due to the nature
of sequential modeling software, process models are treated here as black boxes. This dictates the
types of methods that can be used to analyze or optimize the models.
To avoid the difficulty of learning the CheOpe software, which was written in Italian, a software
interface was written in Excel. This connects the Bayesian design algorithm running Matlab with
the process simulation running in CheOpe. Again, the important detail is only the inputs and
outputs from CheOpe are required. Many Windows-based softwares such as ASPEN Plus can also
be linked to Matlab in the same fashion.
10.2 Fischer-Tropsch Flowsheet
The flowsheet of the Fischer-Tropsch process and downstream separations units is shown in
Figure 10-1.
The flowsheet has a detailed simulation of the Fischer-Tropsch reactions with a proprietary
catalyst and then a series of separations units. The flowsheet has dozens of units and streams
and includes a recycle loop, so the input-output relationships are quite nonlinear. However, there
are no discontinuities in the outputs over the given ranges of inputs. The CheOpe simulation was
designed as a black-box system and the underlying equations were not available.
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Figure 10-1: Flowsheet of the Fischer-Tropsch process and product separations
10.2.1 Inputs and Outputs
A total of nine flowsheet inputs were varied. They included temperatures, stream compositions,
recycle ratios, and properties of the Fischer-Tropsch reactions. In order to carry out a design of
experiments, different scenarios were presented, changing which inputs were treated as uncertain
parameters and which were treated as controllable system properties.
A multitude of outputs were available from CheOpe simulations. These included unit and
stream properties, as well as economic indicators. For these examples, the observable outputs were
the flowrates of the product streams, two economic indicators, and composition of the gas product.
" Product Stream Volumetric Flowrates
- Gases (Stream 19)
- Diesel fuel (Stream 40)
- Waxes (Stream 52)
" Gas Product Properties
- Mass fraction of H 2
- Mass fraction of C02
- Mass fraction of CH4
" Earnings from fuel production
" Earnings from electricity production
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10.3 Uncertainty Analysis with Polynomial Chaos Expansions
10.3.1 Prior Parameter Knowledge
The prior knowledge of the parameters was described in terms of a mean and upper and lower
bounds. The parameters are referenced by the equation number in the CheOpe simulation:
" Parameter 1: (Eqn 2) Temperature of Unit D303
Domain is [90, 110] *C. Mean is 100 *C.
" Parameter 2: (Eqn 3) Temperature of Unit D304
Domain is [45, 65]'C. Mean is 55*C.
" Parameter 3: (Eqn 9) H2/C0 2 ratio (molar) in Stream 4 as controlled by a makeup stream
of Hydrogen
Domain is [1.85,2.1]. Mean is 2, which is dimensionless.
" Parameter 4: (Eqn 4) Gas recycle ratio (volumetric) in Streams 24 and 4, the parameter is
the negative of the actual recycle ratio
Domain is [-1, -0.11. Mean is -0.75, which is dimensionless.
From this data, a prior probability density function was be created for each parameter. The
principle of maximum entropy was used. The first two parameters have uniform distributions, while
the second two have truncated exponential distributions. The densities are shown in Figure 10-2.
10.3.2 Outputs to Analyze
The model outputs of interest were a two economic metrics and three product flowrates.
" Production Earnings
" Electrical Earnings
" The flowrates of the product streams: 19, 40, 52
10.3.3 Uncertainty Quantification Results
Uncertainty Quantification was completed with Monte Carlo and Polynomial Chaos Expansions.
2500 Monte Carlo samples were taken. These samples were then used to solve for the coefficients of
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a 10th order Polynomial Chaos Expansion with 291 terms. The coefficients were computed using
the Collocation Method with Monte Carlo. Not all the interaction terms were included - those
with small coefficients were dropped. Samples for which the model did not converge were not used
but were replaced with feasible new collocation points and solutions.
The results for each of the economic metrics are shown in Figure 10-3 product streams are
shown in Figure 10-4.
With enough terms, the Polynomial Chaos Expansions can accurately describe the uncertainty
in the model outputs, even though the model is highly nonlinear and the input uncertainties are
non-Gaussian.
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Figure 10-3: Economic uncertainties due to parametric uncertainty as quantified by Monte Carlo
(bars) and Polynomial Chaos Expansions (-)
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quantified by Monte Carlo (bars) and Polynomial Chaos Expansions (-)
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10.4 Design of Experiments
The second exercise using the Fisher-Tropsch flowsheet was a design of experiments. Future
studies are currently being planned to estimate parameters of interest, using different catalysts and
process settings. This exercise demonstrated the benefits of Bayesian Design of Experiments for
such a study.
The details for the experimental study were different from the uncertainty quantification prob-
lem. The same four inputs were used as design variables instead of uncertain parameters: the
Temperatures of two flash units in the separations process (Flash D303 and Flash D304), the feed
ratio of H2 : CO and the gas recycle ratio. These all had bounds on them from operational limits
as described in Section 10.3, which defined the design space.
In addition to the four design variables, five additional inputs were treated as uncertain pa-
rameters. They included a process temperature, catalyst selectivities, the mass fraction of olefins
in the products, and a parameter related to the distribution of products. All were given uniform
distributions, as with the uncertain temperatures in Section 10.3.
10.4.1 Observation Model
From the many outputs of the model, we chose the flowrates of three product streams to be our
observable variables. These were the gas, diesel, and wax streams. In addition, the major compo-
nents in the gas product stream could be observed. The observation uncertainty was proportional
to the predicted flowrate Z and is normally distributed as e - N (0, 0.052f) kgh 1 . This means
that a stream with higher flowrate had higher uncertainty as well.
10.4.2 Polynomial Chaos Expansion Based Surrogate Model
The entire flowsheet takes between 20 ~ 90 seconds to converge, based on the input values
and the starting guess. It would be infeasible to do the required number of flowsheet runs in an
appropriate time frame. Therefore Polynomial Chaos Expansion based surrogate models were used
to approximate the flowsheet outputs. The process is exactly the same as uncertainty quantification,
except that design variables are modeled as Uniform Random Variables. Using a Uniform Basis
Random Variable, the input is simply a first order Polynomial Chaos Expansion. The outputs
are approximated using nine-dimensional Polynomial Chaos Expansions. Each surrogate model
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was 10 th order, with only a subset of possible interaction terms included. Each Polynomial Chaos
Expansion used 981 terms. As discussed in Chapter 3, the final order was determined by comparing
a sequence of surrogate models with increasing order, until convergence was reached.
Figure 10-5 shows the convergence of the surrogate models for Stream 19 flowrate. The 1 0 th-
order Polynomial Chaos Expansion was deemed to be converged. Note the difference from Figure 10-
4a is due to different uncertain parameters.
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Figure 10-5: Convergence of the Polynomial Chaos Expansion used as a surrogate model for Stream
19 flowrate of the Fisher-Tropsch model
Although surrogate models were constructed for many outputs, it was decided to only observe
three outputs in order to simplify the problem. The selected outputs were: the flowrate of Stream
19, and the H2 and C02 mass fractions in Stream 19.
10.4.3 Experimental Study
The goal of the study is to provide the best estimates of the five uncertain parameters. The
utility function used is the Kullback-Leibler divergence from the joint posterior parameter density
to the joint prior parameter density. This was computed using the Prior Sampling Formulation
because the joint densities are five-dimensional.
Because each design point is four-dimensional, it is difficult to perform the comprehensive
analysis of prior knowledge used in Chapter 9. However, some physical intuition is available from
the flowsheet. Both flash units affect the split between the gas and diesel products. Flash D303 is
the first in line with the light components going to Flash D304 and the heavy components going to
the diesel. Flash D304 sends the heavy components to diesel product and the light components to
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gas products and recycle. The recycle stream is mixed with the feed in order to improve the process
yield. This means that higher recycle will increase the flowrates through all internal streams and
increase the conversion of H 2 and C02. Each of the design variables can impact the flowrate and
composition of Stream 19, however the impact on design of experiments is difficult to assess.
10.4.4 Classical Designs
Full factorial and central composite Classical Designs were used for comparison. There are
many variations on these designs which might have been chosen by an expert, however, these were
chosen as representative designs. With three design variables, the full factorial consists of eight
design points and the central composite requires 15. The spread of design points is very similar
to those in Figure 9-9 but are in three dimensions. The full factorial covers all the vertices of the
design space, while the central composite has points on the inscribed sphere.
10.4.5 Bayesian Designs
Bayesian Designs were constructed using up to 14 experiments. Since three data points are
observed for each experiments, this is up to 42 observations of the system. The prior sampling
formulation was used on the Polynomial Chaos Expansion surrogate model following the algorithm
from Section 6.4.1. Because of the four-dimensional design space, a greedy optimization strategy
was used, with each successive N + 1-experiment design using the previous N-experiments. This
means that each optimization was only over four dimensions.
10.5 Results
The results from Bayesian Design of Experiments are shown in Table 10.1. Because a greedy
optimization strategy was used, only the newest experiment is shown for each sucessive design.
Figure 10-6 shows the gain in information for each Bayesian designed experimental study com-
pared with the classical designs.
In this study, the Full Factorial Classical Design is nearly as effective as the Bayesian approach.
This is because all of the optimal experiments are at vertices of the design space. However, the
Bayesian Design repeats a small number of vertices and shows a small improvement over the
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Table 10.1: Bayesian optimal designs for parameter estimation, also showing the information metric
expected Kullback-Leibler Divergence between posterior to prior entropy
Number of Experiments Additional Design Point
(Temp D303, Temp D304, Feed Ratio, Gas Recycle Ratio) ED [0_
Bayesian designs
1 (110, 65, 2.1, 0.1)
(90, 65, 1.85, 1)
(90, 65,2.1,0.1)
(110,45, 2.1,0.1)
(90,45, 1.85, 0.1)
(90,65,1.85, 1)
(110, 65, 2.1, 0.1)
(90, 65, 2.1, 0.1)
(90,65, 1.85, 1)
(90, 45, 1.85, 0.1)
(90, 65, 2.1, 0.1)
(110, 65,2.1, 0.1)
(90, 45, 1.85,0.1)
(110, 45, 2.1, 0.1)
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Classical designs
Full Factorial 4.77
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Figure 10-6: Comparison of Classical (circles) and Bayesian (x's) Designs for estimating the uncer-
tain parameters)
Classical Design. Interestingly, the Central Composite design, which has more experiments, fares
worse than the Full Factorial. This is because none of its experiments are at vertices.
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10.6 Conclusion and Discussion
At first glance, there does not appear to be a large benefit from applying Bayesian Designs to
this flowsheet. The Full Factorial Design is able to provide nearly the same expected information
gain. Remember though, that this comparison is not realistic because it uses Bayesian methods for
both the Bayesian and Classical Designs. In practice, this analysis would be used to identify the
best Bayesian Designs - the sequence of x's in Figure 10-6, while a Classical Design would provide
no prediction of information gain at all. This highlights two advantages to Bayesian Design of Ex-
periments. First, this approach provides better performance than Classical Design of Experiments.
Second, by incorporating all the knowledge of the process and uncertainties the Bayesian approach
is able to predict the value of future experiments. This is invaluable when budgeting time and
resources for an experimental study because it allows the designer to determine the best stopping
point of a study - when future experiments will not yield enough information to be worth their
cost.
The Fischer-Tropsch process represents a highly nonlinear and complex system that is typical
of Chemical Engineering models. This study shows that the Bayesian approach can be effectively
applied to these moels QA gista insight intoh i-experimental procs tbt cnnot ba gnraA iiduing
other Design of Experiments approaches.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions
The central theme of this work is that all the available knowledge should be used to make design
decisions. This includes the creation of system and observation models and just as importantly
an understanding of how valid the model predictions are. The modeling aspect has been a part of
chemical engineering for decades. Models are used for designing and improving processes, studying
economics, and even comparing technologies. What is missing from most current design work -
especially for design of experiments - is a rigorous treatment of the uncerbaintis that influee te
design choices. This is a problem because design and investment decisions are naturally made by
considering uncertainties.
11.1 A Focus on Uncertainty
This thesis reformulates the design of experiments as a problem of quantifying and managing
uncertainties. The uncertainty focus changes many facets of the problem, including the way it
is posed. The tangible result of experiments is the collection of data, but the true purpose of
experiments is to improve predictive power in order to make some decisions. In the Bayesian
approach, this can be made explicit using the decision theory framework.
In order to take advantage of the decision theory framework certain modeling tools are required:
a model of the system, a model of the observations taken from the system, and an understanding
of the sources of uncertainty that impact the system. Computational methods are required to
characterize the uncertainties (probability and information theory), analyze their impacts (uncer-
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tainty quantification), and incorporate new information (parameter estimation). Every one of these
methods must be able to deal with nonlinear models and complex descriptions of uncertainty, so
Bayesian methods for every step.
Finally, the models and the methods are integrated within the decision theory framework to
determine the experiments that will reduce the important uncertainties. This requires the ideas of
utility and risk, as well as optimization methods.
11.2 Case Studies
The benefits of the uncertainty-focused approach were demonstrated on three systems: an air
mill classifier, a series of chemical reactions, and a process simulation of a biomass-to-liquids plant.
Each of these case studies highlights different advantages of the Bayesian Design of Experiments
approach.
The first case was carried out with the help of an industrial partner, which allowed a direct
comparison between the proposed methods and current industrial practice. In addition to the tech-
nical comparison, an economic and logistical analysis revealed the benefits of reducing the number
of experiments. Both the time invested and money spent were drastically reduced, while achieving
the same end goal of predicting system performance. This is a reflection of how conservative the
current industry approaches are, as well as the improved efficiency of the model based approach.
The second case illustrated the impact and importance of designing experiments with a clear,
quantifiable goal. Several studies were designed for a system with sequential chemical reactions.
Each study had a different objective, such as estimating kinetic constants, initial conditions, or
other reaction properties. Therefore the experimental designs for each study were different, each
tailored to its specific objective. This is in direct contrast to the classical approach to design of
experiments, in which the objective does not impact the design at all.
Finally, the third case study was a design of experiments on a process simulation. This show-
cased the use of Polynomial Chaos Expansions to characterize the uncertainty in a system. This
method is ideally suited for chemical engineering applications since they are very efficient - requir-
ing many orders of magnitude fewer model evaluations than standard Monte Carlo methods, and
can also be applied to black box, nonlinear systems. This is important because many chemical
engineering models are built in process simulators or other legacy codes that are not written to
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permit uncertainty analysis. The methods used in this study demonstrate the feasibility and effec-
tiveness of Bayesian Design of Experiments for a wide range of chemical engineering models. An
additional benefit over classical designs is the ability to estimate the information gain from future
experiments. This allows the designer to budget the appropriate number of experiments to achieve
the study goals.
11.3 Using Appropriate Methods
Design work relies on the modeling of systems and any related uncertainties. It is important
to balance the level of detail used in all aspects of the design process. It does not make sense to
create highly detailed system models for a process that is not well understood. The uncertainties
will far outweigh the predictive abilities of the model. In the same vein, it does not make sense to
apply complicated design methods to all models.
All model bs desg of expe rmnts a hesassume that the -rldnA models are correcnt.
Distinctive features of the Bayesian Design approach are: a strong dependence on the models and
utility functions and a large gain in information for a small number of experiments with quickly
diminishing returns. The study in Chapter 9 especially illustrates the advantages over the Classical
Approach, with large information gains from certain experiments and no information gain from
others. This indicates that the design is highly customized and effective, however, it is quite
unclear how useful the design will be if the system behavior is different than the system model.
This does not mean that the model based design of experiments are not useful or too risky. It is
a caution that the appropriate levels of modeling detail must be employed with the appropriate
treatment of uncertainty.
The Bayesian Design of Experiments is meant for systems that are well understood and also have
a clear study purpose. For this combination of circumstances, reliable (but uncertain) models can
be created and a descriptive utility function can be chosen. On systems with large uncertainties
and little understanding of the underlying driving forces, it is not appropriate to create highly
detailed models and use the Bayesian approach.
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11.4 Advantages of Bayesian Designs
The rigorous treatment of uncertainty requires additional modeling and computational efforts,
but yields additional benefits. Although the idea of risk informed decision making was not fully
developed in this thesis, the point was made that real world decisions are made based on conse-
quences, uncertainties, and risk. Using this framework allows this assessment to be made naturally
and the benefit is not just the quantifiable increase in information gain, but also the improved
ability to make decisions.
Focusing the entire process around uncertainty exposes the weaknesses in the other approaches
to design of experiments. The assumptions taken by the Classical and Optimal Design approaches
are unable to treat complex uncertainties. They deal only with point estimates of parameters,
Gaussian observation uncertainties, and linear models. This is akin to making decisions based on
assumptions instead of analysis. The Bayesian approach incorporates all the available knowledge,
allowing decisions to be made using a complete assessment of uncertainties and risk.
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Chapter 12
Thesis Contributions
This thesis provides a framing of design of experiments that is substantially different than the
current approaches used within the chemical engineering community. The focus is on uncertainty
and decision making rather than optimization and classical statistics. This perspective follows from
the realization that the primary role of engineering experiments is not only gaining knowledge but
to gather the necessary information to make an informed design decision. By properly dealing with
unetany B s Dio perimts gives a cilaer picture of the impurtanit factors that
affect the system and how experiments will impact future decisions.
12.1 Synthesis of Methods
The main contribution is the synthesis and demonstration of the ideas and methodology for
model based design of experiments. In particular, the Bayesian perspective of representing uncer-
tainty with probability theory is commonly used in chemical engineering, but is not well understood.
For this reason, most design work uses classical statistics and Bayesian methods are uncommon.
This thesis has integrated a large number of Bayesian ideas and methods into the decision the-
ory framework and applied them to the design of experiments problem. These include: Bayesian
probabilistic modeling of uncertainty, use of prior knowledge, use of non-Gaussian distributions
and corresponding Information Theory metrics, Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods, and Polyno-
mial Chaos Expansions. Many of these techniques have not previously been applied to the design
of experiments. In particular, the use of Polynomial Chaos Expansions to efficiently characterize
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the uncertainty of systems across the entire design space enables the practical application of the
Bayesian approach to a much wider range of models. This has been used for parameter inference
but not the design of experiments.
The novel methods used in this thesis are extensions of the work by Ryan [711, which are
designated as prior sampling formulation of information metrics used for design of experiments.
These are only applicable to design of experiments because they take expected values over data
predictive densities, which only occurs when simulation experiments. The paper by Ryan proposed
the first such formulation for the case of D-optimal Bayesian design of experiments. This work has
modified the method for optimal estimation of a subset of parameters, as well as a novel approach
to Bayesian model discrimination.
12.2 Demonstration
The second contribution of this thesis is the application of the above methodology to Chemical
Engineering systems including: chemical kinetics models, a mechanical separations unit, and a
process flowsheet. Literature searches reveal many attempts to apply a Bayesian approach to
chemical engineering systems [29, 28, 62, 63, 14, 15, 60, 611. However, these invariably make
approximations to simplify the system and reduce the computational burden. The models used in
this thesis they exhibit highly nonlinear responses and utilize non-Gaussian distributions. These
are proof-of-concept demonstrations which show that the methods can easily be extended for larger
and more complex models. The demonstration of the Bayesian approach to design of experiments
had not previously been demonstrated on systems of this level complexity.
By applying these methods to practical chemical engineering systems the benefits of the Bayesian
Design of Experiments approach over the commonly used Classical Designs approach are clearly
established.
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Chapter 13
Directions for Future Work
13.1 Sensitivity of Results
Each of the studies in this thesis assumed that the inputs to the Bayesian Design of Experiments
algorithm are well defined. "Inputs" refers to the priors knowledge, system models, observation
models, utility functions, and risk metrics. Once these components are defined, the Bayesian
approach will objectively determine the best experiments. However, the modeling of these com-
ponents has considerable room for interpretation. Many system models can be proposed using
different levels of sophistication or different physical understanding of the same system. Prior pa-
rameter knowledge can be quite subjective depending on interpretation of the available data. Very
little is known about observation models and little effort has been made to study them. Utility
functions and risk metrics must be correctly tailored to the purpose of the study. Many choices
must be made in formulating the design of experiments problem. Perhaps the largest barrier to the
adoption of Bayesian methods is the subjectivity of these and the unknown impact these choices
have on the results.
There are many interesting opportunities in examining the effects of changing the inputs on the
resulting optimal experimental design. Unfortunately, the sensitivity to changes in the mathemati-
cal modeling of the inputs will have to be evaluated for each study. A robust and consistent method
to compute the sensitivity of the results to the subjective inputs is necessary for two reasons. First
of all, such a method would allow an assessment of how accurately the inputs must be described.
Also, this analysis could help understand the impact of designing experiments using an incorrect
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model.
13.2 Risk Informed Decision Making
The only risk metric used in this work was the expected utility. Given that the utility function
and risk metric have a large impact on the result, more work should be done to formulate metrics
that accurately represent the goals of the study. The current metric assumes that the designer
is interested in the best expected result. However there may be other constraints that make the
problem more interesting such as ensuring the probability of obtaining high value results is greater
than a threshold.
Incorporating these types of constraints into the risk metric is critical in the context of designing
experiments for making project decisions. Large scale projects are often carried out in a stage-gate
iterative process, illustrated in Figure 13-1. Research and development is carried out in each stage,
and the project must meet certain criteria before passing the next gate.
Stage - Gate Process
Go/ No-Go Go/ No-Go Go/ No-Go
Screen Screen Screen
Investigate Develop Develop Launch
I Options
Modified from: MIT OCW
Ist 2nd STAGE 3rd nth
Figure 13-1: The Stage-Gate model for decision making in large projects
In these situations, the success of an experiment is not measured in information gained but in
the ability to advance the gate decision process. The risk metric should be formulated to ensure
a high probability of useful results. To give a simple example, say that we are interested in a new
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technology and are currently in the research phase - Stage 2. The Gate 2 decision will be based
on the economic analysis of Net Present Value (NPV). If the NPV is greater than V, the project
will move to Stage 3, otherwise it will be dropped. With uncertain conditions however, this criteria
becomes difficult to assess. Clearly, if NPV >> Vo or NPV << V, the decision will be easier to
make than if NPV ~ V.
For this decision, a utility function based on information gain about the net present value does
not accurately capture the purpose of this experiment. A better solution is to base the utility on
the discrepancy D,il between the model predictions of Net Present Value and V, ie:
NPV -V
V
(13.1)
and the risk metric is maximize the minimum Datig over all possible datasets (a common robust
optimization metric [6]). Each experimental design will be judged on its expected ability to allow
a comparison of NPV to Vo. This is illustrated by showing the results for two simulated datasets
in Figure 13-2.
2 -1 0 1
NPV
(a) Less Useful Dataset
Figure 13-2: Illustrating utility and risk metrics
decisions, where the target value is V = 0
0.1
-2 -1 0 1
NPV
(b) Very Useful Dataset
Z J
of two datasets for making Stage-Gate project
Figure 13-2a shows results from a dataset that reduces parametric uncertainty such that the
uncertain NPV values are clustered around V. Even with this additional information it is difficult
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to determine whether the project will meet the required threshold value. An information gain
utility would be high, but the discrepancy utility is low. Figure 13-2b shows results from another
dataset in which the parametric uncertainty results in a bi-modal NPV distribution. Neither mode
is near V, indicating that if this dataset were observed the Gate 2 decision would be relatively easy
to make. In this case the discrepancy utility would be high.
Finally, the risk metric is applied. A robust risk metric would select an experiment that can
guarantee a minimum improvement in decision making ability. There are obvious problems with
these choices in utility function and risk metric. The utility function does not reward information
gain, and the robust risk metric is often too conservative. A more appropriate utility might be
multi-objective - assessing both discrepancy and information gain simultaneously.
Developing appropriate utility functions and risk metrics is an active research topic that will
greatly benefit any design work using the decision theory framework. Use of these functions will
allow design work to be reframed as a risk informed investment decision.
13.3 Direct Comparison to Other Model Based Approaches
This has been compared with the Classical Design approach but not Optimal Design approach.
The advantages of the Bayesian approach compared with Optimal Designs were discussed but not
demonstrated. We do know that the Optimal Design approach is a subset of the Bayesian approach,
when the correct assumptions are applied and prior knowledge is minimized. Because the Bayesian
approach is more general, the expected information gain must also be greater than or equal to
that of Optimal Designs. Quantifying this on a chemical engineering problem would be valuable
motivation for the use of Bayesian Designs.
13.4 Better Optimization Methods
There were two drawbacks to the optimization tools used in this thesis: inefficiency and a lack
of global optimum guarantees. Genetic algorithms in particular are very inefficient and the global
optimum issue has been discussed in Section 2.5. The Implicit Filter algorithm was found to work
well when the objective function was computed accurately, however when larger and more complex
systems are used, the signal-to-noise ratio in the objective function will decrease. Other methods
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have been developed to deal with these types of optimization problems by gradient approximation
from noisy data. The idea is that the gradient will be highly uncertain and so multiple objective
function evaluations are needed form an approximate gradient. Perhaps the most promising are
works by Spall [74] and Kraft [80, 79].
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Appendix A
Probability, Statistics, and Estimation
A.1 Full Definition of Random Variables
A Real-valued Random Variable X (w) describes a set of outcomes and the probability of each
one occurring. Outcomes are the smallest distinguishable results of a random occurrence and are
unique and mutually exclusive, while events are collections of outcomes. Here we are interested
only in continuous, real-valued Random Variables which have outcomes that can be related to
real-valued numbers in R. X (w) is defined by a probability space (Q, E, P), where
o Q is the outcome space - the set of all possible outcomes W of the Random Variable
o E is the sigma algebra - the set of all the events of interest
o P is the probability measure - the function which assigns a real valued probability to every
possible event.
For a continuous, real-valued Random Variable the outcome space contains an infinite number of
outcomes, and each one can be uniquely mapped to a value in R. In this way, the abstract notion
of outcomes can be associated with comparable quantities. The dependence on w is an indicator
that the value x of the Random Variable depends on the outcome that occurs. Here the probability
spaces will be distinguished by subscripts on the outcome space, while the sigma algebra and
probability measures should be obvious by association.
Example 24: Measurement of Weight - Events and Probability Distribution
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Functions
Say we wish to estimate the weight of a rock so we place it on a scale. Due to natural fluctua-
tions in the environment and our scale, the observed weight will vary by a small amount. These
varying observations can be modeled with a Random Variable W (ww). The outcomes and events
associated with each measurement need to be defined carefully so that the values are physically
intuitive.
We define W (ww) so that it describes the probability of measuring particular values of weight.
The outcomes are that the measurement, W (ww) = w for 0kg < w < ookg. The events are
collections of outcomes such as {w : W (ww) < w}. We will call this particular type of event
intrinsic. Each value has a corresponding intrinsic event. We can then assign a probability
to each intrinsic event/value. The first is easy: measuring W < 0kg is impossible so it has
probability P (W (ww) < 0 kg) = 0. Also, the probability that the weight is less than ookg is
P (W (ww) < ookg) = 1. The rest of the P vs W (ww) curve is the interesting part. The only
restrictions are that it starts at 0, ends at 1, and is monotonic. This is called the cumulative
distribution function of the Random Variable.
Fw (w) = P (W (ww) < w) (A.1)
The cumulative distribution function describes the relationship between outcomes, intrinsic events,
values, and probability. The probability density function is another way of describing the probability
space. It is derived from the cumulative distribution function and is only defined for continuous
Random Variables.
fw (w) =dF (w) (A.2)dw
The probability density is not an absolute measurement of probability; it is relative. In fact, there
is no absolute measurement because all individual outcomes have zero probability. For continuous
Random Variables, it only makes sense to talk about relative probability of outcomes calculated
as ratios of the probability density functions, or the probability of events. In addition to intrinsic
events such as {ww : W (ww) < 1 kg} we are sometimes interested in derived events which are
derived from intrinsic events: {ow : 1 kg < W (ww) < 2 kg}. This intrinsic vs derived convention
is not a universal terminology, but is used here to simplify the concepts of outcomes and events.
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A.2 Important Details about Probability Theory
A.2.1 Functionals of Random Variables
A functional of a Random Variable is also a Random Variable, with extra context. Say that you
wish to sell the rock from Example 24. A very simple model could be: m = $o where w is the
weight and m is the sale price. Since the weight is uncertain, the price is also uncertain. Therefore
the price can be represented with a Random Variable as M (WM) = $ W (ww). However, M (wM)
can also be thought of as M (ww), because every outcome in QM can be mapped back to an
outcome in Qw. We say that W (ww) is the underlying probability space of M (ww). When a
Random Variable has a known underlying probability space, we will show that dependency with
the argument of the Random Variable.
A.2.2 Representation of Probability
In this tutorial we use two approaches for manipulating and presenting an uncertain quantity.
The first is a direct representation, in which an uncertain quantity is represented by a Random
Variable. The other is indirect representation, in which the uncertain quantity is expressed in terms
of the Random Variable's value. For example, direct representations are are Random Variables or
functionals of Random Variables. Examples of indirect representations are the probability density
function or cumulative distribution function. Direct representation enables underlying probability
spaces to be explicitly shown, and also allows different kinds of mathematical manipulations of
uncertain quantities. For example, integration over a probability space is conceptually easier with
indirect representation, whereas nonlinear transformations of a probability space are easier with
direct representation.
A.2.3 Uncertain and Stochastic Quantities
One distinction that is important to make is stochastic versus uncertain quantities. Stochastic
refers to a quantity that is changing in an unpredictable way, as with reactions that are caused
by random collisions in a population of molecules. Properties of stochastic quantities can be
characterized by random variables and probability theory. For example a random walk is modeled
with a Gaussian distribution.
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Uncertain quantities refer to those that are not changing and have a fixed, true value. However,
due to our limited knowledge, the true value is not well known. In this case, the probability
describes how credible the value is or how likely it is that the value equal to the true value.
Therefore random variables can be used in two ways, illustrated with examples.
1. stochastic: a quantity such as concentration is determined by an unpredictable driving force,
and so throughout the system of interest (let's say it is random with respect to time), the
concentration will vary according to a distribution. So repeated measurements will result in
a distribution. The goal is often to find some correlation with other stochastic processes in
order to infer a mechanism.
2. uncertainty: the concentration is constant, but it is unknown because it cannot be measured
accurately. Although it is constant, repeated measurements will vary according to a distri-
bution. The goal is often to reduce the variance of the distribution to better infer the 'true'
value.
In reality, both uncertainty and stochasticity are present and are impossible to separate. The
uncertainty quantification methods from Chapter 3 deal with uncertainty, but stochasticity can
also fit into the same framework. For instance, if there is a stochastic process, like a time varying
concentration. We may be interested in modeling the uncertainty, at a specific time point. At a
single time point, the concentration can be regarded as an uncertain, fixed quantity, with a given
distribution, and we may be able to propagate that uncertainty through a time forward model, to
predict the concentration at a future time.
L2 Convergence
In an abstract sense, the uncertainty quantification problem is one of comparing two probability
density functions, or even more abstractly - function approximation. When comparing two functions
with the same independent variables, the typical metric is the L2 norm of their difference:
2
||f (t - g (0)|[ = f (t) - g (t)]2 dt (A.3)
LT-
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This can be extended to comparing two Random Variables that share the same underlying proba-
bility space. These are represented here as two functionals of the same Random Variable, X (w).
2
IIA (X (w)) - B (X (w))|| [fA (x) - fB (x)]2fx (x) dx (A.4)
The L2 norm is a measure of discrepancy between the two Random Variables, averaged over their
shared outcome space of Qx.
A.3 Estimation Theory
A.3.1 ANOVA
Analysis of Variance, or ANOVA, is a technique used to make statistical inferences about the
parameters in a regression models. The technique is based on classical hypothesis testing. In
the model development or parameter estimation context, ANOVA is used to accept or reject the
hypotheses that individual terms in a regression model are different from zero (whether they are
significant or not). The assumptions of the ANOVA process enable the selection of a statistically
significant model, whose parameters can be fitted using least squares estimation.
The necessary conditions for ANOVA are:
1. All errors are independent
2. All errors are normally distributed around zero (the measured responses are normally dis-
tributed around the true value)
3. All error distributions have the same variance
4. The model is linear with respect to the parameters
If these conditions apply, the variance in the observations can be decomposed into contributions
from changes in the independent variables, and contributions that cannot be explained by the
independent variables. This tells you which independent variables are significant - meaning which
ones correlate with changes in the observations.
Unfortunately, the assumptions ANOVA requires are invalid for most engineering systems.
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If these conditions apply, then each observation of response y can be written:
Yij = p + T + Eij (A.5)
for factor i, and observation ij. In this case, y is the 'true' overall mean of the response for all
factors, and ri are adjustments to the overall mean due to changes in the independent variables
i. Note that ri = 0. The unexplained errors Eij are randomly distributed as sij ~ N (0, o 2 ).
i=1
These are assumed to be from measurement error.
ANOVA states that the total variance of collected data can be partitioned into components.
This partitioning then forms the basis of the following hypothesis testing.
1. Say an experimental design has
(a) one factor, I levels -+ I treatments
(b) J observations at each treatment
(c) I - J - 1 degrees of freedom
2. The total sum of square errors can be split into the sum of square errors due to different
factor levels, and the sum of square errors due to measurement errors.
SSrota = SSTreatments + SSMeasurements or equivalently:
I J I J
Z Z~ 2 Z ~j- ) 2 + Z(yj
i=1 j=1 i=1 i=1=1
* 9.. is the average of all observations an estimate of p
o yi. is the average of all observations at treatment i - an estimate of p + ri
9 yij is observation j at level i. There are a total of IJ observations.
3. Also, define the mean square of errors, which is the sum of square errors divided by the
degrees of freedom:
MSE = s
4. ANOVA is used to test the hypothesis that multiple populations have the same mean. Above,
each treatment can be regarded as a separate population and the means can be compared
using the F-test. The same concept can be used to determine goodness of fit, except instead
of multiple populations, one population (represented by the collected data) is compared to
the model.
The coefficient of determination, a measure of goodness of fit, is calculated as R
2  SSResidual
SSTt.1
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I 2
where SSTotal = (yi - 9)2, SSRegression i(f - )2, and SSResiduals = (yi fi)2
i=1 1 i =1
1. The responses are yi = g (xi) +Ej where g (x) is some unknown function, x are the independent
variables, and E are the measurement errors.
2. The model is fi = f (xi).
3. 9 is the average of all measurements
4. f is the average of all model predictions
5. Under certain conditions (linear model),
SSTotal SSRegression + SSResiduals (A-6)
or
I II
(yi - 9)2 = (fi - f)2 + (y,- f)2 (A.7)
i=1 i=1 i=1
6. The closer R2 is to one, the better the model fits the data.
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Appendix B
Information Theory
B.1 Fisher Information
The Fisher Information is a similar concept to Shannon Information discussed in Section 2.3.
Fisher information measures the amount of information that an observable random variable Y
carries about unknown parameters represented by the random variable E, when they are related
by the likelihood function, L (0ly) = fyie (y|O),
Setup
e Given an observable continuous random variable Y, with values y from support y
* Given unknown parameters represented by random variable E, with values 0 from the set T
* Y and E are related by the likelihood function L (Oly) = fye (yIO).
The likelihood describes how much the data y is supported by the choice of parameter 0.
* In the design of experiments context, the y's are the future observations of data from your
experiment, and 0's are the model parameters you need to estimate
The Score
* The score V is the normalized sensitivity of the log likelihood to the parameters. Multiple
parameters -+ multiple scores
0 108
V (0, y) = -9 log L (0|y) = L (0|y) (B.1)80 L (0|y ) 0
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* Eyie [Vj = 0, the expectation with respect to Y given E is zero
Fisher Information
" The Fisher Information is the (co)variance of the score, given .
_ (0) Eyle [V2] _ Eyle [V]2 = Ey10 [V2]
S1(0) =Eyle [{ 1og fye (y|0)}2]
The expectation is taken over the conditional density YI0. 0 is the independent variable,
treated as constant in the calculation.
" I(0) = f {0log fyie (y|0)}2fyje (y|0) dy
yEY
" -E(0) = {KTTTfYe (YIO)}2 fyle (yIO) dy
" For Multiple Parameters, this becomes a matrix. Each element in the matrix is calculated as:
I-j (0) =f '9log f (y|10) ' log f (y|10) f (y|10) dy
yEY 7
Jij (0) = Eyl 1 log f (yI0) a log f (Y|0) (B.2)
Properties of the Fisher Information
B.2 Connections
B.3 Interpretation
o The Fisher Information can be thought of as a property of the likelihood function.
o Measure of the information that the random variable Y carries about the parameter value 0
e 'Sharpness' of the peak of the density near the maximum likelihood estimate of 0. Sharper
= more information.
o When the data matches parameter value well, the likelihood function has a peak.
o This means that the sensitivity of the likelihood function (the score) goes from positive to
negative vs 0, but how does it vary with Y?
o Variance of the score wrt Y indicates how much the data impacts the sensitivity of the
likelihood function. High impact on sensitivity means that the data is informative.
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* Entropy is a property of a density Related to the volume of the typical set
o Fisher Information is a property of a family of distributions Related to the surface area of
the typical set
B.4 Cramer-Rao Bound
The Cramer-Rao Bound places a limit on how well parameters can be estimated by any unbiased
estimator, based on the form of the likelihood function.
Derivation
o Start with the error formula, for parameter estimate 0, true parameter value 0t"e, and data
y
e (y) = 0(y) - 0true
Then var (e (y)) = var (0(y))
o Assume estimator is mean-unbiased
Ey [e (y)] = Ey W(y) - "true = 0
o Let g (y) = log py (y; 0)
Ey [g (y)| Ey [ PY] = f g(Opy) pydy
y
o Assuming some regularity conditions, like differentiability
- fpydy= 01=0
y
o Using the Cauchy Schwartz inequality
[cov (e (y), g (y))] 2 < var (e (y)) var (g (y))
o LHS is 12
cov (e (y) , g (y)) = Ey [e (y) g (y)]
= f (J(y) - 0) (- log py) pydy = f 0(y) (-py) dy - 0y y
Assuming the estimator 0 is valid, it has no dependence on 0. Since it is unbiased, its expected
value is 0
- a 0 1=U f (y) (py) dy
o Back to Cauchy Schwartz,
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1 var (e (y)) var (g (y))
* By definition of Fisher Info
var (e (y)) = var ( (y)) >_ [var (g (y))] = _I-1 (y)
Notes and Properties
" Let T (Y) be some estimator of the parameter 0 based on the data Y
" In the multiple parameter case, T (Y) is a column vector of estimators of a vector of param-
eters
" The matrix inequality var (T (Y)) ;> 1-1 in this case would mean that the matrix var (T (Y))-
1-1 is positive semi-definite
" Bound is achieved then the unbiased estimator is called "efficient"
Also achieves the lowest possible mean squared error of any unbiased estimator
" IF an efficient estimator exists, it is the Maximum Likelihood Estimator. Another way to say
this is that the MLE is asymptotically efficient, if any estimator is efficient. Therefore, in the
case where another efficient estimator exists, the MLE is also efficient (and equivalent).
" Cramer-Rao Bound varies with 0 and x
" If no efficient estimator exists, then Cramer-Rao Bound is not tight, and the tightness is NOT
KNOWN. The Fisher Information matrix only gives a LOWER BOUND on the variance of
the estimator.
" The bound can be violated by an unbiased estimator.
B.5 Optimal Designs, Fisher Information and the Cramer-Rao
Bound
B.5.1 Examples
The FIM works well w/ the assumptions of Optimal DoE. Linearized (in the parameters) model
-+ math is really easy
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Example 1
e model y =,30 + #1x
" use three design points then the model equations are Y =2 I L
31+2+3 1 [ 1  11 2X10 3
" FIM= = 1+2+3X + X2 +XX1 +X2 +X3 x2 -- j Li X1  1  2 2 [3 X3
" Not a function of theta (because it is linear)
" Optimal DoE objective is some function of FIM.
In the case where the model is not linear and the errors are not Gaussian, the Cramer-Rao
bound is not guaranteed to be tight and there is no estimate of how inaccurate the bound will be.
Therefore, the validity of the Fisher Information as a metric is totally unknown.
There are plenty of information theory reasons, geometric interpretations, etc.
1. Parameter uncertainty
Max FIM min posterior variance
2. Geometric
Maximize parameter uncertainty ellipse
Eigenvalues/ vectors of FIM -+ ellipse in p-space
Vectors might not be orthogonal
3. Model uncertainty -+ Standardized variance ~ info per experiment
FOSM uncertainty propagation -> Model prediction uncertainty linearized around the design
point (as objective for a minmax)
d(x, ) = N -x) = Nf T (X) (FT F)~1f (x)
B.5.2 Decision Theory Framework
We will see that the decision theory framework gives the same results, while making all the
steps explicit.
As discussed in Section 5.1.1, the actions are the choice of designs, and are searched using some
optimization algorithm.
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1. Assume a linear model:
y = F (X) 0 (B.3)
fi (Xi) f2 (X1) -.. fp (XI)
fil(x2) f2 (x2) - f P (x2)
where F (x) = ( are all the terms that depend only on the
fL(XN) f2(XN) f P(XN)
design variables x. Here, x is an N-point design, and the model has P parameters.
2. Assume the true parameter values fall within some known set
0 C 19 (B.4)
3. Assume the observations are Gaussian
(B.5)
where E ~ N (0, o2)
Use maximum information gain or minimum posterior variance as the utility metric
For every design x
(a) Use uncertainty quantification to identify all possible datasets (consequences). The
prior knowledge of parameter uncertainty, from Equation B.4, is propagated through
the model and the observation model is added on to produce all the possible datasets.
In classical statistics there is no concept of probability associated with these conse-
quences, so there is no prior predictive density, however, this doesn't matter because the
probabilities are ignored by the estimation method anyways.
(b) For each simulated dataset, estimate the parameters using Maximum Likelihood Esti-
mation. Least Squares estimation is gives the same results in this case. Because of the
linear form of the model, this can be done analytically
(B.3)d =F (x) 0
0 =(FT F F d
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The uncertainty in the parameters is simply proportional to the uncertainty in the data
points and is independent of the actual value of the data point. Therefore the utility can
be computed without even predicting the data points. So the utilities for all datasets
under the same design x will be identical. In addition, because the uncertainty is only
a linear combination of the uncertainty in the data points, the Gaussian observation
model-will result in Gaussian uncertainty for the parameters.
It is critical to note that this requires the observation model to be independent of the
value of the model output and design variables. This limits Optimal designs to the
simplest of observation models - independent, identically distributed, and additive ob-
servation errors.
(c) Compute the expected utility - gain in information, reduction in entropy, and reduction
in variance are all equivalent in this case
discuss the failure of the CRB.
These are the steps, working backwards:
1. In order to predict the posterior parameter variance, Optimal designs use the Cramer-Rao
Bond. This places a lower bound on the variance of all unbiased estimators.
Unfortunately, this only provides a bound. It is only met with equality under certain circum-
stances.
" Case 1: The system is linear in the parameters, and the errors are distributed nor-
mally. Then the Least Squares Estimator DOES meet the bound with equality (most
restrictive).
" Case 2: If the system is not linear or has non-Gaussian errors, the assumption is that
there exists an efficient estimator (which would be the Maximum Likelihood Estimator)
and that this estimator will be used for the parameter inference. This can be tested, in
theory. For the combination of system model, error model, and estimator, the tightness
of the bound is unknown.
2. If the system satisfies the terms of the Gauss-Markov Theorem, then the Least Squares
Estimator is the Best Linear Unbaised Estimator, meaning it has the minimum variance of
all possible unbiased estimators. It does not mean that the Cramer-Rao Bound is met.
This is the case for linear systems with non-Gaussian errors.
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3. Assuming the Cramer-Rao Bound holds with equality, the predicted covariance of the pos-
terior parameters is equal to the inverse of the Fisher Information Matrix, which depends
on both x and 0 through the likelihood function. The issue here is that the value of 0 is
unknown, so a point estimate is used.
The solution to the optimal design problem is sensitive to the choice of linearization point
(for the parameters). The effects of this linearization will depend on the model.
Note that these assumptions involve the selection of an estimator (an unknown estimator that
is efficient) that is able to achieve the Cramer-Rao Bound. These assumptions are fine for some
engineering applications, however, as nonlinear models, non-Gaussian errors, or even errors with
non-uniform variance come into use, these will surely be invalid.
Using the Cramer-Rao Bound, Optimal DoE basically replaces estimator variance with inverse
Fisher Information matrix. Because of the reciprocity of estimator-variance and Fisher information,
minimizing the variance loosely corresponds to maximizing the information, but the correspondence
is not completely rigorous.
I ran some case studies:
o Baseline - Linear system, Gaussian errors, Least Squares Estimator
o Case 1 - Nonlinear system, Gaussian errors, Least Squares Estimator
o Case 2 - Linear system, lognormal errors, Least Squares Estimator
o Case 3 - Linear system, uniform errors, Least Square Estimator
The Least Squares Estimator is used in all cases, because it is the most common. In many cases,
the parameter variance cannot be accurately estimated using LSE. The algorithm for these tests is:
1. Assume some values for the model parameters, and measurement error distribution (likelihood
function)
2. Calculate the FIM, assuming that the current parameter estimates are the 'true' parameter
values
3. Given a set of design points, calculate the Cramer Rao Bound
4. Generate a large number of estimates, using the same design points. From this, get the
covariance of the estimator and compare to Cramer-Rao Bound.
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B.5.3 Baseline - Linear system, Gaussian Errors, Least Squares Estimator
o System - f (x; 0) =01+0 2x
o True Parameters- 0*
o Data - Y ~N (01 + 02X, o), realizations y
o Likelihood Function
L (Yjx, 0) = (2 exp - 2
The likelihood is Gaussian, centered around the data with variance given by oU, which is
known. This is the likelihood that these parameters can explain the data.
1 (Yjx, 0) = log L (Yx, 0) C - "-O1+02x)1
The Score
8 (YIz, 0) = Y-(1+ 62X)
Fisher Information Matrix
Y-(01+02x) 2
I(x) Eyl0  1Y-(01 02X) Y-(6 602X)
1k /
I1(x) = Ey9 [(Y - (01 + 02x))2]
I O) 61+02) - 2 (01 + 02J
z X
Y-(01+02x)
a;~
1 Eyle [(1 + 02 x) 2 - 2y (01 + 02X) + y2]
) E [y] + var (y) + E [y]2)
1
X 2_
Result
" Compare the Cramer Rao Bound to the distribution of parameter estimates - realizations of
the Estimator for different values of the data
" The covariance of the estimators is exactly equal to the Cramer Rao Bound - the Least
Squares Estimator is efficient for linear Gaussian systems
" This is a special case - all models that are linear in the parameters (can be nonlinear in the
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(01 +02X) 2 - 2 (01 +02X) 2 +o + (01 +02X)) 1I(z) =X
independent variables) and have Gaussian errors will meet the Cramer Rao Bound exactly,
for all x.
Case 1 - Nonlinear system, Gaussian Errors, Least Squares Estimator
o Model - f (x; 0)= 01+ x02
o Data - Y ~N (f (x; 9*),o-), realizations y
o Parameters
- True - 0*
- Estimates - 9
o Likelihood Function
L (Yjx, 0) = (2 exp 22f X;~ 2
The likelihood is Gaussian, centered around the data with variance given by o-, which is
known. This is the likelihood that these parameters can explain the data.
1 (Yx, 0) = log L (Yjx, 0) C - Iy-(Ol±xG2)] 22or2
The Score
Fihe (Yf, 0) = -( M 2)a~~~i Cr2 X2 log X
Fisher Information Matrix
1 (
al 02 log X
I x02 log X
1I(X)=-
* 062
1 X02 log x 1-(61+2) 2
X02 log X (zO2 log ) 2
X02 log X 1 Eylo [(1 + X22 
- 2y (91 + X02) + Y2
(X0 2 log X)
X02 log x (1 + X02)2 -2 (01 + X02)2 + Uf + (91 + x02)2
(X 02 l ogz)2
1 x02 log X
log x (z02 log )_
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Result
* The resulting estimator has a covariance matrix that violates the Cramer Rao Bound... Per-
haps I made a mistake.
I used the true parameters to calculate the Fisher Information Matrix, with some value for
the measurement error variance.
* I'm pretty sure this isn't correct
- only 1000 samples were used, however, I ran it a couple times with consistent results
- Or is the error introduced by linearizing the FIM responsible?
- did the math wrong?
Case 2 - Linear system, Lognormal Errors, Least Square Estimator
* Model - f (x;0) = 01+02X
* Independent var - x
* Data - Y ~logK olog( 7 Y2  og (1+2) -1p+01+02x
Lognormal errors centered (mean unbiased, not median) on the model, variance o2. Has
realizations y
o Define new Random Variable K = Y + y - (01 + 02x) and constants m and s
K ~ log A log ) log (1+ )
K ~ logK (m, s 2)
o Parameters
o True - 0*
o Estimates - 0
o Likelihood Function
1 log~k M2
L (Kjx,0) = exp 2
1 (Kjx, 0) = C - log k - 2log(k)-m}22s 2
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The Score
1 (Klx, 0) = -
-9 (K Ix, 0) = Jlgk{m +I
Fisher Information Matrix
2+A
() = E + 21 KO log(k) )
X X 2 k log1
err... we'll just calculate that numerically.
In terms of Y
L (Y{lo 0) exp 1-0g(y+pL-(01+02x))-m} 2'(Y+p -(01+02x)) s 12 2 exp2s 2 )
1 (Y x, 0) = C - log (y + pL - (01 + 02 X)) - log(y+p-( +2x))-m} 2
(9 1 (YJx, 0) = _-(6T 1 (1 + y' flog {y + p - (01 + 02 x)} - m])
1o- _Y -1 2X 2-
I( [) X EYl[{ y F-(O1+2x) (1 + - [log {y + p - (01 + 02 x)} - n]) }21
Result
* In this case, for several different values of p and o-, the Cramer-Rao Bound is NOT met.
* I'm not sure how to measure or 'rank' the discrepancy between the estimator covariance and
the Cramer-Rao Bound, because it has matrix form.
" As the number of data points increases, the Cramer-Rao Bound decreases, the estimator
variance decreases, and the discrepancy decreases.
" As the magnitude of the design point increases, the discrepancy decreases (makes sense be-
cause MPU increases quadratically with distance from x = 0)
" The Gauss-Markov theorem states that the Ordinary Least Squares Estimator is the Best
Linear Unbiased Estimator, so no other estimator can give better estimators. Therefore,
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there is no efficient estimator.
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Appendix C
Design of Experiments Theory
C.1 General Principles of Classical Approaches
The four basic criteria for classical design of experiments are: randomization, replication, block-
ing, and orthogonality. The common theme is to eliminate bias and isolate the effect of each factor,
in order to obtain the best possible statistics. Each of these is meant to address the concern of
identifying large trends in the presence of large uncertainties. These are quite important and ettec-
tive for studies where the uncertainties are too large to even predict system performance. However,
this is not the case in most engineering studies.
Randomization is used to minimize the effect of all potential biases in experiments. It refers to
randomizing all factors which are not explicit set in the experimental design, such as: the ordering of
the trials, the operator, the time of day, etc. Each experiment should be as independent as possible.
This is necessary for the assumption that all errors are random, independent, and unbiased - and
the expected value of the errors is zero. This way, even if unknown, uncontrollable biases are
present, they will be randomly spread throughout all trials, which minimizes their ability to impact
the conclusions.
Replication refers to experimental repeats, with the purpose of achieving more accurate statis-
tics. To clarify, this refers to repeats of entire experiments, under the same conditions and proce-
dures in addition to repeated measurements during a single experiment. Measurements of a system
response are only estimates of the true value, and replicates allow for more accurate estimates, as
long as the estimates are unbiased.
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Blocking is a technique to isolate the effect of a particular factor. For example, to determine
the effect of different operators on product quality: one block of experiments, containing all the
treatments, should be completed by technician A and the second by technician B. The difference
between the two blocks - and thus the effect of the factor in question, will be evident in the
resulting statistics. This is commonly done to eliminate the effect of nuisance factors - factors that
have significant impact on the response, but do not concern the objective of the experiment.
Lastly, orthogonality refers to the use of factors that are uncorrelated, meaning that the response
to a factor is unaffected by the value of other factors. Again, this is related to isolating the effect
of each factor, independently from all others.
Ideally, if all four of the basic principles could be applied to a system, a full characterization
would be possible by analyzing each factor separately. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to
make systems conform to these principles. Bias and factor interaction are inevitable, so additional
heuristics exist to guide the design.
Limitations
1. Large number of experiments: As previously stated, the number of experiments increases
exponentially with the number of factors. Even then, the factor interactions are not always
captured without further experiments.
2. Dependence on fixed design forms, no formal method of adapting to different situations
3. Assumption of independent and identically normally distributed errors: This is almost never
true, which means that the ANOVA results will be incorrect.
4. While many random processes can be well approximated as normal, the systems response to
those random variations is often not normally distributed.
5. Errors are very often correlated, meaning that the shape of the confidence region is not a
hypercube.
6. Correlation, not causation. There is little insight given by the form of experiments. Without
further experiments, only an empirical model can be created from classical designs. Note that
this limitation is true for all experimental designs.
7. Focus is on isolating the effect of each factor, there is no use of prior knowledge, which could
capitalize on the known interactions and system behavior
8. The domain of the factors may not be entirely feasible, meaning that some design points of
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a 2f design may be impossible to run.
There are a number of limitations to this heuristic. The full factorial design does not always
suggest the best design points for systems with nonlinear responses or irregular design spaces. Only
interactions and significant factors can be identified using this heuristic. Not only would additional
experiments would be required to determine the functional form of the system response, but the
statistical approaches would not apply to the results? Imagine that x1 were volumetric flowrate
and x2 were concentration of species A, and the system required that the minimum molar flowrate
of A was c. Then a constraint, X1X2 ;> c, is placed on the design space. While Model Based
Experimental Designs can calculate alternate optimal design points, classical experimental designs
must rely on the designers experience to choose alternate design points.
C.2 Summary
These are great if there is so much uncertainty that there is not good model for the system or
the measurements. But this should not be the case for engineering applications. In the case where
we do have useful prior knowledge about the system we should look for other approaches.
C.3 The Role of Experimental Design
The evolving role... before focused on the experiments and the results, now that part is done.
need to focus on making it more efficient. focus on the design. Why the Chemical Engineering is
Ready for a Change
Much better modeling, much better computational capabilities, economic environment, accep-
tance of models as reflections of reality.
C.4 Organizing Experimental Studies
C.4.1 The Study Formulation Process
In this work we define: System, study, experiment,rounds of experiments, A study can be broken
into the following steps:
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1. Problem statement
Define the goals of the study
2. Select the response variables of interest
Choose the variables that the model should predict, and devise a metric to judge the quality
of the model
3. Assess and quantify prior knowledge
Identify factors/control variables
Use either existing information or run preliminary experiments to determine significant fac-
tors, reasonable ranges to study
4. Experimental design
Determine the best design points at which to carry out experiments
5. Run experiments
6. Iterate steps 3-5 until the goals have been achieved
The Design of Experiments Process
Steps 2 and 3 could both require an experimental design. Prior knowledge of the system must
be used to design the preliminary experiments which tend to be very broad and do not require high
accuracy. To save costs and time, the number and range of factors should be minimized, while still
achieving the study objective. In this step, the goal is to find any correlation between the factors
and the responses, and determine which factors have a significant effect. After this, a classical
design heuristic is often used to design experiments for model development, which are more focused
and accurate. In the following sections, only the design of experiments for model development is
discussed. Classical designs follow four basic criteria and then apply one of many possible heuristics.
These are described below, along with a summary of analysis of variance techniques.
Assess Study Goals
Incorporate new information, and iterate until done.
Lastly the new model parameters are estimated, resulting in an improved model representing
the posterior knowledge, and the model is used to address the goal of the study.
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C.4.2 The Design of Experiments Scenario
Seems like a lot of work! So when should you use these computationally expensive DoE ap-
proaches?
when doing DoE will substantially reduce the cost of achieving the experimental goal. If ex-
periments are cheaper than doing computation, then why bother? but most cases you should do
DoE. example: if you want to find out what happens when you do a specific thing, then just do
that thing.
C.5 Prior Knowledge
C.5.1 What do you know???
" Know the system
- Process driven by physic and chemistry
- Kinetics, thermodynamics, etc.
- Interaction with environment
- Key variables, quantities
- How system varies
" Know the experimental equipment
- How the system will be examined
- Measurement accuracy, precision
- Know what information you want to learn
C.5.2 How can you use this?
Formalize by organizing the prior knowledge into 5 types
* System models Based on the physics and chemistry
o Parametric uncertainties
True values are unknown, but can represent what IS known using probability density functions
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* Model uncertainties
Characterize inaccuracies or variability in the model
Can be parameterized
While parametric uncertainties do not depend on the state of the system, model uncertainty
most likely will. ie; you know that the model is accurate for the low Reynold's number regime,
but not the high Re regime.
ie: The model doesn't account for heat losses, so inaccuracy will grow with time.
e Equipment uncertainties
Errors in measurements, etc that occur outside the true system, and thus should not be in
the process model, but do cause extra variability.
o Objective Function quantify the goals of the study
System Model
In order to utilize this prior knowledge, there must be a model of the system. This system
model,
y f (x, z,)0, )
will be a function of the design variables, x, which can be controlled in an experiment, the nuisance
variables, z, which cannot be controlled but are considered known, the unknown parameters, 0,
and the known parameters, 7, which are considered constants. These functions can be in the form
of a simple polynomial response surface or a process simulation with dozens of units.
Parametric Uncertainty
Parameters are values that are constant across the design space. In the Bayesian approach,
uncertain parameters can be represented with random variables. The probability density of each
outcome (parameter value) can be interpreted as a degree of belief that the outcome is equal to the
true parameter value.
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Model Uncertainty
Sometimes the model is known to be inadequate to explain the true system. This may be from
missing terms or simplifications. This is recognized as model uncertainty, and can also be captured
as a random variable. These terms can be treated similarly to parametric uncertainty, except they
will likely vary with the design space.
Equipment Uncertainty
measurements, etc. often has bias. most people assume these are normal. but usually they are
not. there is bias, there combined effects. if you can do better, you should.
C.6 Overview
For this project, model based experimental design refers only to the selection of design points for
future experiments (the operating conditions at which to collect data). The remainder of the study
formulation (problem statement, selection of response variables, etc.) is the same as in classically
uesign stui and is esLciUeU in te ApeiULA. Iuuel uasedt experiiieimetal UesigIs Itplace the
design heuristics of classical designs with a framework that selects design points by using both
knowledge of prior system behavior and model prediction of future behavior. In general the Model
Based Experimental Design framework can be broken down into seven steps as shown in Figure 3-4
and described in the following sections. Keep in mind that this framework is preceded by the prior
steps in the overall study formulation, as discussed in the Appendix section on Classical Design of
Experiments. The general strategy is to run through many iterations of the framework to develop
successively better models, until the study objective has been met.
1. Model Development
2. Estimate measurement uncertainty (variance of the residuals)
3. Parameter Estimation
4. Uncertainty Quantification
5. Optimization
6. Experiments
7. Data Analysis
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The specific formulation for model based experimental design can vary; the framework inte-
grates each of the procedures described above: parameter estimation, uncertainty propagation, and
optimization. As previously discussed, there are a variety of techniques available for each of these
procedures and these techniques can be classified as either Bayesian or non-Bayesian. This can be
confusing because the three procedures in the Model Based Experimental Design framework are
fairly independent - a Bayesian parameter estimation technique can be used with a non-Bayesian
uncertainty propagation technique. Model Based Experimental Design refers to the framework.
Bayesian Experimental Design will be used to refer to a Model Based Experimental Design which
incorporates a Bayes theorem in the utility function for optimization, even if non-Bayesian tech-
niques are used for the other steps.
C.6.1 Comments on Optimal- and Model Based- Experimental Designs
In a D-optimal design, the objective is:
minimize det V where ? = [BTII~1B] 1
Compared to Model Based Experimental Designs:
minimize det V where V = [BTH-B + V 1]
The only difference between approaches is the inclusion of the prior parameter variance, which
arises from the Bayesian use of prior information. Interestingly, the Optimal Design is derived
from Fisher Information, whereas the Model Based Experimental Design is derived from Shannon
Information. The common assumptions reduce the two approaches to the same results. To make
use of complex models and uncertainty representations, those assumptions must be removed. This
leads to the Bayesian Design Approach.
C.6.2 Example
Consider a dryer as an example system. The framework is described, then two scenarios are
presented: a) the first iteration of the model based experimental design, and b) any future iterations.
Following the framework description is a comparison of model based and classical designs. 1. A
model is built to represent the system by using first principles such as heat and mass balances or
transport phenomena, as well as prior data. It is also possible to use Process Simulation software
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such as AspenPlus to simplify this step. a. The model has multiple responses (exit temperature,
water content, etc.), independent variables (flowrate, composition, etc.), and parameters (mass
and heat transfer properties, etc.) identified from first principles. b. Based on prior data, the
structure of the model is modified to more accurately represent the system. The list of independent
variables and parameters is expanded or reduced to include only terms with significant impact on
the responses.
2. The measurement uncertainty (variance of the residuals) is estimated. a. This might come
from knowledge of measurement capabilities or prior experiences. b. Uncertainty can be calculated
directly from the data
3. The parameter values are estimated and their uncertainty is characterized. a. This can come
from previous studies which might list upper and lower bounds and distributions, or from educated
guesses. b. Nonlinear parameter estimation techniques are applied to the data
Steps 4-7 are the same for both scenarios
4. The model representation allows the calculation of model uncertainty using uncertainty prop-
agation techniques. This allows analysis of the contribution of each parameter to the uncertainty
in the model response.
5. Estimates are available for 1) the uncertainty of the measurements (the variance of the resid-
uals), 2) the uncertainty in the parameter estimates, and 3) predictions of model uncertainty for
different values of the independent variables. Using a combination of these three uncertainty esti-
mates, a measure of uncertainty in the model predictions is used to formulate an objective function.
In step five, an optimization method is used to maximize the 'model prediction uncertainty' over
the domain of the independent variables (the design space), to determine the best design point.
6. Running experiments at the best design point will yield the most useful information as
determined by the chosen objective function.
7. The data is analyzed to determine whether the model can acceptably explain the data. If
not, another iteration is required to determine another model structure or decrease the parameter
uncertainty.
In a classical design, a set of experiments are carried out and then a model is built from the
data. Then a new design is selected and the process iterates. The major difference with model
based designs is how the design is selected. Classical designs must rely on intuition or predefined
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sets of experiments, while model based designs use algorithms. The objective function used in Step
5 ensures that the experiments reveal information about the most significant parameters, while
ignoring the least significant parameters.
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Appendix D
Utility Functions and the Prior
Sampling Formulation
This appendix contains derivations and detailed explanations of the Prior Sampling Formula-
tions of several utility functions. These were introduced in Section 6.4 and used extensively in
the examples and studies. These were derived because some probability density functions are not
known, but can be easily sampled. The standard Bayesian Design of Experiments algorithm does
not take advantage of this, and requires the probability density function to be approximated. The
Prior Sampling Formulation allows this step to be skipped and computes the objective function
using only samples, which increases the accuracy.
D.1 Prior Sampling Formulation of Information Metrics for De-
sign of Experiments
This section shows the derivation of several Prior Sampling Formulation for different information
metrics. All are based on the work of Ryan [71]. These formulations are very attractive because
they do not need to generate the posterior parameter density before computing the information
metrics. This means that one fewer high-dimensional integration step is reqiured.
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D.1.1 Formulation for Estimating Parameters
Throughout this derivation, every density, utility value, and objective function is computed for
a specific design x. This dependence is not shown to conserve space.
The utility function is the Kullback-Leibler divergence from posterior parameter density to
prior parameter density:
f8|~f~D (Old)
ffe (0)
(D.1)
fe)D (Old) log fe (0) dO
* The risk metric is the expected value of the utilities, averaged over all possible datasets, at
the design x.
<D = ED [4)1
o This gives us the risk metric shown in Equation D.2:
(6.3)
= fD (d) felD (Old)feD (d) log fe() dOdd
* Bayes' Theorem is applied to the posterior parameter density
D = fD (d)
JD dJ
<Df fD (d) J
fe (0) fD|e (dlO) log
fD (d)
fe (0) fDje (dlO) log
fD (d)
fe (0) fD|e (djO)
fD (d)fe (0)
fD|e (dlO)
fD (d)
9 The prior predictive density is not a function of 0, so it can be brought inside of the integral
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(D.2)
and canceled
D f D (d) fe (0) fD|e (dIO) log fDIE (dIG)
JJ fD (d) fD (d)
QD Qe
fe (0) fDE (df ) log fDIe (dIG) dOdd
fD (d)
QD QE)
* The logarithm is expanded
Sfe (0) fD|9 (dO) log fDE (dj9) dddd - JJ
nD ne nD ne
fe (0) fD e (d 0) log fD (d) dOdd
o The second term can be reorganized and the parameter density marginalized out:
J fe (0) fD|9 (d 0) log fDIe (d 0) dOdd - If
QD 08
fe (0) fD1e (dIG) dO log fD (d) dd
D Jfe (0) fD|9 (d 0) log fDje (dIO) dOdd - fD(d) log fD(d) dd
nD ne n
The details of how to sample from this risk metric are shown in Section 6.4.1.
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nD=<
(D.3)
ne
D.1.2 Estimating a Subset of Parameters
For this information metric, only a subset of the parameters need to be estimated. Therefore a
new formulation is required. The parameters E are broken into A which we wish to estimate and I'
which we do not. The utility function is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence of the posterior to prior
densities of A.
DKL (AID 1A AID (Aid) log AID (Aid)I fAA(A) d
QA
Starting with Equation D.2
* The equation is modified for the new utility function:
f (d) f AID (Aid) log fA D) dAdd
D QA
(D.4)
* The derivation is the same as for the full set of
Equation D.3 is:
parameters. The equivalent formulation to
J J fA (A) fDIA (dIA) log JDIA
QD QA
A) dAdd - J
QD
fD (d) log fD (d) dd
* Now substitute in
fA (A) = fr,A (y, A) dy
( r
fD|A (djA = r (7) fDlr,A (dl 7, A) d-7
o The final risk metric is:
fA (A) DfrI()fD1r,A (dI-, A) dy log f Ar (A) fDr,A (dy, A) d-1 d7dd
D A of dT
- f D (d) log fD (d) dd (D.5)
QD
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* The algorithm used to evaluate the risk metric, using Monte Carlo sampling is shown in
Section 6.4.1.
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D.1.3 Improving Model Outputs
Often times we are interested in running experiments in order to improve the model outputs.
Given some prior parameter knowledge, the model output to be improved is then:
fc (g) = M [ OX
The Random Variable G (w) is used instead of Y (w) because the model output of interest may
not represent the system property that is being measured. In this case, data is simulated using
Y (w) and D (w), in order to reduce the uncertainty of G (w). We will call G (w) the target Random
Variable.
One potential utility function is the Kullback-Leibler divergence from the posterior to the prior
density of G (w):
$ = DKL (fG|D (gId) fG (g))
The Prior Sampling Formulation is more complicated than for estimating parameters. Starting
with the expected value of the utility, and substituting in the Kullback-Leibler divergence:
/ /G|D (g d)
D D (d) fGID (gid) log fG ()dddfGc(g) dd
QD QG
As before, Bayes' Theorem is used to compute the posterior target density.
// fC (g) fDiG (dig) fG (9) fD|G (dig)
-(D f (d) D (d) lo D (d) fC (g) dd
QD QG
Then the prior predictive density can be brought inside the integral and canceled.
// fDIC (dig)
fc (g) fD|G (dig) log fD(d) dgdd (D.6)
D G
The difference between Equations D.6 and D.3 is the density on which the data predictive density is
conditioned. When the data predictive density is conditioned on the parameters, it simply reduces
to some function of the system and observation models. Often these observation models are not
even dependent on the parameters. This makes the conditional probability easy to compute.
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When the data predictive density is conditioned on the target density, they must be related
through the model parameters. Focusing on the difficult conditional probability:
fD,G (d, g)
fD1G (djg) - w )G (g)
f fe (O)fD,G|e (dgjO)dO
fG (g)
f f8 (0) G|8 (910) fD|@ (djO0dO
fG (9)
f fe (9)fG|@ (gI9) fD|e (dIO)d9
f fe (9)fG|@ (g19) dO
Qe
The trick is that the target Random Variable and the Data Prediction Random Variable are con-
ditionally independent, given the parameters. The full risk metric is then:
f fe (9)fG|e (gIG) fD|@ (dIO)dO f f9 (O)fG|@ (gIG) fDe (dI9)d9
- G (f) fG ( D (d) f fe (0) fGe (glO)dO
QD QG e
f fe (0) fG|e (gI) fD|e (djG) dO
, JDfe (9)fG|i (gIG) fDIE (djO)dO log ' dgddj f fe (0) fD|e (dI9)d9 f fe (9) fG1e (gIO)dO
QD QG Qe G
(D.7)
This is the best possible for Prior Sampling Formulation. None of the densities in Equation D.7
require sampling from the posterior parameter density, however, this is still not easy to evaluate.
Unlike the observation model which is known and relatively simple, the target random variable
does not have a known conditional density function fG|e (gIG) dO. In order to use this formulation,
this needs to be approximated for every value of 0. This greatly increases the computational work
required and adds to the error in computing the risk metric.
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D.2 Utility Functions for Model Discrimination
Here we discuss four Bayesian utility functions used for model discrimination. The first was
proposed by Bard [5] and is derived for the Model Based Experimental Design approach. The other
two use hierarchical modeling and metrics of submodel probabilities.
D.2.1 Bard's Utility Function
This utility function was created for Model Based Experimental designs, which assumed a linear
model and Gaussian probability densities. This assumption is relaxed here and the utility function
is shown for general probability densities. There is no inference step and no use of prior model
probability. The dependence on the independent variable is not shown because every density is
dependent on a particular value of the independent variable.
* Start with the prior predictive densities for each model
fDM (dim) = J fD,e|M (d, 0|lm) dO = fe|M (Olm) fD|9,M (djO, m) dO
Qe ne
* Compute the Kullback-Leibler divergence from each prior predictive density to all others and
sum them up. It is assumed that all the predictive densities have the same support.
D ES E DKL (fDM (dImi) IIfDjM (dImj))
i isii
fDjM (d Imi) log fDIM (djmj) dd (D.8)
DEM l fD fDIM (dim I)
i j54i D
f~j (djmj) logfDlm (djmj) - fDlM (djmj) logfDlM (dim,) dd
f D|M (dj mi) log fD|M(dIm)d
D{ D|M (d i)log fD}M
I D
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(Nmod - 1) f fD|M (di) log fD|M (dlmi) dd
D
-E f fDJM (d mi) log fD|M (dIm,) dd
jfi D)
I' iD
(Nmod 1 f fD|M (d I i o DIM (I i) dd
D
-E E f fD|M (dlmi) log fD|M(dIm)di j#iD J
e sum over all possible model combinations, of the weighted log ratio of likelihoods of the
data being predicted by the current model, averaged over all possible model predictions with
certain parameter values, averaged over all possible parameter values.
D.2.2 Hierarchical approach 1
Instead of comparing models discretely as in Bard's approach, this uses a single hierarchical
model with each submodel having some probability of being correct. Because this uses only prior
predictive densities, there is no inference step required. The information metric is Kullback-Leibler
divergence from prior to posterior model probabilities.
o Simulate data from the prior predictive density over all models, parameters, and observations.
This is a mixture of all the prior predictive densities of the submodels, with each weighted
by their prior model probabilities.
d ~ fD(d) ~j pM (m) fDIM (dm)
mE~2 M
o Compute posterior model probabilities using the prior predictive densities as likelihood
PM (m) fDIM (dim)
PMID (mid) = fD (d)
o Objective - maximize the expected gain in information, measured by Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence from prior to posterior model probabilities, averaged over all possible data observations.
- f fD (d) D {pM (m) IIPMID(mld)} dd
QD
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f fD (d) pM (i) log PM (mi) dd
OD PMID (Mii 0)
J fD (d) PM (mi)logpM (mi) -PM (mi)logpMJD(mi d dd
QD
" Because the prior is unchanged during the problem, no matter what data was observed or
the design that was used, pM (mi) log pM (mi) will always be the same. So, we can formulate
a new variable which will always have the same maximum as D
(P2 =- fD (d) PM (mi) log pMId (mi d)dd
LD
" Expand
~I~2 -- (in) logPM (i) !DIM (i?2 =- fD (d) pm (mi) lg pm fD (d) dd (D.9)
In words
" Sample a model from the prior model probability
" Simulate data from that model
" Using the prior predictive densities for each model as likelihoods, compute the posterior model
probabilities for each model
" Compute the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the prior and posterior model probabilities
" Repeat for many datasets
D.2.3 Hierarchical approach 2
This approach uses the same theory as Hierarchical approach 1, however the information gain
is reversed, to become Kullback-Leibler divergence from posterior to prior model probabilities.
9 Simulate data from the joint prior predictive density over all models, parameters, and obser-
vations
d ~ fD (d) L PM (m) fD,M (d, m)
mn
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o compute posterior model probabilities
PM (m) fDIM (dim)
PMd (id) = fD (d)
e Objective - maximize the gain in information, measured by Kullback-Leibler divergence from
posterior to prior model probabilities. Averaged over all possible data
q J fD (d) D {PMID (mid) 11PM (m)} dd
QD
D pMID(md)logPMID (md)
D PM(mi)
* Expand
PM (mi) fDIM (dImi) fD|M (d mi)jJP fd  fD (d) log fD( dd
- /D d DIM(d) 2
D
-- = f LF 1i) JD|M kuFiij g- fD (d) u
IT.u - )NkL'.1u)
D.2.4 Comparison Between Utility Functions
The first three utility functions are all very similar, involving comparisons of log likelihoods
between models. Here the three are analyzed to determine if Bard is the same as Hierarchical
approach 1 assuming a uniform prior model probability mass function. Let Fi = fDIM (dimi).
Bard
Dzz:J fDIM (dImi) log DIM (ldd
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(D.8)
F log dd =
5 FlogfJ F' dd
* 3 , Fj
z z:ij 4i
= ( E
QD 
F log -jdd
F log
F log rdd
rl Fj
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-ddF;
(mi) log PM (mi) fDIM (dImi) dd
fD (d) d
2=-J PM
)D
(mj) F
D2 = - Ff~ [E NLF]
QD -
pM (mi) log M dd
1 log dd
3md F
D2 =2I F log dd
1
Nmod
D
[ F]
log dd
3j
F
zj log 3 dd1 [ ] Nmod
= f pm (m) fD|M i) log fD (d) dd
QD if 
d
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Nmod5
Hierarchical 1
(D.9)
Hierarchical 2
(D.10)
D2 = 
- f
QD
fD (d) PM p
'2D.
J= PM (mi) Fi log * dd
ZPM (mj) Fj
QJ=(F log Nmod * ddNmos d Fj
QD
Discussion
The Bard algorithm turns out to be a sum of the log of the ratio of each prior predictive density
to the geometric mean of all densities, weighted by each prior predictive density. The Hierarchical
approach using Kullback-Leibler divergence from posterior to prior is the sum of the log of the ratio
of each prior predictive density to the arithmetic mean, weighted by the prior predictive density.
The Hierarchical approach using Kullback-Leibler divergence from prior to posterior is the sum of
the log of the ratio of prior predictive density over all models to the geometric mean of individual
prior predictive densities weighted by the prior predictive density over all models.
It is not clear what the physical interpretation should be or what impact this has on the results.
It is expected that the results should be the same, but that the absolute values of D may be scaled
differently.
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D.2.5 Derivation of Posterior Evidence Model Discrimination approach
The fourth and final utility function differs from the others because it relies on posterior evidence
using the posterior predictive density instead of prior predictive density. While the first three utility
functions focus on finding datasets that will be useful for model discrimination alone, this utility
function attempts to estimate the parameters of all models such that the posterior knowledge will
allow for the best model discrimination. This fits better with the idea of collecting new information.
The Algorithm
" Simulate data from the joint prior predictive density over all models, parameters, and obser-
vations
d - fD (d) Z PM (m) fD,M (d, m)
" compute posterior model probabilities using the posterior predictive density as a likelihood
P~f J(l j -PM (M) fDIMd (dIm, )(6.4)
P M I{ D a} K' s ~ i~~ }fD ld (d id)
This is the prior model probability times the likelihood of the model with posterior parameter
density 0 after inference with dataset d, being able to explain dataset d, normalized by the
sum over all models with their posterior parameter densities
PM (M) f f&jM ( Dli) f| 1 M,$ (dim, b)
PMID (mfd)
E PM (mi) f f5|M ( D|mi) fDIM,5 (dImiA) A
" Objective - maximize the gain in information, measured by Kullback-Leibler divergence from
posterior to prior model probabilities. This is repeated for many data sets, with parameters
inferred from the same dataset.
= fD (d) D {PMID (m d) I1PM (m)} dd
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JD f  (d) SPMID (miI d) lgPMID (mild) dd
PM (mi)
EAD
Expand
PM(mi) f fjM(O mj)fDIM,6(djmi,5)d50
Qe
ZPM(m3) f f6M(IMj)fD M,4(djm,5)d$
Df f (d)f I (dmi,5)d dd
D-.. lg PM(m) f f$6|M(6jm)fD|M,$djmj,6)db
- j Ie -
* The density we need to compute is a predictive density given a particular dataset d. This can
be broken down into a parameter density and a conditional density (the observation model):
fDIM (dim) = fo|M (6|m) fDM4 (dlm,O) db (D.11)
o The problem is that we need the posterior parameter density, having observed dataset d. This
is where this derivation changes from that of the Hierarchical Bayesian approach 2.
''-e \ / bM dM )
o Substituting this back in:
PM(MO) f feIM(OIMi)fbIMe(djmi,O) fj~~jjOd
M m fbIM(dmi) D|M,e(l i,)
EPM(mj) f fe|M (m j)fbI Me DM, j,)d
D(d) ne ( f m ) dd] fD() e IIM(ImbmjIO) fDjM,(djmjO)d d
D ... log fbM(dmi) DM,(dmi,)d
ZPM(mj) f fI 6 fbjmE) fDjMe(dmj,O)dO
Se il mI m i)
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o And then use the same dataset for both inference and computing the likelihood...
pM(Mi) f fe|M(eImi)fbm jMe(mdm,6)
( )e fb$M( dm ) DM,e(dmi,)d6
ZpM(mJ) f fIM(OImj)fb Me ^d0i fD Me (dImj,O)dO
i ne fbM .Idmj
.. 
- log
fe|M (01mi)fbI Me (=dImi,6)
fbM(ddmi DIM,e(dmi,6)d
EPM(mi) f fe IM (mj)fb I M,e =d |mj,
fbM(d dmj) fD|M,e(dlmj,)d6
o Break this up
fbdM =ddm) =J
Qe
feIM (OlM) fbjM,e (a= dm, ) dO
PM (Mi) f fe M(O|mj)Fd FdO
e 'efeIM(9Imj)FdO
>pm (mj) f I mo'F FjdO
IMF d3 e nQe
fe M(Omj)Fi FdO
f f fe6M(|jmi)FidO FQe ne
log
ZPM (M f F' d6 FjdO
J (0 m)Fjd
f fe|M(O|mi)FiFid
PM (Mi) feM(O|mi)Fid6
nE)-J
f fe|M(OImj)FJdO
ZPM (Mj) ' fe|M(O|mij)FjdO
i GE)
f fejM(O|mi)FiFidO
f feM(O|mi)FidOQe
-1-I
ZPM
j
f fe|M(O|mj)FjFjdO
(m) -"'f feM(OMj)FjdO
PM (mi) f feIM (Omi) FFdO
FnomMnom
f fe M (0jmi) FFdO1
log08 n o n I ddiFnomn
_j
o There are two normalization constants
M""r" P M (m| (0 1 jA) Fj Fd6
F n"r"m= f mfM ((mmi)) FFdF
e
Fj = fD|M,8) (d Imi , 0)
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fD (d)
=
QD
fD (d)
DfD (d)
fD (d)
F =fD M,E9 (djmi, 0)
lo g
dd
Now hidden in here are several integrals over the prior parameter density given a model. But
the posterior parameter density is never explicitly generated. The posterior predictive density is
sampled using a Prior Sampling Formulation. This formulation is significantly faster than com-
puting posterior parameter densities with Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Also, the Kullback-Leibler
divergence does not need to be computed between any continuous probability densities, like the
parameter densities or predictive densities.
D.3 Comparing Utility Functions for Parameter Estimation
In this section we compare three ways to compare probability density functions. Differential
entropy is a statistic from information theory that is used to quantify information content in a
probability density function. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is a weighted comparison, very much
related to differential entropy. The third, mutual information, is another way to relate probability
density functions.
D..1 mDiferential Entropy and Kuub-ack-Leibier Divergence
Here we will show that two utility functions for experimental designs produce the same result,
as long as the risk metric is expected utility. The objective function for Kullback-Leibler divergence
from the posterior parameter density to the prior parameter density was derived in Section D.1.
Here the objective function is derived for the utility function of negative differential entropy.
J fD J fD (O|d)lg9eAID (Old) dOdd
~J ffD (d) fe (0) fD|e (djO) log ID (0 d) dOdd
fD (d)
LAD QE)
J J fe (0) fDIE (dlO) log AID (Old) dOdd
QD Qe// l fe (0) fD|e (dO)
fe (0) fDIe (d10) log fD(d) dOdd
D e
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J e (0) fD Ie (d10) log fe (0) dOdd
QD Q8
+ f fe (0) fD1e (d 0) log fDIe (d 10) ddd
QD Qe
- fe (0) fD e(d 10) log fD (d) dOdd
QD Qe
f fe (0)log fe (0) d9
Qe
+ fe (0) fDIe (d19) log fD~e (d19) dOdd (D.12)
QD Qe
- fD (d) log fD (d) dd
nD
When Equation D.12 is compared with Equation D.3
J f fe (0) fD Ie (d 10) log fDe (d 10) dOdd - J fD (d) log fD (d) dd (D.3)
QD Qe QD
the only difference is the prior parameter differential entropy term. This is constant for all designs
x so these two utility functions result in the same optimal design, if the risk metric is expected
value of utility.
D.3.2 Mutual Information
Mutual information is a measure of how much two Random Variables depend on each other. It
is conceptually similar to covariance but is more general and more descriptive. For example, two
Random Variables can be dependent but have covariance of 0. The mutual information is only 0 if
the Random Variables are independent. The formula is:
I () (wE);DD )) [fD,e (d, 0)log fDe(d,) dOdd (D.13)
nfDn(d)fE (9)
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This is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence from the joint density function to the product of the
marginal density functions. A simple manipulation shows that this is the same as the objective
function in Equation D.2.
// J (fD (d) fAID (Old)
I (E) (we) ; D (wD)) f d )ID( )lbf d e(),dd
QD Qe
1 (0 (we) ; D (D)) JfD (d) feD (O d) log fID (Old) dOddfe (0)
QD Qe
D.3.3 Summary
Maximizing the mutual information between the data predictive density and the prior param-
eter density is equivalent to maximizing the expected Kullback-Leibler divergence from posterior
parameter density to prior parameter density. Maximizing these objective functions give the same
result as minimizing the differential entropy of the posterior parameter density.
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Appendix E
Model Based Experimental Designs
Model Based Experimental Designs were discussed in Bard [5], and have been mentioned in
literature[56, 31]. Within the Chemical Engineering discipline, the Macchietto group at Imperial
has done studies with this approach [1, 28, 29, 30, 32, 241. Simply put, Model Based Experimental
Designs are the Bayesian equivalent of Optimal Designs. Although they are a subset of Bayesian
Designs, they will be discussed separately because they are a bridge between Optimal and Bayesian
Designs.
Instead of developing a metric related to the Fisher Information and simulated, posterior pa-
rameter density, the Bayesian metric is based on the change in information between a prior density
and a posterior density. Technically, they are simply a subset of Bayesian Designs. Because of
computational limitations during the time period when Model Based Experimental Designs were
suggested, various assumptions were made to simplify the Bayesian Designs:
1. linearization of the model (to get local sensitivities)
2. use of parameter point estimates, for linearization
3. assumption of normal error distributions and prior/posterior parameter distributions
Note that these assumptions match those of Optimal Designs, and therefore the results are essen-
tially the same as for Optimal Designs. The only remaining Bayesian influence is the appearance
of the variance of the prior parameter density in the objective function.
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E.O.4 Algorithm
Start with a system model and prior knowledge of the parameters being normally distributed
with known mean and variance. Assume that the errors are normally distributed with a known
variance. Linearize the model at the mean of the parameters. Analytically calculate the prior
predictive density (which will be normal). Lastly, approximate the posterior parameter density
with a normal distribution. Then the gain in Shannon Information can be calculated analytically
as: #= [BTH1B+V1 ] .
The Model Based Experimental Design approach, described by Bard, is shown below. Similar
to the Optimal Designs, there are many possible formulations of this approach, depending on the
goal of the experiment. The objective of this particular formulation is to minimize the variance of
the posterior parameter density.
1. Assume a model 9 f (x, 0), where f is a vector of M functions, depending on Jindependent
variables x and L parameters 0. Calculate the best conditions for a set of N experiments.
2. Assume the data to be centered on the model prediction with some distribution of residuals
described by the variances Vm, m 1...M, and arrange these values onto the diagonals of
an M x Mmatrix V, where M is the number of responses. This means that each response
can have different variances associated with its measurement, but each measurement of one
response is expected to follow the same distribution. The matrix H is formed by repeating V
along the diagonal, into a MN x MN matrix.
3. Using previous data, fit the data to the model using least squares regression to determine 0o:
an L-vector of parameter values
4. Determine the formula of the sensitivities of each of Mresponses, Bmi,n This
results in B2, an M x Lmatrix of sensitivities that is a function of the nth set of independent
variables x,. B, is calculated for each of the N new design points and stacked up, to produce
B, a MN x L matrix
Assume that the prior distribution of parameters, Oo, is normally distributed. Estimate
the variance of each of the L parameters using the D previously collected data points, by
linearization of the model 9 = f (x, 0) into 9 = X0, where X is a D x L matrix of partial
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derivatives of f. Then the matrix of prior parameter variances for is:
V0  (XTX)-1 2
wherea 2 is the variance of the residuals.. Each model response will give different values for
Vo, which was not addressed in Bard's description of this problem.
5. The sum H + BVoBT is the model prediction uncertainty under Bard's method. The ma-
trix H represents the uncertainty from measurements, and BVoBTis the uncertainty in the
model (derived from the moment method). Each row of the matrix corresponds to one of M
responses, and one of N sets of independent variables.
Vary the N sets of independent variables x, to maximize det (H + BVoBT) to obtain the N
new design points at which to carry out experiments.
6. Run experiments and collect data
7. Data analysis
E.O.5 Comparing different optimality criteria
Section 5.1.2 describes several utility functions that can be used to tailor experiments to the
goals of a study. Each of these has a formulation for Model Based Experimental Designs with
simplifications due to the linearity and Gaussian distributions.
Criteria for Parameter Estimation
The objective function for estimating parameters is T = det (11 + BVoBT), which takes into
account the measurement errors for each response, and the propagation of parameter uncertainty
through the model for each response. The relevant optimization is:.
max T where x is a design point (a set of the J independent variables) and N is the number
Xn; n=1 ... N
of design points. Note that this is equivalent to: mn .N' = det ([BT-B+ V~- ]
Criteria for Prediction
Use of parameters for prediction refers to the situation where an experiment is done on one
system (modeled by 9 = f (x, 0)), to determine equivalent parameters in a different system (modeled
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by q = # (, 0) where ( are the independent variables). For instance, the volume of an object was
measured to estimate its mass, and that mass were to be used to predict the force the object exerts
in another situation. In this case, the relevant variance is the variance in the predictions of the
model #, which can be expressed as
V= -' V + -'0 VO - +V
Similarly to the Parameter Estimation Criteria, this includes variance of the residuals, V7, and
propagated variance from the parameters, V = [BTfIB + Vo- 1] -. It also adds in propagated
variance from uncertainty in the independent variables, V, which is often assumed to be zero.
Criteria for Model Differentiation
As part of the model development process, it is often necessary to compare two competing
models. Each of these models has a different structure and parameters, but uses the same inde-
pendent variables. The concept is to search for the design points at which the models have the
greatest difference in predicted values, while also taking into account the uncertainty in the model
predictions and measurements. Experiments at this point will be best able to differentiate between
the two models. The general idea is to calculate the probability of the data supporting one model
over the other, over the domain of the independent variables. Then select the set of independent
variables where the probability of discriminating between models is highest.
The formulation is shown below:
1. Start with two models:
g(1) -- f(1) (1) and D(2) f(2) (X, j(2)
with variance of measurement errors VW ) i = 1,2.
2. Define aig (x) = log (Y'X) which measures how much the observations y support model
i over model j, and E(') [ai3 (x)] f p(i) (yIx) log (2 3 (klxi dy, which is interpreted as how
superior model i will appear to be given the data x, assuming that model i is correct. Note,
to calculate this, a distribution of residuals (the likelihood distribution) must be assumed.
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3. At each value of the independent variable, the expected preference for one model or the other
can be calculated. These are maximized over the design space:
max J1,2 (x) = E(1) [a12 (x) + E(2) [a21 (x)]
The objective function can be calculated using Monte Carlo sampling methods, or by mak-
ing assumptions that allow for simple solutions. For example, models prediction errors are
assumed to be normal and with variances given by V - (V(') + BVBT) the measurement
variance plus the propagated parameter variance.
4. This is effectively maximizing the probability of measuring data that will allow for model
discrimination. The dependence on the design x comes from the models y(i). Ji,2 must be
maximized over the design space to obtain the most effective experimental conditions.
E.O.6 Discussion
The Model Based Experimental Design approach is attractive when compared with the Classical
Approach, because it is able to incorporate knowledge of the system and the significant uncertain-
ties. The drawbacks are similar to Optimal Designs. Both the Model Based Experimental Design
and Optimal Design approaches consider only linearized models and Gaussian uncertainties. This
is equivalent to a first order approximation in both model response and parametric uncertainties.
Most systems of interest have much more complex behavior, and so these approaches will give
suboptimal results.
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